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ISINN-28 Preface
The annual International Seminar on Interaction of Neutrons with Nuclei, ISINN-28,
was scheduled to be held in Beijing, China, in May 2020, but because of pandemic, after
much debate with Chinese co-organizers, it was put off and took place on-line only on
24‒28 May 2021. Preparation for the Seminar was realized by the Frank Laboratory of
Neutron Physics, JINR in conjunction with colleagues from Chinese institutes and
universities. It was one of the world’s first conferences on nuclear physics since the pandemic
began in 2019.
The Seminar Program traditionally included a wide range of problems of Neutron
Physics: promising neutron sources, fundamental properties of a neutron, fundamental
interactions in the reactions with neutrons, nuclear fission, ultracold neutrons, as well as
application of analytical methods in archaeology, material science, ecology and life sciences.
The Conference was of interest to more than 120 participants from physical centers of
Albania, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bulgaria, China, Czechia, Egypt, France, India, Iran,
Kazakhstan, Moldavia, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Spain, Sweden, USA and Vietnam. From
Russia, the declared reports were presented by physicists from the Institute of Physics and
Power Engineering (IPPE) and the Medical Radiological Research Center (MRRC), Obninsk,
the Moscow National Research Center “Kurchatov Institute” (NRC KI) and the Institute of
Theoretical and Experimental Physics (ITEP) of NRC KI, Petersburg Nuclear Physics
Institute (PNPI) of NRC KI, Gatchina, Institute for Nuclear Research of RAS, Troitsk, and
from the Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics and Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions,
JINR, Dubna (see the ISINN-28 program and the introduced presentations in
http://isinn.jinr.ru/past-isinns/isinn-28/program.html).
We have the opportunity to publish in the Seminar Proceedings only the reports
received from authors to the appointed dead-line.
V.N. Shvetsov,
Co-Chairman of ISINN-28
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Development of Transportable Accelerator-Driven Neutron Source in XJTU
S. Wang *, H.P. Li, X.B. Li, B.L. Ma, S.H. Yang, Y.S. Lv, Z.P. Qiao, Y.C. Hu,
Q.X. Jiang, J.Q. Hu
School of Nuclear Science and Technology, Xi’an Jiaotong University, Xi'an, 710049, China
* E-mail: shengwang@xjtu.edu.cn

1. Introduction
Neutrons have been widely used in many applications, such as Boron Neutron Capture
Therapy (BNCT), neutron imaging, neutron scattering research, and so on [1]. Due to the low
cost, small size, short construction time, and acceptable neutron yield for many purposes, the
development of Compact Accelerator-driven Neutron Source (CANS) technology has
progressed worldwide in recent years. And outdoor neutron non-destructive testing is likely to
be realized by developing a Transportable Accelerator-driven Neutron Source (TANS) based
on existing CANS facilities for some specific situations, like bridge and road detection. The
project of TANS in Xi’an Jiaotong University (XJTU) has been carried out. The progress
about compact accelerator, target design, shielding structure and neutron backscattering
radiography system is stated as follow. And the layout of every consistence is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Structure of the TANS.

2. RFQ accelerator
The four-vane RFQ accelerator has been adopted as its compact structure and high
transmission efficiency. The whole accelerator system consists of RFQ cavity, RF power
source, cooling machine, vacuum as well as generator. To reduce the costs and size of the
accelerators system as much as possible, the working frequency of 325MHz has been selected
with compromise between power consumption, cavity size and weight, as well as feasibility
of construction. The RFQ was designed to accelerate the proton beam with peak current of
12mA to 2.5MeV in the acceleration efficiency above 93.2%. The RFQ length and weight
were 2.6m and 1.5t, respectively. And the structure of RFQ accelerator for TANS is shown in
Fig. 2.
3. Target design
We chose the 7Li (p, n)7Be reaction, in which lithium (Li) rather than beryllium (Be) was
used as the target material due to its relatively higher neutron yield. Aiming at minimization
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on reduction in neutron attenuation and sufficient cooling, we proposed a new cooling
configuration for a target featuring edge-cooling without flowing water in the back side to be
applicable for TANS, which is shown in Fig.3. Based on the simulation by Monte Carle code
and finite element method software, the effect on neutron attenuation and cooling effect have
been evaluated, and the structure and size are optimized.

Fig. 2. Structure of RAQ accelerator for TANS.
Table.1. Parameter of RFQ accelerator for TANS
Frequency [MHz]

325

Beam current [mA]

12

Wout [MeV]

2.5

,QSXW1RU5PVHPLW>PPÂPUDG@

0.10

Inter-vane voltage [kV]

65

Max. modulation

2.49

Max. phase [deg]

-19.0

Peak electric field [MV/m]

24.03

Kp factor

1.35

Electrode length [m]
Average aperture [mm]

3.746

Minimal aperture [mm]

2.01

Trans. (PARMTEQM) [%]

98.1

Acc (PARMTEQM) [%]

93.2
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Fig. 3. Edge-cooling target: (a) vertical cross section; (b) perspective drawing to show the
cooling water flowing.
4. Shielding structure
We optimized the reflector and the shielding design of the target station for TANS. A
high-performance reflector material was selected by comparing a number of candidates,
which aimed at enhancing the fast neutron intensity for the non-destructive testing. A
compact and light-weight shielding design was optimized through a multi-objective
optimization way based on NSGA-MC [2]. The target station of TANS is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Shielding structure of TANS
5. Neutron Backscattering Radiography System Based on TANS
TANS is a potential tool for infrastructure NDT, while the neutron backscattering
radiography (NBR) is almost the only way to apply that. Our group has been committed to
the development of TANS, and make important breakthroughs in key systems. Upper
picture of Fig. 5 shows the structure of TANS backscattering radiography system. The
source uses 2.5MeV proton and solid lithium target. Bottom picture of Fig. 5 shows energy
spectrum of the neutron source.
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Fig. 5. Structure of TANS NBR system. Upper picture –system structure, bottom picture – energy
spectrum.

NBR can effectively distinguish the defects, especially void and water gap. Fig. 6 shows
the simulation results of defects detection. Defects depth is 10cm, size is 5×5×5cm. Detector
size is 30px×30px, pixel size is 0.5cm. Water can reflect more thermal neutron than other
material, while void can hardly reflect neutron, thus, NBR can distinguish void and water by
means of backscattering neutron flux and energy.

Fig. 6. NBR simulation of void and water defects.
References
[1] L. Xu, W. Schultz, C.Huiszoon, Petrophysics 51(3), 184 (2010).
[2] Ma B., Song L., Yan M., et al., Multi-objective Optimization Shielding Design for Compact
Accelerator-driven Neutron Sources by Application of NSGA-II and MCNP[J].IEEE
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Abstract
This work is devoted to the calibration of plastic scintillation detectors and comparison of
their parameters. Long plastic detectors with photomultiplier tubes (PMT) at both ends were
chosen for the study. The choice stems from the goal of obtaining position resolution using
time information from both PMTs.
The measurements were carried out for two types of detectors with the same dimensions
(5×10×100 cm). The first type is a plastic detector manufactured by EPIC CRYSTAL,
Shanghai, China. It has a PMT model CR105 from HAMAMATSU. The second type is a
plastic detector manufactured by ELJEN TECHNOLOGY, USA. It is equipped with a PMT
model ETEL 9266KEB from ELECTRON TUBES.
The purpose of this study was to determine the main characteristics and optimal
operating conditions of the detection system. The tests were carried out with 137C and 60Co
gamma radiation sources. A digital signal recorder DSR-2/32, was used for data collection
and preliminary analysis.
1. INTRODUCTION
At the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR, Dubna, Russia), within the framework
of the TANGRA project (TAgged Neutrons and Gamma RAys) [1], experiments on the study
of inelastic scattering of fast neutrons are continuing [2]. Various types of detectors are used
to study reactions with neutrons, including plastic scintillators.
Plastic scintillators are often used in measurements with neutrons, most often using the
time-of-flight technique [3,4]. This is due to a number of advantages that these detectors have:
fast response, low cost, and the ability to manufacture a scintillator of almost any shape and
volume.
Long plastic detectors with PMTs at both ends of the detector were chosen for the study.
For the first time a detector with such characteristics was used by Charpak G. et al. [5]. The
choice is due to the goal of obtaining positional resolution using time information from both
PMTs.
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The purpose of this study was to determine the detector characteristics (the time, position
response, the attenuation length of light in the scintillator) and to select the PMT optimal
voltage.
2.

DESCRIPTION OF DETECTORS AND RESEARCH METHODS

The measurements were carried out for two types of detectors with the same overall
dimensions (5×10×100 cm). The first type is a plastic detector manufactured by EPIC
CRYSTAL, Shanghai, China [6]. It has a PMT, model CR105, from HAMAMATSU [7]. The
second type is a plastic detector manufactured by ELJEN TECHNOLOGY, USA [8]. It is
equipped with a PMT model ETEL 9266KEB, from ELECTRON TUBES [9]. A photo of the
detectors and their schematic view are shown in Fig. 1 and 2, respectively.

Fig. 1. Plastic scintillation detectors from ELJEN TECHNOLOGY (1), and EPIC CRYSTAL
(2).

Fig. 2. The schematic view of the studied detectors [6].
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The tests experiments were carried out with 137Cs and 60Co point-like gamma-ray
sources. The digitizer DSR-2/32 was used for data collection and preliminary analysis.
The selection of the optimal voltage on the PMT was carried out using the point sources,
which were alternately placed in the center (at the same distance from each PMT) in front of
the detector. The spectra obtained in the experiment with a 60Co source are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Amplitude spectra of the right and left photomultipliers from the EPIC CRYSTAL and
ELJEN TECHNOLOGY detectors.
Further, to study the characteristics of the detector, depending on the place of interaction
of gamma radiation with the scintillator and select the optimal parameters of the system in the
desired mode, the concept of "position coordinate" (or X coordinate) of the particle's passage
through the detector is introduced. It can be obtained from the time difference between the
signals received from the left (TL) and right (TR) PMT [3]:
X ~ (TL-TR).

(1)

In addition, the necessary input value is QGM  an integral charge, which is proportional
to the energy of the incident particle. It is calculated as the geometric mean between two
signals from the PMTs, practically does not depend on the hit position [10] and can be used as
particle energy:
=

,

where QL and QR are signals from the left and right photomultipliers, respectively.
The example of obtained amplitude spectra one can see on figure 4.
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(2)

Fig. 4. Amplitude spectra of the right and left PMTs and their geometrical sum from the
ELJEN TECHNOLOGY (left) and EPIC CRYSTAL (right) detectors.
Using the above expressions (1, 2), the time resolution was obtained. In figure 5, one can
see examples of time spectra with EPIC detectors at a voltage of 950 V (with a threshold of
100 keV (a) and 700 keV (b)) and ELJEN detectors at a voltage of 850 V (with a threshold of
100 keV (c) and 700 keV (d)).
a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 5. Time spectra (TL-TR) for detectors: EPIC at a voltage of 950 V and an interaction
threshold Ethr = 100 keV (a), Ethr = 700 keV (b) and ELJEN at a voltage of 850 V and an
interaction threshold Ethr = 100 keV (c), Ethr = 700 keV (d).
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) was determined for each peak in the time
spectrum at different voltages applied to the PMT. The obtained values include the
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contributions from the signal delay by the registering electronics and PMT. Figure 6 shows
the FWHM dependence of the time peak on the PMT voltage for the EPIC and ELJEN
detectors at the threshold of 100 and 700 keV. The data obtained were used to select the
optimal voltage parameters for the detectors.

Fig. 6. FWHM of the time peak versus PMT voltage for the EPIC and ELJEN detectors with
thresholds 100 and 700 keV.
Additional measurements were carried out with point radiation sources to obtain
information about the interaction position or the X coordinate of the particle and other
detector characteristics. During the experiment, Ȗ-quanta from 137Cs and 60Co radioactive
sources were collimated with lead bricks. The source and collimator assembly were moved
along the length of the plastic detector with a step of ~ 1415 cm (Fig.7).

Fig. 7. The time difference spectra, obtained with 60Co radioactive sources and collimator
assembly for various distances of the exposed part from one end by the ELJEN (left) and
EPIC (right) detectors.
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Fig. 8. Measured time difference versus the position of the radiation source for the EPIC
detector. Experimental data were obtained with a 60Co source (squares) and with a 137Cs
source (circles). The solid line is the fit of a linear function to the experimental data.
As can be seen from Fig. 8 (example of experimental data obtained with the EPIC
detector), the dependence of (TL-TR) on the source position is linear. The obtained dependence
was used to determine the position resolution of the both detectors (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Position resolution for ELJEN (left) and EPIC (right) detectors measured with a Ȗ ray
beam from a 60Co point source collimated using appropriately placed lead bricks to illuminate
a 0.5 cm wide portion of the plastic scintillator.
Another quantity characterizing the detector is the attenuation length of light in the
scintillator Ȝ  determined from the exponential decay of the amplitude of the scintillation
burst signal A with distance x [11]:
( )=

.

(3)

Figure 10 shows the experimental amplitudes of the scintillation burst signals depending
on the position of a 60Co point source for ELJEN and EPIC detectors.
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Fig. 10. Experimental amplitudes of scintillation burst signals as a function of the position of
a 60Co point source for ELJEN and EPIC detectors.
Then, using exponential approximation according to dependence (3), the values of the
attenuation length of light in the scintillator for each of the detectors were obtained.
3.

CONCLUSION

The article discusses the features of working with long plastic detectors from two
different manufacturers EPIC and ELJEN, their main characteristics are obtained.
Calibration was carried out using 137Cs and 60Co point sources.
As a result of the study: the average time resolution obtained for EPIC detector was ~ 2.9
ns and for ELJEN ~ 2.5 ns. The uncertainty of the position coordinate (position resolution)
was ~ 19.1 cm for EPIC and ~ 14.7 cm for ELJEN detectors. The obtained values of the light
attenuation length in the scintillator were 151.5±2.1 cm for EPIC and 298.3±9.3 cm for
ELJEN detectors.
In the future, it is planned to continue studies of the characteristics of detectors with a
portable neutron generator ING-27.
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Reconstruction of HPGe Detector Modeling for Efficiency Calibration
Zhang Changfan*, Hu Guangchun, Zeng Jun, Xiang Qingpei, Gong Jian
China Academy of Engineering Physics, Institute of Nuclear Physics and Chemistry,
Mianyang city 621900, China
High purity germanium (HPGe) detector is a prior choice for determining the activity of
the radioactive samples for nuclear diagnostics of Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF)
experiments. Efficiency calibration of gamma rays at a close distance from the surface of an
HPGe detector is a crucial issue. So far as the detector structure is precisely clarified, a model
of the detector can be well developed, based on which Gamma-ray detection efficiencies can
be calculated accurately using Monte Carlo method. In this paper, internal geometry and
structure except for dead layers of the HPGe detector is obtained by X-ray radiography and
3D reconstruction. The optimal dead layers of the germanium crystal are determined by
tracing the minimal sum squared residual (SSR) of gamma-ray efficiencies between
calculations and measurements for standard planar sources.
Keywords HPGe detector, Efficiency calibration, MC modeling, Nuclear diagnostics
1. Introduction
Nuclear diagnostics of inertial confinement fusion (ICF) experiments are critical to
achieve ignition at a facility such as National Ignition Facility and Shenguang-III Laser
Facility [14]. A key nuclear diagnostic is the detection of radiochemical samples following
implosions [59]. The radiochemical samples can provide quantitative data on capsule
performance parameters such as fuel areal density, neutron yield, neutron energy spectral
information and so on [1013]. The radiochemical samples, i.e. diagnostic indicators, come
from materials which originally either present naturally in the capsule or doped specifically
into the capsule. Iridium and Scandium are such essential indicators specifically doped into
the capsule to diagnose ignition failures on National Ignition Campaign targets [1415].
Reactions of 191Ir(n,2n)190Ir, 191Ir(n,3n)189Ir, 45Sc(n,2n)44Sc, and 45Sc(n,2n)43Sc provide
radiochemical signatures over the high regime of incident neutron energy. The activity of the
radioactive products can be determined by emitted gamma rays. However, this capability is
limited by the amounts of the isotopes loaded inside the capsule without affecting
performance and the collection efficiency of the capsule debris after implosion. High purity
germanium (HPGe) detector is a prior choice for determining the activity of these radioactive
samples because of its superior energy resolution. Anyway, the efficiency is quite limited for
gamma-ray detection of HPGe detector compared with other kinds of detectors. Decreasing
the distance between detector window and radioactive source is helpful to solve the dilemma.
Therefore, efficiency calibration of gamma rays at a very close distance from the surface of an
HPGe detector is a crucial issue. Considering the problem of the coincidence at a close
distance, it is very important to construct a precise model of the HPGe detector. Therefore,
gamma-ray efficiencies can be calculated accurately at an arbitrary distance from the surface
of an HPGe detector using Monte Carlo method as long as the detector model is confirmed.
In recent years, radiography technologies such as CT scan or collimated gamma-ray scan
are employed to reconstruct a very precise model for HPGe detectors [1620]. Dead layers of
the germanium crystal are also determined by standard radioactive sources [21,22].
In this paper, we focus on the precise modeling of an HPGe detector for efficiency
calibration for the further diagnostics of ICF. Internal geometry and structure except for dead
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layers of the HPGe detector is obtained by X-ray radiography and 3D reconstruction. Several
planar sources are utilized to calibrate the efficiencies at a certain distance from the surface of
the HPGe detector window. Dead layers of the germanium crystal are determined by tracing
the minimal sum squared residual of gamma-ray efficiencies between the calculations and the
measurements. Nonuniform distribution of the dead layer is supposed and the corresponding
model improves the accuracy of the calculated efficiencies.
2. Experiment and Methods
2.1 Apparatus
An HPGe detector is utilized to calibrate the efficiency. The detector is installed in a
shielding chamber of lead. The nominal relative efficiency of this detector is 40% compared
to a 3 inch u 3 inch NaI (Tl) crystal as measured at 1333 keV. The resolution of the detector
is 1.88keV @ 1332keV of the 60Co gamma-ray energy. The detector is connected to a Digimultichannel analyzer, in which the pre-amplifier is integrated. The high voltage is set to
positive 3050V and the rise-time is 8.00 ȝs. The course gain and fine gain are set as 20 and
1.18, respectively. Spectra are recorded over 16384 channels up to the energy level of 2 MeV.
A Canberra Genie 2000 software (Version3.1.4) is used to acquire gamma-ray spectra.
2.2 Standard source
Several standard planar sources 241Am, 60Co, 133Ba, 152Eu and 166Ho are utilized for the
efficiency calibration. The sources are titrations of the radioactive solution on the filter paper,
sealing within a PMMA container each. The radius of each filter paper is 18 mm. The
uncertainty of the activity for each source is certified 2%.
2.3 Measurement
Each standard source is placed on a PMMA bracket which is set on the detector. The
distance between the source and the detector window is 9.20 cm. The measurement layout is
illustrated in Fig. 1.

HPGe Detector

FP

Front end

PMMA Bracket

Planar Source

Fig. 1. Efficiency calibration for the planar sources at the distance of 9.20 cm between the source and
the detector window.
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The counting dead time ranges from 0.2% to 6.2%, depending on the activity of the
source, which is consequently corrected during counting. The acquisition time, corresponding
to at least 105 counts in the full energy peak, is sufficient to assure good counting statistics.
The energy ranges from 59 keV to 1408 keV. The efficiency of the full energy peak H ( Ei ) is
calculated by the following function:

H ( Ei )

S ( Ei )
.
AK ( Ei )tlive

Here S(Ei) is the full energy peak area of the peak Ei, A is the activity of the standard source, Ș(Ei) is
the intensity of the peak Ei, tlive is the live time of the measurement.
The measured efficiencies for gamma rays at a distance of 9.20 cm from the detector
window is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The measured efficiencies (black squares) and calculated efficiencies (red circles and green
hollow circles) for gamma rays at a distance of 9.20 cm from the detector window.

2.4 Radiography for MC modeling
Even though dimension of the detector is always provided by the manufacturer (not the
case for this HPGe detector), the discrepancies between the nominal values and the actual
values always exist. To obtain a reliable model, X-ray radiography and 3-D reconstruction
illustrated in Fig. 3 were performed to determine the detector's precise dimensions. The
geometrical structure and corresponding parameters of the detector, listed in Table1 and
displayed in Fig. 3, are used for MC modeling.

Fig. 3. X-ray radiography and the 3-D reconstruct of the detector.
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Table 1 Parameters of the HPGe detector

Structure
Crystal
Beryllium
window
Inner lateral cap
Fastening belt
External lateral cap

Material
high purity germanium

Density/g/cm3
5.32

beryllium

1.85

copper
copper
aluminum

8.96
8.96
2.70

Fig. 4. Geometry parameters of the HPGe detector.

In the radiography, several geometrical subtle details are revealed. For instance, there is a
circinate groove on the rear of the germanium crystal, the beryllium window is not flat, and
the PMMA bracket is not homocentric with the crystal. All these details mentioned above, in
Fig. 5, are considered in model reconstruction. However, it is worthy to note that the crystal
dead layer (DL) thickness cannot be obtained by X-ray radiography. Determination for the DL
thickness will be discussed in the latter section.

Fig. 5. Geometric subtle details are revealed in the X-ray radiography, such as (a) a groove on the rear
crystal, (b) curving beryllium window, and (c) non-central symmetric PMMA bracket.

The gamma-ray measurement model, which contains the HPGe detector, the PMMA
bracket and the standard source, was constructed by MCNP5 code [21]. The calculated
efficiencies without DLs are shown as red dots in Fig. 2. The relative deviations between
calculated efficiencies without DLs and measured ones are shown in Fig. 6(a). The results
indicate that dead layers are needed to be considered.
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Fig. 6. Deviation of gamma-ray efficiencies between experiments and calculations (a) without DLs (b)
with DLs and (c) with corrected DLs.

2.5 Determination for thicknesses of DLs
Here sum squared residual (SSR) of gamma-ray efficiencies is employed to calculate the
optimal thicknesses of DLs:
SSR
¦ (H cal ,Ei  H exp,Ei )2 ,
Ei  200 keV

where H cal , Ei and H exp,Ei are the calculated efficiency and the measured efficiency at the energy
Ei, respectively. The optimal DLs will minimize the SSR of gamma-ray efficiencies.
Because low-energy gamma rays are hard to penetrate the crystal and the efficiencies of
them are sensitive to the thicknesses of the front-end and lateral DLs. Determination for the
thicknesses of front-end and lateral DLs of the crystal can take advantage of the low-energy
gamma rays. Likewise, determination for the thickness of the back-end DL can take
advantage of high-energy gamma rays.
Determination for the optimal thicknesses of front-end and lateral DLs relies on 59 keV
@ 241Am, 81 keV @ 166Ho, 121 keV@152Eu and 160 keV@133Ba. The SSR contour of lowenergy gamma-ray efficiencies at different thicknesses of front-end and lateral DLs are shown
in Fig. 7. Here the initial thicknesses of front-end and the lateral DLs are set as 0.001 cm and
0.04 cm, respectively. And the steps of front-end and the lateral DLs are set as 0.001 cm and
0.01 cm, respectively. Specially, the front-end DL is also set as 0.00001 cm and relevant
calculations are shown in Fig. 7. The corresponding abscissa for the front-end Dl of 0.00001
cm is labeled as 0.000 cm.

Fig. 7. SSR contour of low-energy and medium-energy gamma-ray efficiencies as thicknesses of frontend and lateral DLs varying.
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The contour shows that the optimal DLs have a thicker lateral DL (ranges from 0.14 cm
to 0.15 cm) and a very thin frontend DL (0.00001cm). Relative deviations of between
measured efficiencies and calculated ones with the DLs mentioned above are listed in Table 2.
These thicknesses of front-end and lateral DLs are both appropriate because the relative
deviations are all within the uncertainties of the experiment results.
Table 2 Relative deviations of efficiencies between experiments and calculations

Energy/keV
59.541
80.586
121.783
160.613

Effexp

Thicknesses of the front-end/lateral
DLs/cm
0.00001/0.14
0.00001/0.15

2.356E-02(2.1%)
2.301E-02(2.5%)
2.123E-02(2.4%)
1.889E-02(2.4%)

-0.9%
1.5%
1.6%
-1.2%

-1.4%
1.0%
1.1%
-1.8%

To pin the optimal thickness for the lateral DL, the backend DL is engaged and
efficiencies of different gamma-ray regions are calculated. The contours (Fig. 8) are SSR of a)
low-energy gamma-ray (<=160 keV), b) medium-energy gamma-ray (160 keV~1000 keV),
and c) high-energy gamma-ray (>1000 keV) efficiencies as the lateral and back-end DLs
change, respectively. The initial lateral and back-end DLs are set as 0.13 cm and 0.12 cm,
respectively. The steps of the lateral and back-end DLs are set as 0.01 cm and 0.02 cm,
respectively.

Fig. 8. SSR contours of a) low-energy gamma-ray, b) medium-energy gamma-ray and c) high-energy
gamma-ray efficiencies as the lateral and backend DLs varying.

The low-lying overlap in SSR contours of low-energy (Fig. 8(a)) and high-energy (Fig.
8(c)) gamma-ray efficiencies locates at the lateral DL of 0.14 cm and the backend DL of 0.18
cm. While the optimal DLs for medium-energy gamma-ray efficiencies trend to be thicker
(Fig. 8(b)). Relative deviations of gamma-ray efficiencies between experiments and
calculations for the case of the lateral DL at 0.14 cm and the backend DL at 0.18 cm is
illustrated in Fig. 6(b). It shows that points of calculated efficiencies are within 2% deviation
compared with ones of the measurements for the low and high-energy rays, while most points
of calculated efficiencies are beyond 4% than those of the measurements for medium-energy
rays. It can be deduced that the lateral DL which affects the medium-energy gamma-ray
efficiencies sensitively should be thicker than the current value.
However, increasing thickness for the whole lateral DL will decrease efficiencies for
low-energy gamma rays. Since the optimal front-end DL is very thin (0.00001 cm) it is hard
to be decreased again to fit a thicker lateral DL for the low-energy gamma rays.
To solve the problem, the lateral DL is modified to have a non-uniform thickness.
Considering the locations of fastening belt and the screws, the vicinity electric field in the
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crystal will be changed. The position of a new-added lateral DL is fixed at the same height of
the fastening belt and is adjacent to the original lateral DL (Fig. 9). The thickness (d) and the
width (L) of the new-added DL are optimized by the minimal SSR of the medium-energy
gamma-ray efficiencies. The initial values of d and L are set as 0.02 cm and 0.2 cm,
respectively. The steps of d and L are set as 0.02 cm and 0.2 cm, respectively. The SSRs of
low-energy and high-energy gamma-ray efficiencies are also calculated. The SSR contours for
different energy range of gamma-rays are shown in Figure 10.

Backend DL

Lateral side DL
New added DL

/

G

Frontend DL

Fig. 9. Distribution of dead layers in the crystal.

Fig. 10. SSR of a) low-energy gamma-ray, b) medium-energy gamma-ray and c) high-energy gammaray efficiencies as the thickness and the width of the new-added lateral DL varying.

The new-added lateral DL pined at d of 0.14 cm and L of 0.6 cm improves the minimal
SSR of medium-energy gamma rays from less than 0.017(Fig.8(b)) to less than 0.00835
(Fig.10(b)). While this new-added DL increases the SSRs of low-energy and high-energy
gamma rays. Relative deviations of efficiencies between calculations and experiments are
shown in Fig. 6(c). The calculated efficiencies of MC model with corrected DLs are shown as
green hollow circles in Fig. 1. Fig. 6(c) shows that almost all calculated efficiencies fall
within 4% interval except one for 160 keV gamma ray. The reason of the exception may
attribute to the weak SNR (signal to noise ratio) which is less than 0.18.
Compared with the MC model without any DLs (Fig. 6(a)), MC model with corrected
DLs (Fig. 6(c)) improves the calculated efficiencies tremendously. Compared with the model
with initial DLs (Fig. 6(b)), the model with corrected DLs eliminates offset of the calculated
efficiencies, and makes the calculated efficiencies distribute equally around the measured
ones within 4% interval.
3. Conclusion
A precise model of HPGe detector for efficiency calibration is constructed here. The
geometric dimension and detailed subtle structures such as circinate groove on the rear end of
the germanium crystal, the curving beryllium window, and the non-homocentric PMMA
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bracket are accurately determined by X-ray radiography. DLs of the germanium crystal is
determined by tracing the minimal SSR of gamma-ray efficiencies. Nonuniform distribution
of the lateral DL is supposed and the corresponding model improves the accuracy of the
calculated efficiencies.
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ABSTRACT
Prediction of the radioactive behaviour of different components of a research reactor
during the cooling time is important regarding their waste management and decommissioning.
The present work investigate the radioactivity behaviour of control rod, aluminium irradiation
box and steel lining of Tehran Research Reactor during the cooling times after the reactor
shutdown. MCNPX and ORIGEN computational codes were used to estimate the behaviour.
A benchmark study was done to evaluate the conformity of the experimental measurement
with the simulation data. The carried out study showed the aluminium parts would be easily
handled after at least 6 months after the reactor shutdown by means of the usual shield are
used to transfer the radioactive components to the spent fuel pool or radioactive waste storage
sites. In the case of the steel lining also after 6 months of cooling the gamma dose rate
decreases noticeably. The gamma dose rate of control rods are very high and decreases slowly
during the years after the reactor shutdown.
Keywords: Gamma dose rate, decommissioning, waste components, Tehran Research Reactor
1

INTRODUCTION

Decommissioning of a nuclear facility is an important process. When each part of a
nuclear facility has a problem and the problem cannot be solved satisfactorily within a
reasonable time, a decision may be made to discharge that part. The radioactive material
decommissioning is a technical process and needs great attention to assure the minimization
of the risks to both the public and the workers involved in the process. The IAEA has
developed some guidance documents on decommissioning [1-3]
In this work, the future decommissioning of some core components of TRR has been
investigated.
2

MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1

Description of TRR

TRR is an open pool, MTR- type, light water moderated reactor. The core consists of
fuel elements, graphite boxes as reflectors and irradiation boxes. TRR is a 5 MW reactor with
20% enriched fuels and 500 m3/h flow rate. There are two types of fuel elements, i.e.
Standard Fuel Element (SFE) and Control Fuel Element (CFE). First of all the control rod of
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TRR modelled using the MCNPX code and its radial neutron flux was calculate along its
height then the flux was used in ORIGEN code to calculate the rod decay behaviour (Fig.1).

Figure 1: schematic view of TRR core and its control rods.

2.2

Simulation

In this study MCNPX 2.6.0 have been used as a powerful particle transport code with
the ability to calculate deposited power and dose calculation [5]. In addition to MCNPX code,
Origen 2.1 code [6] has been used to determine the photon spectrum. The TRR core with the
control rods and its total containment has been modelled using the MCNPX.2.6 code. The
spectrums of photons after 50 years of reactor operation time and in different cooling times
have been determined on the surface of the control rod, central irradiation box and the hottest
section of the steel lining of the research reactor using two ORIGEN and MCNPX codes.
Dose calculations have been performed at the End Of Irradiation (EOI) using DE and DF
cards and flux to dose conversion coefficients to the ICRP38 which is available in the
MCNPX code appendix.
3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Ag-In-Cd control rods with precise dimensions and length of 65 cm were modelled
according to Fig.2 using MCNPX code. An average of 23% of control rods and 29% of
regulatory rods were assumed to be used inside the core in any operation. Consumption of
rods from 2002 to 2015, is equivalent to 7300 MWD. The control rod decay behaviour on the
cooling time is shown in Fig.2. As the figure shows the decay behaviour is tightly dependent
to the neutron flux exposure the control rod and after 10 years of cooling its reduction is slow.
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Figure 2: the gamma intensity variation of the activated control rod during the cooling time.

The gamma spectra variation of the radioactive control rod exposed to a neutron flux
from a 7300 MWD TRR operation showed after the cooling times the gamma spectra shape
does not change noticeably.
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Figure 3: Comparison of Gamma spectra of the radioactive control rod at different cooling times and
EOI.

To investigated the decay behaviour of one section of the control rod (13 cm) which is
the internal ones in the TRR core during its operation, the received neutron flux by it was
used in the ORIGEN code and the produced radioisotopes inside it was reported in Table 1.
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Table 1: Investigation of radioactivity behaviour of the first part of the irradiated control rod
at 7300 MWD at different cooling times
Radioisotope
RH104
RH106
PD107
PD107M
PD109
PD109M
PD111
PD111M
AG106
AG108
AG108M
AG110
AG110M
AG111
AG111M
AG112
CD107
CD109

End OF
IRR
1.57E-02
1.01E-02
8.10E-09
1.87E-05
5.98E+00
9.69E-02
1.52E-01
2.12E-02
3.13E-01
4.26E+03
8.08E+00
1.87E+04
1.04E+03
2.50E+01
1.25E+01
4.07E-03
9.93E-02
5.57E+00

CD111M
CD115
CD115M
CD117
CD117M
IN114
IN114M
IN115
IN116
IN116M
IN117
IN117M
SN117M
SN119M
SUMTOT

3.28E+00
2.19E+01
1.88E+00
6.53E-01
2.49E-02
1.14E+02
4.95E+01
5.13E-11
5.69E+03
4.48E+03
3.50E-01
6.18E-01
4.72E+01
1.28E-04
3.45E+04

.5YR

10.0YR

50.0YR

100.0YR 1000.0YR BR (%)

4.35E-29
8.10E-09

8.10E-09

8.10E-09

6.81E-01 5.47E-01 4.17E-01
7.65E+00 6.15E+00 4.68E+00
5.49E-04 1.38E-21
4.13E-02 1.04E-19

3.07E-03
3.45E-02

2.64E-14 3.84E-17
8.10E-09 8.10E-09

1.07E-07
7.17E-01
8.06E+00
8.31E+00
6.25E+02
1.04E-06

4.24E+00 2.38E-02

7.90E-12

1.12E-23

5.13E-11

5.13E-11

5.13E-11

5.60E-03
7.64E-05 4.17E-09 4.68E-27
6.58E+02 8.42E+00 6.70E+00 5.10E+00

3.75E-02

Particle Energy
(MeV)

97.00
92.00

ȕ
Ȗ

1.65
0.72

100.00

Ȗ-ȕ

0.0880.125

1.10E-01 4.16E-25

3.67E+00 2.94E-21
3.84E+00 3.08E-21
5.13E-11 5.13E-11

The mass of the control rod is approximately 455 grams, as the calculations of the
ORIGEN code show that the activity of cadmium-109 after 10 years of cooling is about
0.19E+07 Bq/g. In general, cadmium-109, silver-108 and silver-108m are important
radiobiological contaminants of the control rod. After 50 years of cooling of the rod, the
amount of cadmium activity per unit mass of the rod reaches 0.0006 Bq/g, while the values of
silver -108 dose not reach to the free release limit even after 1000 years (24×104 Bq/g >>0.02
Bq/g).



The measurements showed after 4 years of cooling the highest gamma dose rate of the
control rod in 60 cm distance between the detector and the control rod in water is about 37
mSv/h. The simulation data showed the gamma dose rate value is about 480 mSv/h at 1 m of
air after 6 months of cooling.
The irradiation boxes of TRR are made of Al6061. The 50-years irradiation was
considered for the central Aluminium irradiation box, which is imposed in front of the highest
neutron flux. The gamma source distribution on the irradiation box is shown in Fig.4.

Figure 4: The gamma source distribution on the irradiation box using MCNPX code.

The gamma intensity variation of the radioactive irradiation box was determined by
using the ORIGEN code. As Fig.5 shows after 0.5 year, the total gamma intensity reaches to
4.37E+08 #/s. the intensity was used to calculate the box dose rate.
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Figure 5: variation of Gamma intensity of the radioactive irradiation box on the cooling time.

In addition, the box gamma spectra of radioactive box were compared for the 6 months
cooling time and EOI. As Fig.6 shows after 6 months of cooling the gamma spectra would be
noticeable softer and high-energy gammas are not in the spectra so it is predictable the gamma
dose rate decreases noticeably than EOI.
Clearly, the total intensity would decrease in order of 10000 after 6 months cooling.
Calculations show that after 6 months of cooling, the maximum dose of the irradiated box at
the box surface will be about 3.5 mSv/h. The dose at a distance of 1 m from the surface of the
irradiated box in the air is about 35 μSv/h. Calculations show that nickel-63 is one of the most
important problems of this box and its value will be about 20 Bq/g after 1000 years.
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Figure 6: Comparison of Gamma spectra of the radioactive irradiation box at 6 months cooling time
and EOI.

The highest radioactive section of the steel lining of the TRR pool wall was selected to
calculate its radioactive behaviour. It’s received neutron flux was calculated using MCNPX
code and its mass and flux was used in the ORIGEN code to calculate its radioactive
behaviour.
Calculations show that the gamma intensity emitted from the shutdown time to 6
months after the reactor shutdown decreases by about 55-fold and continues to decrease even
up to 1000 years of cooling (Figure 7). At the time of 1 year after cooling, the gamma
intensity of this piece of steel is in the order of 106 #/s, which its dose rate will be at a
distance of 1 m in the order of nanosievert. It should be noted that in all these calculations, the
share of the stabilized surface contamination on this calculation is not considered. Figure 8
shows that the gamma spectrum of this piece of steel which is severely softened after 6
months of cooling, and high-energy gammas are removed.
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Figure 7: variation of Gamma intensity of the radioactive steel lining piece on the cooling time.
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Figure 8: Comparison of Gamma spectra of the radioactive steel lining piece at 6 months cooling time
and EOI.

Calculations show that the surface dose of this part after 6 months of cooling is 3.5
mSv/h. In the measurements that were done at the time of repairing the Tehran reactor in
2016, the dose of the steel piece in the most active parts was about 5 mSv/h and 3.7 mSv/h,
which shows the consistency of the calculations with the experimental results ( Figure 9). It
should be noted that the lead shield hanging in front of the thermal column during repairs was
not completely fixed to the wall and was slightly spaced from the right side of the wall, which
led to a higher detected dose reading from this side. In addition, since the gamma dose
readout belongs to all directions and this value was not only related to the steel layer of the
pool wall, it was expected that the measurement value of Figure 8 would be higher than the
computational value in this work.

Figure 9: Measurement of gamma dose rate of the steel lining at 2016 year after 6 months of the
reactor shutdown.
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4

CONCLUSION

Waste management of the radioactive parts of a research reactor after its shutdown and
during its decommissioning is very crucial concern. The decay behaviour of the activated
components would be predicted using computational codes. This procedure could drastically
help use to manage the waste components as easily as possible. In the present work, MCNPX
and ORIGEN codes were used to estimate the decay behaviour of the Ag-In-Cd control rod,
the aluminium irradiation box and the hottest section of the steel lining of the TRR. The
calculation showed in the case of the aluminium parts at least 6 months transition time is
needed to handle transportation of the radioactive components to storage sites or spent fuel
pool. In the case of the steel lining, its gamma dose rate after 6 months of the reactor
shutdown would not be noticeably high to impact on the personnel exposure when the reactor
pool is empty of water. The calculation data suggests the gamma dose rate of control rods are
very high in the first years after the reactor shutdown.
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ABSTRACT
To obtain very sharp neutron diffraction pattern using the diffractometer facilities in research
reactors, high-efficiency detectors, low fast neutron backgrounds, and high intensity neutron
beam in the range of analysis are important factors. To improve the old diffraction system of
Tehran Research Reactor, some reformations were investigated to decrease the fast neutron
backgrounds at the diffraction table. However, crystalline neutron filters could obtain this aim
easily, the homemade high-purity heavy water accessibility in TRR caused the cheap
procedure is investigated in the present study. Hence, heavy water usage inside the horizontal
channel of TRR was investigated using MCNPX code simulation. The obtained results
showed about 10 litres heavy water loading inside the channel would reduce the fast neutrons
with En > 1 MeV about 124 times but the thermal neutron in the range of analysis
(0.02 eV< En <0.33 eV) would be reduced about 7.5 times. The calculations showed a donateshaped (hollow cylinder) heavy water cylinder would allow the thermal neutron reduction is
not noticeable (about 21%) while the fast neutron reduction is 1.83 times.
Keywords: Heavy water, Fast neutron shielding, Neutron diffraction, Tehran Research
Reactor
1

INTRODUCTION

Epithermal and fast neutrons are often a major source of background in detectors.
Neutron filters scatter out fast neutrons utilizing solid-state effects, while thermal neutrons
pass the filter material. Thus, the neutron spectrum is modified massively however, their cost
and stress-resistance of them in high neutron flux should be discussed [1,2].
Wu et al. (2015) illustrated that In recent decades, beam tube research reactors have
become the largest community of users worldwide, and the number of neutron beam
users continues to increase. They investigated a novel compact core design for beam
tube reactors, in which a heavy water reflector was used between the core and light water
shielding to maximize thermal flux in the beam channel [3].
The fast section of neutron spectra not only disturbs the diffraction pattern but causes
noticeably higher dose rates at the experiment table and thereby the device operator. Figure 1
could clear importance of shielding or filtering of such neutrons.
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Figure 1: Plot of the energy dependency of the ambient dose equivalent H (10) from ICRP 74 [4].

From the above figure it is clear by shielding of neutron with En> 1 MeV, the neutron
dose rate would be decreased drastically.
In the case of the Tehran Research Reactor (TRR), which is a pool-type reactor, the
heavy water tank performance around the core is somehow difficult. Hence, in this work,
loading of heavy water in the TRR horizontal channel has been investigated.
2

MATERIAL AND METHODS

TRR is an open pool, MTR- type, light water moderated reactor. The core consists of
fuel elements, graphite boxes as reflectors and irradiation boxes. TRR is a 5 MW reactor with
20% enriched fuels and 500 m3/h flow rate. There are two types of fuel elements, i.e. Standard
Fuel Element (SFE) and Control Fuel Element (CFE). First of all the TRR core and beam
channel of it was modelled using the MCNPX code (Fig.2). Effect of heavy water loading in
the horizontal channel on thermal (En< 0.33 eV) and fast neutron (En> 1 MeV) spectra was
investigated after the first soller-type collimator of the neutron channel. To reduce the
calculation errors, the dxt capability of the computational code was used at the flux
calculation position and F5 tally was used to determine the neutron flux at this position.

Figure 2: Schematic view of TRR core and its beam channel.
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In this study MCNPX 2.6.0 have been used as a powerful particle transport code with
the ability to calculate deposited power and dose calculation [5]. Application of a hollow
cylinder, which allows the direct path of neutrons is open, was investigated at the second step
of the present work. The deposited heat inside the heavy water was discussed in both
configurations for loading of it in the horizontal channel. The heavy water temperature was
determined at final step.
3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For first step, heavy water thickness was optimized so that after that the fast shielding
efficiency will not increase noticeably. For this purpose, inside the channel was divided to 11
cm sections as it is seen in figure 2. According to Fig.3, after 50 cm there is not noticeably
reduction of fast neutrons at the flux monitoring position (after first collimator of the
horizontal channel). The carried out calculations showed this thickness would result in the fast
neutron reduction of 124 times than the empty channel. Nevertheless, this heavy water
loading configuration decreases the thermal section of the neutron spectra about 7.5 times.
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Figure 3: Thermal and fast neutron reduction as the heavy water thickness enhancement.

Next, the calculations were performed assuming that the path with the dimensions of the inlet
of the first neutron collimator (radius of 7 cm) is open for neutrons and a hollow-shape heavy
water cylinder according to Figure 4 is used to shield the fast neutrons. The results of these
calculations showed that using a 50 cm hollow cylinder, the thermal neutron flux is reduced
by 21% and the thermal neutron flux at the outlet of the first collimator will be 2.34×108
n/s.cm2. In this case, the fast neutron flux decreases by 1.83 times and the fast neutron flux at
the outlet of the first collimator will be 3.06×108 n/s.cm2.
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Figure 4: schematic view of TRR core and its beam tube with hallow-shape heavy water cylinder
(yellow colour).

The above figure shows by using about 15 cm of solid cylindrical-shape heavy water
inside the channel, fast section of the neutron spectra at the first collimator exit would
decrease to half of its first value (the value without heavy water loading). In addition, the
thermal section of the spectra remains approximately constant.
It should be noted that the use of heavy water in the channel should be checked for
residual heat and heavy water temperature because its evaporation can cause problems due to
the accumulation of steam in the monochromatic room. Therefore, in Table 1, the heat caused
by neutrons and gamma in heavy water is presented in two states, solid and hollow cylinders.
The table shows if 50 cm of heavy water solid cylinder is used, the total residual heat reaches
to about 450 watts.
Table 1: Investigation of gamma and neutron heat deposition in heavy water
Heavy water thickness Neutron deposited heat (W)

Gamma deposited heat(W)

0

0.107

0.182

11

82.3

149

22

117

277

33

127

352

44

129

393

44

111

333

Solid
cylinder

Hollow
cylinder

At the next step, temperature of the hollow-shape cylindrical heavy water was
calculated. The liquid heavy water could be loaded inside a hollow-shape aluminum box with



thickness of 2 mm that avoids any evaporation formation inside the monochromatic room.
The calculations showed the hollow cylinder temperature would reach to the order of 138 °C
while the boiling point of heavy water is 104 °C.
However, heavy water decreases the fast neutron section of the neutron spectra inside
the horizontal beam channels, but its application than neutron filter should be investigated in
more details.
Stamatelatos et al. reported that sapphire of 15 cm thickness gives 62% transmission of
neutrons with 0.11 nm wavelength (at the range of the interest wavelength in TRR) and 76%
transmission for 0.25 nm (at the range of the interest wavelength in TRR) neutrons. The
transmission of fast neutrons is 3% [7].
Also Adib et al investigated transition sapphire at different temperatures which their
experimental measurements shows for 0.0150.06 eV there are the highest transition of
neutrons and the crystal temperature enhancement of 150 K to 300 K will result in about 6%
reduction of the exited thermal neutrons from the crystal (Fig.5).

Figure 5: Neutron transmission of sapphire in the a-axis direction at various temperatures [8].

However, another experimental work published by Rantsiou et al. showed that
transmission through sapphire crystals of various thicknesses for wavelengths between 0.7
10Å decreases by the crystal thickness enhancement: the minimum transmission for a 12 cm
sapphire crystal is around ~30%. This goes up to ~50% when considering wavelengths
between 1.56Å (at the range of the interest wavelength in TRR). Their report showed that by
application of 12 cm of the sapphire filter the fast section of neutron beam decreases about 10
times; figure 6 [2].
In addition, we investigated our 111 homemade sapphire crystal in E radiography
channel of TRR. The thermal and fast neutron flux was measured using gold foils and
cadmium-covered gold foils respectively. The foils were placed on the front and back surfaces
of the crystal. Fig. 7 shows the crystal and experiment setups. 5.5 cm 111 crystal decreases
the thermal neutrons about 1.93 times. With cadmium ratio consideration, the fast neutron
flux reduction is about 4 times using 5.5 cm 111 sapphire. The results showed good
conformity with pervious reported experimental data by Rantsiou et al.
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Figure 6: Neutron transmission of sapphire with different thicknesses, left) thermal, right) fast [2].

Figure 7: Neutron transmission measurement of sapphire with 5.5 cm thickness, right: experiment
setup in front of radiography channel of TRR.

4

CONCLUSION

Fast neutron shielding at the analysis neutron devices position of research reactors is
very important regard to both personnel received dose rates as well as achievement of sharper
diffraction patterns with the least possible backgrounds. The present study investigated heavy
water loading possibility inside the horizontal neutron channels of TRR in view of shielding
power of fast neutrons. The obtained results showed however, the reflector would decrease
the fast neutron section of the neutron spectra but in comparison with sapphire neutron filters,
its application is less preferable for achieving a sharp diffraction pattern. However 15 cm
heavy water solid cylindrical box (about 3.3 litter) decreases the fast neutrons about 50% and
the thermal neutron intensity would be approximately constant but the deposited heat of about
230 W is a serious problem for avoiding vapour formation. 50 cm solid heavy water cylinder
could compete with the sapphire crystal if the heat transmutation of the solid cylinder is
solved. The sapphire crystals may decrease the fast neutron to one per tenth while the thermal
neutron intensity may decrease about 50%.
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Abstract
This study examines the spatial distribution patterns of toxic metals (As, Cd, Cr, Co, Cu, Fe,
Hg, Pb, Ni, and Zn) in atmospheric deposition by using Hypnum cupressiforme (Hedv.) moss
as biomonitor. Moss samples were collected from 47 sampling sites distributed over the
whole territory of Albania. Moss biomonitoring made it possible to evaluate the distribution
pattern of metals at national scale. High concentration levels, higher than the most European
countries, were found for Cr, Ni, and Fe.
The concentrations data were statistically processed to understand their variability, the
relationship between the elements, and to estimate the most likely pollution sources of the
elements. The spatial distribution analysis identified the local enrichments of Cr, Ni, and Co
stretched in the north-southeastern direction of Albania and affected by the soils
geochemistry, mining and metal high temperature processing, and mineral deposits of the
area.
Keywords: air quality, moss biomonitoring, trace metals, statistical analysis, emission
inventory, ICP-AES, Albania.
1. Introduction

The increased content of different pollutants in the environment is associated with natural and
anthropogenic sources. Anthropogenic emission is an important factor of environmental
pollution from various pollutants, particularly from toxic metals which have adverse effects
on the health of the human beings and different plants. The requirement to live in a clean air
environment is fundamental to the human health and the well-being (WHO, 2000).
Environmental pollution from metals is an inorganic chemical hazard, associated mainly with
the increased levels of lead, chromium, arsenic, cadmium, mercury, zinc, copper, cobalt and
nickel (Järup, 2003). High concentration level of metals in the air we breathe may cause
adverse and undesirable effects on human beings. Metals are generally found in the air in a
variety of physicochemical forms, such as solid, liquid, gaseous, or very fine particles
(Richards, 2020; EPA/600/P-99/002aF, 2004).
Different monitoring methods are available to assess the level of air pollution by using
traditional classic methods or different plant organisms as bioindicators of certain
contaminants. The conventional technique requires expensive equipment that may cover a
small area of interest. For decades, the use of mosses as bioindicator to assess air pollution,
particularly the metals’ pollution, was developed and widely applied in European countries
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(Schröder et al. 2016; Harmens et al. 2015, 2013; Gjengedal and Steinnes, 1990; Rühling,
1994) and after in Asia, Brazil and North America (Harmens et al. 2011). The use of mosses
as biomonitors is a known technique implemented as an alternative method to define and
FKDUDFWHUL]HWKHSROOXWLRQVRXUFHVRIPHWDOVLQDWPRVSKHULFGHSRVLWLRQ 6WDQNRYLüHWDO
Steiness, 1989). Due to the widespread distribution of mosses around the world, the growth in
a wide-spread population group, the ability to accumulate great amounts of metals (Tremper
HWDO%ODJQ\WơDQG3DOLXOLV PDGHWKHPZLGHO\XVHGDVELRLQGLFDWRUVRIPHWDOV
atmospheric deposition.
This paper deals with 2010 moss biomonitoring survey in Albania that were
conducted under the framework of the European Cooperative Program on Effects of Air
Pollution on Natural Vegetation and Crops. Only the most toxic elements (As, Cd, Cr, Co,
Cu, Fe, Hg, Pb, Ni, and Zn) that show negative health impact and environmental risk are
included in this study. The aim of this study is the harmonization and the combination of
the concepts of biomonitoring - statistical analysis – emission inventory to produce
detailed information on trace metals atmospheric deposition, to assess their local
emission sources and long-range atmospheric transport and to differentiate their natural and
anthropogenic sources.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Sampling
Sampling process significantly affects the uncertainty of the analytical results. Thus, to guarantee
the representative samples relatively free from the interferences of external factors, sampling was
carried out in accordance with the LRTAP Convention-ICP Vegetation protocol and sampling
strategy of the European Program on Biomonitoring Heavy Metal Atmospheric Deposition
(Harmens et al. 2010).

Fig. 1. The location of the sampling sites on the map of Albania position.
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Moss samples (Hypnum cupressiforme (Hedv.) that are widely spread in Albania are collected
from 47 sampling sites at relatively dry periods during October-November 2010 and June-July
2011. A systematic sampling scheme was applied using a homogeneous distribution of more or
OHVV HTXDO GHQVLWLHV §5 moss samples/1000 km2). The locations of samples were situated at
least 300 m away from main roads or buildings and 100 m from small roads and single houses.
The distribution of the sampling sites is shown on the map of Albania (centered at the latitude
ƍQRUWKRIWKHHTXDWRUDQGWKHORQJLWXGHƍHDVWRI*UHHQZLFK  )LJ 
2.2. Moss analysis
Moss samples were cleaned from the adhering materials and the brown parts of the plant
tissues were removed as died material. Only the green and green-brown parts of moss tissues
that represent, at last, three years of moss growth, were selected for chemical analysis.
Samples were dried at room temperature for about 72 hours.
The concentration of metals in moss was determined by instrumental neutron
activation (INAA) and inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES).
INAA is a non-destructive method of multi-elements analysis. It could achieve good detection
limits, high accuracy and low systematic error in trace elements quantitative analysis. INAA
measure the total amount of elements present in the samples of different matrixes without any
pre-treatment of the sample (Salbu and Steinnes 1992). ENAA analyses were performed at the
Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russian
Federation.
The dried samples were digested with a Microwave digestion system (Mars, CEM,
USA) (Stafilov et al. 2018). The concentration of metals in moss was determined by
inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) (Varian, 715ES) and,
the electrothermal atomic absorption spectrometry (ETAAS-Varian, SpectrAA 640Z, only for
Cd and As). The analysis was conducted at the Institute of Chemistry, Faculty of Science, St.
Cyril and Methodius University, Skopje, Northern Macedonia. Three replications for moss
samples were digested, and three replicate measurements for dissolution were made during
analysis. Concentrations of metals (including mercury) are expressed in mg kg-1 dry weight.
2.3. Quality control
The quality control of ENAA results was examined by the analysis of reference materials
SRMs 2710 Montana Soil (NIST), 1632b Trace Elements in Coal (NIST) and BCR 667
Estuarine Sediment (IRMM). INAA is relatively free from matrix effects and interferences
that allows using standards of different compositions and physical state from the sample
(Filby 1995), Frontasyeva 2011). The mean content of the elements under investigation are in
good agreement with the certified data >29@.
The quality assurance of ICP-AES was checked by two moss reference materials, M2
and M3, prepared firstly for the 1995/6 European moss survey (Steiness et al. 1997). Blank
samples were measured simultaneously to the analysis of the moss samples. The recovery of
the investigated elements was checked by standard addition method. It ranged between 98.5%
and 101.2% for ICP-AES, 96.9% to 103.2% for AAS.
2.4. Data processing and statistical analysis
The variability and spatial distribution of the elements was investigated by using the statistical
analysis, descriptive statistic and spatial analysis. The relationship between the elements in
moss was tested by Pearson correlation analysis, confirmed by the statistical significance
level, P < 0.005. Factor analysis (FA) was used to assess the most probable pollution sources
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of the elements under investigation. FA may explore the hidden multivariate structures of the
data (Astel et al. 2008; Reimann et al. 2002) and may clarify the link between the elements
that tend to have similar origins or to subsequently develop similar associations on the data
matrix. The associations of the elements extracted from the Pearson correlation matrix may
explain the role of the factors to the group of the associated elements. Statistical analysis was
performed using the MINITAB 19 software package. The spatial distribution of the elements
was visualized from the distribution maps, plotted with Arc-GIS 10.2 system by applying the
local deterministic methods and the inverse distance weighting. The concentration data of the
elements was divided by the respective median values to standardize the data at the same digit
numbers. To compensate the natural variability and to distinguish the anthropogenic
variability of concentration data, the data were normalized by using Li as normalizer element
(Loring and Rantala, 1992).
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Trace metal concentrations in moss samples
The most important statistical parameters, such as mean, median, minimum, maximum,
coefficient of variation (CV%), skewness, kurtosis and frequency distribution, are shown in
Table 1. The mean, median and the concentration range are shown in mg kg-1.
Table 1. Descriptive statistic analysis of trace metal data (N=47)

Elements

Mean

Median

Range

CV %

Sk

KN

As
Cd

0.452
0.146

0.21
0.11

0.05–2.86
0.038–0.090

133
90

2.6
4.5

6.8
24.7

Cu
Hg
Pb
Zn
Ni
Cr
Co
Fe

6.035
0.206
3.11
14.49
13.2
26
1.84
1845

5.62
0.136
2.29
13.9
5.89
10.9
1.2
1540

2.14–15.55
0.036–2.23
1.34–19.7
1.0–46.9
1.56–131
1.47–262
0.389–7.47
469–5488

39
93
93
64
162
164
87
60

1.52
5.7
4.6
1.16
4.2
4.1
2
1.84

4.89
35.6
24.4
2.6
20.4
20.8
3.3
3.5

CV - coefficient of variation, Sk - skewness; K – kurtosis; CV - coefficient of variation; in brackets:
statistical parameters of the normalized data

The distribution of concentration data (except Pb and Zn) and the normalized data of
As, Cd, Hg, and Ni follow the lognormal distribution model, and are positively skewed with
high variability (CV>75%). It indicates a high asymmetry of the concentration data affected
by mixed factors. The sequences of the content of elements in moss samples were Fe > Zn >
Cr > Ni > Cu > Pb > Co > As > Hg > Cd. The sequence of the variability of the normalized
FRQFHQWUDWLRQV ZDV 1L § &U ! $V ! +J § 3E § &G! &R ! =Q ! )H ! &X ,W ORRNV OLNHO\
different from the sequence of the variation in concentration data, by indicating the presence
of the anthropogenic effects. The median concentrations of Cr and Ni in current moss samples
is about 6 and 20 times higher than the median concentration of the European moss survey
(Allajbeu et al. 2017; Harmens et al. 2015) that may indicate high anthropogenic inputs of
these elements in current moss samples. High variability of the elements and wide range of
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the concentration revealed heterogeneous spatial distributions of the metals in moss samples
by indicating high effects of the anthropogenic sources. The concentration data onto Cu, Fe
and Zn are characterized by moderate variation (CV<75%) and looks likely more stable in
their distribution over the territory of the country. High metal concentrations on different
locations and the disparity in the distribution of the concentration data indicates that the data
are affected by mixed local factors may be associated with geochemical factors and local
anthropogenic sources. The skewness and kurtosis of As, Pb, Cr, Fe and Zn are higher than
the respective values of concentration data The situation is similar with the variability of Cu,
Pb, Ni, Cr, Co and Zn normalized data that show higher variability than the respective values
of the concentration data. This behavior of the normalized and the concentration data of the
elements probably indicate high anthropogenic sources of these elements in moss samples.
3.2. Multivariate analysis
Pearson correlation analysis was carried out to investigate the linear relationship and the
association between the elements.
Very strong and significant correlations (r>0.8, p=0) were found between the pairs of
the concentration data of As, Pb, Cr, Ni and Co, and their respective normalized data by
indicating strong anthropogenic sources of these elements. Strong (0.6<r<0.8, p<0.005)
and/or moderate (r = 0.4 – 0.6, p < 0.01) and significant correlations were found between the
pairs of the concentration data of the group of elements Cu, Cd, Zn, Pb, Hg, as well as with
their normalized data.

Fig. 2. Distribution pattern of factor loading FL1 linked with Cr(N), Ni(N), Ni, Co, Co(N),
Fe(N) and Cr.
Moderate and significant correlations (r = 0.4 – 0.6, p < 0.01) between Cd, Cu, Pb, Hg,
and Zn elements indicate their similar natural and anthropogenic origin in moss samples. The
presence of these elements in atmospheric deposition is mostly derived by long-range
atmospheric transport of pollutants from other parts of Europe (LRTP) and from local
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emitting sources such as high temperature of metal processing, traffic emission, and
windblown dust that represents historical waste deposition and the geochemical properties of
the area (Harmens et al. 2015).
For better explaining the association of the elements and to evaluate the probable
sources of the elements in moss samples, Factor analysis (FA) was carried out.
Five main factors with 76.6% of the total variance were extracted from FA. The associations
of metals within the same factor could be explained as follows:
Factor 1 (F1) is the strongest factor representing 22.2% of the total variance. It is
followed by high loads of Ni(N), Cr(N), Ni, Cr, Fe(N), Co, and Co(N). These elements are
anthropogenic elements mostly derived by different emission sources such as the geogenic
contribution of Cr and Fe-Ni deposits, historical waste deposition, mining industry, iron, and
steel and ferro-chromium metallurgy in Albania (Allajbeu et al. 2017; Qarri et al. 2014). The
association of the anthropogenic fraction of Fe (represented by the Fe(N)) is highly supports
the discussion above. Strong associations of the concentration data of Cr, Ni and Co with their
respective normalized data indicate strong anthropogenic sources of these elements.
Factor 2 (F2) is the next strong factor representing 19.4 % of the total variance. It is
linked with high loads of Cd(N), Zn(N), Cu(N) and Hg(N). The normalized concentration
data of the elements come after the compensation of natural variations and indicate their
anthropogenic fractions (Loring and Rantala, 1992) in moss samples. Geogenic factors,
mining and nonferrous metallurgy should be important sources of these elements. Although
the copper mining, smelting and processing industry in Albania had stopped since the
beginning of years 1990 and emissions of metals such as copper, lead, cadmium, zinc,
selenium etc., are decreased significantly, their concentrations in some parts of the country are
still very high due to the historical deposition and the effects of mineral damps in vicinity of
ex-copper industry particularly in the North part of the Factor 2 (F2) is the next strong factor
representing 19.4 % of the total variance. It is linked with high loads of Cd(N), Zn(N), Cu(N)
and Hg(N). The normalized concentration data of the elements come after the compensation
of natural variations and indicate their anthropogenic fractions (Loring and Rantala, 1992) in
moss samples. Geogenic factors, mining and nonferrous metallurgy should be important
sources of these elements. Although the copper mining, smelting and processing industry in
Albania had stopped since the beginning of years 1990 and emissions of metals such as
copper, lead, cadmium, zinc, selenium etc., are decreased significantly, their concentrations in
some parts of the country are still very high due to the historical deposition and the effects of
mineral damps in vicinity of ex-copper industry particularly in the North part of the country
(Lazo et al. 2019). GIS map is created to show the distribution pattern of high loads
parameters of F2 (Cd(N), Zn(N), Cu(N) and Hg(N)) (Fig. 3).
Factor 3 (F3) is the next factor representing 13.8 % of the total variance. It is followed
by high loads of Fe, Hg, Zn, Cd, and Cu. This group of elements is probably derived by
geogenic factors that are linked with the sulfide minerals located in the North part of Albania,
and other anthropogenic factors. Hg, Zn, Cd, and Cu are also typical elements for long-range
transport of the chemicals, traffic emission. They may originate from oil-gas industry,
shipping activity, and long-range transport of the pollutants. Hg and Cd point also the sources
of fire industrial activities, waste incineration, while the association of these elements with Cu
and Zn indicates the traffic emission and atmospheric deposition sources. Hg and Cd are
typical anthropogenic elements probably entrapped to soil dust fine particles. It is also
verified by the presence of Fe together with these elements under the same factor. Fe is
naturally distributed as a typical soil element (Rudnick and Gao, 2003) that may indicate its
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soil dust origin. GIS map of Fig. 4 shows the distribution pattern of high loading parameters
of F3 (Fe, Hg, Zn, Cd and Cu).

Fig. 3. Distribution pattern of factor loading FL2 linked with Cd(N), Zn(N), Cu(N) and
Hg(N).

Fig. 4. Distribution pattern of factor loading FL3 linked with Fe, Hg, Zn, Cd and Cu.
Factor 4 (F4) and Factor 5 (F5) respectively represent 11 % and 10% of the total
variance. They are associated by high loads of the concentration and the normalized data of
the same element, Pb and Pb(N) (F4), and As and As(N) (F5). The main sources of Pb are
counted to be the vehicle exhaust and coal combustion, industrial emission sources,
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metallurgy of Elbasan, and geogenic factors. The strong Pb anomaly in Shkodra area is
probably affected from the trans-boundary pollution of metals (Al and Fe) processing industry
in Montenegro (Peck, 2004).
Arsenic is used in agriculture activity as inorganic fertilizers and herbicides. It may
lead to the enrichment of As in the local soils which may enter in atmosphere as fine soil dust
particles and then re-suspended as atmospheric deposition in different distances controlled by
the size of dust particles. The next area with relatively high loads of As and As(N) belong to
the mineralized belt in the Eastern part of the country that is probably linked with geogenic
factors and soil geochemistry of the area. The distribution pattern maps of factor loads FL4
and FL5 linked with Pb and Pb(N) (FL4), and As and As(N) (FL5) are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Distribution pattern maps of factor loads FL4 and FL5 linked with Pb and Pb(N)
(FL4), and As and As(N) (FL5).
4. Conclusions
Through this study it is clear that the biomonitoring technique by using mosses as
bioindicators of metals in atmospheric deposits, combined with statistical analysis of
concentration data and emission inventory gives a promising view for proper conclusions
about air quality regarding the level and the presence of metals in the air.
Differentiation and the variation of metal concentrations in moss samples show strong
influence of local emission sources compared to long-range atmospheric transport of the
pollutants.
Higher anthropogenic level were found for Cr, Ni, Co the elements compared to the
anthropogenic elements that pose high risk to human health (As, Cd, and Pb).
The results of this study represent the need for more rigorous measures regarding the
emission of atmospheric pollutants originating from the mining industry, high temperature
processing and smelting of metals, vehicle emissions, fertilization, pesticide spraying, waste
incineration etc.
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FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF THE ELEMENT COMPOSITION OF
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The method of Neutron Resonance Capture Analysis (NRCA) is currently being
developed at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics (FLNP). The method is fully nondestructive it can be used to determine the bulk composition of objects without preparation or
sample taking. The NRCA is based on the registration of neutron resonances and the
measurement of the yield of reaction products in the resonances.
In this paper, we describe the application of NRCA for the investigation of an
archeological object transferred to the FLNP by the Museum and Exhibition Complex (MVK)
"Volokolamsk Kremlin". The object was the panel from the triptych (presumably 17th
century) which was found in the Moscow region, Volokolamsk district, Chubarovo village.
1. INTRODUCTION
Neutron Resonance Capture Analysis (NRCA) is applied to determine the elemental
composition of objects [1]. The method is non-destructive, doesn’t require special preparation
of samples, and allows measuring the bulk composition of objects. All these analysis
characteristics listed are useful for the investigation of archeological samples. The method of
NRCA is currently being developed at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics (FLNP)
[2,3]. It is based on the registration of neutron resonances and the measurement of reaction
products yield in these resonances.
In this paper, we describe the application of NRCA for the investigation of an
archeological object transferred to the FLNP by the Museum and Exhibition Complex (MVK)
"Volokolamsk Kremlin" under terms of a concluded cooperation agreement. In total, 28
fragments of pottery and 25 metal finds were transferred for research.
One of the provided artifacts is the panel of the triptych (Fig.1). The object
presumably dates back to the 17th century. The panel was found in the Moscow region,
Volokolamsk district, Chubarovo village. Only one panel of the triptych was found in the
excavation that is probably due to the Old Believers tradition. According to the tradition,
during the wedding ceremony, the girl disassembled the triptych (the three-panel icon) and
took one panel with her to her husband's house as a keepsake of her family. The artifacts
investigations by various methods and the scientific analysis will reveal the handicraft
production centers; clarify the finds dating and their technological schemes.
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Fig. 1. The panel of the triptych (presumably 17th century).
2. EXPERIMENT
The sample was irradiated with neutrons by resonance neutron source (IREN) facility
and reactions time-of-IOLJKWVSHFWUXP QȖ ZDVUHJLVWHUHGThe main part of the IREN facility
is a linear electron accelerator LUE-200 with a non-multiplying neutron-producing target of
the VNZH-90 alloy [4, 5]. The facility parameters were: the average energy of electrons ~ 60
MeV, the peak current ~ 1.5 Ⱥ the width of electron pulse ~ 100 ns, and the repetition rate
25 Hz. The total neutron yield was about Â11 s-1. The measurements were carried out at
58.6 meters flight path of the IREN 3rd channel. A big liquid scintillator detector was used for
WKHUHJLVWUDWLRQRIȖ-quanta [6]. The sample was placed inside the detector. The neutron flux
was permanently monitored by the SNM-17 neutron counter. The signals from the detector
and the monitor counter were simultaneously fed to two independent inputs of the time-todigital converter (TDC). The time-of-flight spectra were stored on a computer disk for later
offline processing.
The sample measurements lasted about 98 hours. The resonance energies were
determined according to the following formula:

E

5227 L2
t2

,

(1)

where, t – time of flight in microseconds, L – flight path in meters, E – kinetic energy of a
neutron in eV.
The resonances of copper and zinc were identified on the time-of-flight spectrum
(Fig.2) [7, 8].
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Fig. 2. The part of reactions time-of-IOLJKWVSHFWUXP QȖ REWDLQHGLQPHDVXUHPHQWVRQ
the panel of the triptych material. The time channel width is 50 ns.
The measurements with standard samples of copper and zinc were made in
addition to themeasurement with the investigated sample (Fig. 3, 4).

Fig. 3. The part of reactions time-of-IOLJKWVSHFWUXP QȖ RI]LQFVWDQGDUGsample. The
time channel width is 50 ns.
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Fig. 4. The part of reactions time-of-IOLJKWVSHFWUXP QȖ RIFRSSHUVWDQGDUGVDPSOH
The time channel width is 50 ns.
3. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The number of the element nuclei in the sample was determined by gamma-quanta
yield measurement in the resonances. 7ZRUHVRQDQFHVRI]LQɫDQGWZR resonances of copper
were selected during the experimental data analysis. The detector sum of counts in resonance
is expressed by the following formula:
*
(2)
¦ N f ( E0 )  S  t  HJ  *J Ⱥ .
Here, f (ȿ0) is the neutron flux density at the resonance energy E0, S – the sample area, t –
– WKH GHWHFWLRQ HIILFLHQF\ RI WKH GHWHFWRU UDGLDWLYH FDSWXUH ȽȖ Ƚ – the
measuring time,
radiative and total resonance widths.
E2

A

³ [1  T ( E )]dE

(3)

E1

is a resonance area on the transmission curve, where E1, E2 – initial and final values of
energy range near resonance.
Ɍ ( ȿ ) ɟ  nV ( E )
(4)
the energy dependence of the neutron transmission by the sample; ı(ȿ) – the total cross
section at this energy with Doppler broadening, n – the number of isotope nuclei per unit area.
The value Ⱥ was determined from experimental data for investigated sample by the next
formula:
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Ax

¦N
¦N

x

 M s  Ss

s

 M x  Sx

 As

(5)

Here,  ,  – counts under the resonance peak of the investigated and standard samples,
Sx, Ss – the area of the investigated and standard samples. Mx, Ms – the number of monitor
counts during the measurement of the investigated and standard samples.
The As value was calculated by means of known resonances and ns parameters for the
standard sample. The nx value was determined from the investigated sample Ax value. The
values of ı ( and A were numerically determined, by using the algorithm which was
described in [9]. This procedure is schematically shown in (Fig.5). The analysis results are
presented in the Table1.

Fig. 5. Dependence of value A on a number of nuclei and resonance parameters [9].
Table 1. Measurements results of the panel of the triptych (presumably 17th century).
ʋ
1
2

Element
Cu
Zn

Mass, g
10.6±2.1
7.71±0.39

Weight, %
57±11
41.5±2.1

4. CONCLUSION
The elemental and isotopic composition of the panel from the triptych was determined
by NRCA. The mass of the artifact is 17.22 g. According to the result of the analysis, the
value of determining total elements mass coincides with the triptych panel mass within the
margin of error.
The elemental composition may help to identify the place of manufacture and the
origin of the object. More likely it should be compared to both the local and the Pomor
casting (Vygovsky Monastery), the Transfiguration Monastery casting in Moscow, the casting
of Vychegda Old Believers.
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Introduction
The prostate gland is subject to various disorders and of them chronic prostatitis, benign
prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), and prostate cancer (PCa) are extremely common diseases of
ageing men [13]. The etiology and pathogenesis of these diseases remain not well
understood. A better understanding of the etiology and causative risk factors are essential for
the primary prevention of these diseases.
In our previous studies the significant involvement of trace elements (TEs) in the function
of the prostate was found. [415]. It was also shown that levels of TEs in prostatic tissue can
play a significant role in etiology of PCa [1619]. Moreover, it was demonstrated that the
changes of some TE levels and TE content ratios in prostate tissue can be used as biomarkers
[2026].
The effects of TEs, including Li (lithium), are related to their concentration. Recorded
observations range from a deficiency state, through normal function as biologically essential
components, to an imbalance, when excess of one element interferes with the function of
another, to pharmacologically active concentrations, and finally to toxic and even lifethreatening concentrations [27,28].
By now, an exceedingly scant literature exists on quantitative Li content in tissue of
“normal” and affected glands. The analyses reported are few in number, incomplete and
difficult to interpret. Moreover, the findings of various studies indicate some discrepancies.
The present study addresses the significance of Li levels in prostatic tissue as a biomarker
of the gland’s condition. Therefore, we systematically reviewed all the available relevant
literature and performed a statistical analysis of Li content in tissue of “normal” glands, which
may provide valuable insight into the etiology and diagnosis of prostate disorders.
Materials and Methods
Data sources and search strategy
Aiming at finding the most relevant articles for this review, a thorough comprehensive
web search was conducted by consulting the Web of Science, Scopus, PubMed, MEDLINE,
ELSEVIER-EMBASE, and Cochrane Library databases, as well as from the personal archive
of the author collected between May 1966 to September 2021, using the key words: prostatic
trace elements, prostatic Li content, prostatic tissue, and their combinations. For example, the
search terms for Li content were: “Li mass fraction”, “Li content”, “Li level”, “prostatic tissue
Li” and “Li of prostatic tissue”. The language of the article was not restricted. The titles from
the search results were evaluated closely and determined to be acceptable for potential
inclusion criteria. Also, references from the selected articles were examined as further search
tools. Relevant studies noted for the each selected article were also evaluated for inclusion.
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Eligibility criteria
Inclusion criteria
Only papers with quantitative data of Li prostatic content were accepted for further
evaluation. Studies were included if the control groups were healthy human males with no
history or evidence of urological or other andrological disease and Li levels were measured in
samples of prostatic tissue.
Exclusion criteria
Studies were excluded if they were case reports. Studies involving persons from Li
contaminated area and subjects that were Li therapeutic or occupational exposed were also
excluded.
Data extraction
A standard extraction of data was applied, and the following available variables were
extracted from each paper: method of Li determination, number and ages of healthy persons,
sample preparation, mean and median of Li levels, standard deviations of mean, and range of
Li levels. Abstracts and complete articles were reviewed independently, and if the results
were different, the texts were checked once again until the differences were resolved.
Statistical analysis
Studies were combined based on means of Li levels in prostatic tissue. The articles were
analyzed and “Median of Means” and “Range of Means” were used to examine heterogeneity
of Li contents. The objective analysis was performed on data from the 23 studies, with 1190
healthy subjects.
Results
Information about Li levels in prostatic tissue in different prostatic diseases is of obvious
interest, not only to understand the etiology and pathogenesis of prostatic diseases more
profoundly, but also for their diagnosis, particularly for PCa diagnosis and PCa risk prognosis
[27]. Thus, it dictates a need for reliable values of the Li levels in the prostatic tissue of
apparently healthy subjects, ranging from young adult males to elderly persons.
Possible publications relevant to the keywords were retrieved and screened. A total of
2312 publications were primarily obtained, of which 2289 irrelevant papers were excluded.
Thus, 23 studies were ultimately selected according to eligibility criteria that investigated Li
levels in tissue of “normal” prostates (Table 1) and these 23 papers [8, 9, 12, 14, 25, 2946]
comprised the material on which the review was based. A number of values for Li mass
fractions were not expressed on a wet mass basis by the authors of the cited references.
However, we calculated these values using the medians of published data for water – 83%
[4750] and ash – 1% (on a wet mass basis) contents in “normal” prostates of adult men
[49,5153].
Table 1 summarizes general data from the 23 studies. The retrieved studies involved 1190
subjects. The ages of subjects were available for 22 studies and ranged from 0–87 years.
Information about the analytical method and sample preparation used was available for 23
studies. All studies determined Li levels by destructive (require acid digestion of tissue
samples) analytical methods (Table 1): eight using inductively coupled plasma atomic
emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) and nine  inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(ICPMS). In five studies a combination of ICP-AES and ICP-MS methods was used and
results were summarized.
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Table 1. Reference data of Li mass fractions (mg/kg wet tissue) in “normal” human prostatic
tissue
Reference

Method

n

Zakutinsky et al. 1962 [29]
Zaichick et al. 2011 [30]


ICP-MS

Zaichick et al. 2012 [31]
Zaichick et al. 2012 [32[
Zaichick et al. 2013 [8]
Zaichick et al. 2013 [9]
Zaichick et al. 2014b [33]

ICP-AES
ICP-MS
ICPAES
ICPMS
ICPAES

Zaichick et al. 2014 [34]

ICPMS

Zaichick et al. 2014 [12]

ICPAES

Zaichick et al. 2014 [35]

ICPMS

Zaichick et al. 2014 [14]
Zaichick 2015 [36]
Zaichick et al. 2016 [37]

2 Methods
2 Methods
ICPAES

Zaichick et al. 2016 [38]

ICPMS


10
10
28
27
8
83
64
64
16
16
28
27
10
28
27
10
50
29
21
50
29
21
16
65
28
27
10
28
27
10
37
32
37
32
37
37
37
37
37

Zaichick et al. 2016 [39]
ICPAES
Zaichick et al. 2016 [40]
ICPAES
Zaichick et al. 2016 [41]
ICPAES
Zaichick et al. 2016 [42]
ICPMS
Zaichick et al. 2016 [43]
ICPMS
Zaichick et al. 2017 [25]
ICPMS
Zaichick et al. 2017 [44] 2 Methods
Zaichick 2017 [45]
2 Methods
Zaichick et al. 2019 [46] 2 Methods
Median of means
Range of means (Mmin - Mmax),
Ratio Mmax/Mmin
All references

Age, years
Range

010
120
2140
4160
6172
072
1360
1360
2030
2030
2140
4160
6187
2140
4160
6187
030
013
1430
030
013
1430
2030
2187
2140
4160
6187
2140
4160
6187
4187
4487
4187
4487
4187
4187
4187
4187
4187

Li
Range
MrSD
0.013

0.0182r0.0088 0.00530.0289
0.00260.0112
0.0053r0.0037
0.0066r0.0046 0. 00260.0165
0.0070r0.0041 0.00290.0170
0.0075r0.0060 0.00260.0172
0.0088r0.0070 0. 00260.0289
0.00260.0170
0.0068r0.0041
0.00260.0170
0.0068r0.0041

0.0068r0.0046

0.0109r0.0083
0.00260.0165
0.0068r0.0046
0.00290.0170
0.0070r0.0039
0.00260.0172
0.0075r0.0060
0.00260.0165
0.0068r0.0046
0.00290.0170
0.0070r0.0039
0.00260.0172
0.0075r0.0060

0.014r0.012

0.020r0.014

0.0088r0.0056

0.014r0.012

0.020r0.014

0.0084r0.0058

0.0068r0.0046

0.0070r0.0044

0.0080r0.0079

0.0086r0.0062

0.0087r0.0076

0.0080r0.0079

0.0086r0.0062

0.0087r0.0076
0.00260.0172
0.0071r0.0044
0.00260.0172
0.0073r0.0046
0.00260.0172
0.0071r0.0044

0.0072r0.0055

0.0071r0.0056

0.0071r0.0056
0.0082r0.0049 0.002840.0190
0.00260.0172
0.0071r0.0045
0.00260.0172
0.0071r0.0045
0.0074
0.0068–0.0200
(0.0200/0.0068)=2.94
23
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The range of means of Li mass fractions reported in the literature for “normal” prostatic
tissue varies from 0.0068 mg/kg [33] to 0.020 mg/kg [35] with median of means 0.0074
mg/kg of wet tissue (Table 1). The maximal value of mean Li mass fraction reported [35] was
2.94 times higher the minimal published Li mass fraction (Table 1).
This variability of reported mean values can be explained by a dependence of Li content
on many factors, including analytical method imperfections, differences in “normal” prostate
definitions, possible non-homogeneous distribution of Li levels throughout the prostate gland
volume, diet, smoking, alcohol intake and others. Not all these factors were strictly controlled
in the cited studies.
In our opinion, the leading cause of inter-observer Li content variability was the need for
sample destruction. In 22 of 23 reported papers such destructive analytical methods as ICPAES and ICPMS were used. These methods require acid digestion of the samples at a high
temperature. There is evidence that use of this treatment causes some quantities of TEs to be
lost [24,54,55]. On the other hand, the Li content of chemicals used for acid digestion can
contaminate the prostate samples. Thus, when using destructive analytical methods it is
necessary to allow for the losses of TEs, for example when there is complete acid digestion of
the sample. Then there are contaminations by TEs during sample decomposition, which
require addition of some chemicals. It is possible to avoid these problems by using nondestructive methods, but up to now there are no analytical methods which allow to quantify Li
content in “normal” prostate without acid digestion of the samples at a high temperature. It is,
therefore, reasonable to conclude that the quality control of results is very important factor for
using the Li content in prostatic tissue as biomarkers.
All natural chemical elements of the Periodic System, including Li, present in all subjects
of biosphere [27,56,57]. During the long evolutional period intakes of Li in organisms were
more or less stable and organisms were adopted for such environmental conditions. Moreover,
organisms, including human body, involved low doses of this element in their functions. The
situation began to change after the industrial revolution, particularly, over the last 100 years.
The primary use of Li is in industry and medicine. Thus, inorganic Li is ubiquitously
distributed in environment and food, water, and air everywhere contain this element. In
addition to the abundant natural sources of Li, there are a large number of industrial and
pharmaceutical sources of Li to the soil, water, and air (through atmospheric industrial
emissions) contamination. From the polluted environment Li is subsequently introduced into
the food chain and food is the major source of human exposure to Li.
There are some limitations in our study, which need to be taken into consideration when
interpreting the results of this review. The sample size of each study was sometimes relatively
small (from 10 to 65), and 22 of 23 studies were done one team. As such, it is hard to draw
definite conclusions about the reference value of the Li content in “normal” prostate as well as
about the clinical value of the Li levels in “normal” prostates as a biomarker.
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Introduction
An examination of teeth condition requires exact knowledge of the nature and
variation of the mineral matrix including the contents of some apatite and related bulk
chemical elements such as Ca, P, Mg, Na, K, and Cl [1]. Data of Ca and P content allow
calculate Ca/P ratio with is a very important parameter of teeth apatite. It is known also that
apatite phases can apparently be affected by trace element incorporation into teeth with effects
on the physicochemical properties [2]. This is why deficiency or excess of some trace
elements, for example, such as Sr is one of the factors which determine the degree of
susceptibility to caries and other dental diseases. So, chemical element analysis of teeth
expands the knowledge of etiology of dental diseases and may be used for diagnostic,
therapeutic and preventive purposes [310]. Furthermore, teeth have been suggested as
monitors for human exposure to elements which concentrate in calcified tissues [11].
There are several reviews and texts regarding chemical element analysis of teeth,
using chemical techniques and instrumental methods. However, the majority of these data are
based upon non-intact teeth i.e. using separated tissues such as enamel, dentine or cement. It
was shown that samples are contaminated by some trace elements from stainless steel tools
during the separation [12]. In most cases, tooth samples are treated with solvents in order to
remove the organic matrix, and are then ashed and acid digested. There is evidence that some
chemical elements are lost by these methods, their quantitative relations also being affected
[13,14]
In present study chemical element contents in intact enamel of permanent teeth of
apparently healthy teenagers 1113 year old was investigated. Mass fractions of Ca, Cl, K,
Mg, Mn, Na, P, and Sr in tooth enamel samples were determined by instrumental neutron
activation analysis and Ca/P ratio was calculated for each sample. Furthermore, effect of
gender on chemical element contents in intact enamel of permanent teeth was investigated.
The Ethic Committee of the Medical Radiological Research Centre (MRRC) approved
this research.
Experimental
Ten permanent teeth (incisors, canines and molars) from 10 teenagers (6 girls and 4
boys, age range 1113 years), living in Kaluga region were collected by dentists from MRRC.
All teeth were extracted by reason of chronic periodontitis. All teeth were caries free or
without visual defects.
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A horizontal channel in the pneumatic rabbit system of the WWR-c research nuclear
reactor was used to determine Ca, Cl, K, Mg, Mn, Na, P, and Sr by instrumental neutron
activation analysis using short-lived radionuclides (INAA-SLR). Samples of the standard
reference material, NIST SRM1486 bone meal and certified reference material IAEA H-5
animal bone, were analyzed under the same conditions as enamel samples to estimate the
precision and accuracy of results. Details of sample preparation, nuclear reactions,
radionuclides, gamma-energies, methods of analysis and the results of quality control were
presented in our earlier publications concerning the chemical elements of human bones and
tooth enamel samples [15,16].
For all investigated chemical elements and Ca/P ratio some basic statistical parameters
such as arithmetic mean, standard deviation, standard error of mean, minimal and maximal
values, median, percentiles with 0.025 and 0.975 levels were estimated for tooth enamel in
group of males and females separately and combined.
Results and Discussion
Table 1 represents certain statistical parameters (arithmetic mean, standard deviation,
standard error of mean, minimal and maximal values, median, percentiles with 0.025 and
0.975 levels) of Ca, Cl, K, Mg, Mn, Na, P, and Sr contents and Ca/P ratio in intact enamel of
permanent teeth of teenagers.
Table 1. Basic statistical parameters of Ca, Cl, K, Mg, Mn, Na, P, Sr mass fraction (mg kg-1,
dry mass basis) and Ca/P mass fraction ratio in the enamel of intact permanent teeth of
teenagers (males and females combined)
El/R
Mean
SD
SEM
Min
Max
Med.
P0.025
P0.975
Ca
409557 49963 15800 333166 471172 416806 333480 469917
Cl
966
245
78
570
1370
934
611
1366
K
596
182
58
370
889
520
378
866
Mg
3131
813
257
1900
4430
2935
2035
4423
Mn
0.510
0.190
0.060
0.275
0.865
0.442
0.292
0.827
Na
5017
618
195
4370
5820
4865
4372
5813
P
209005 27792
8789
155830 254898 208309 161613 250079
Sr
155
66
21
80
308
138
86
281
Ca/P
1.97
0.22
0.07
1.60
2.27
2.03
1.61
2.24
El/R – chemical element or Ca/P ratio, M – arithmetic mean, SD – standard deviation, SEM –
standard error of mean, Min – minimum value, Max – maximum value, Med. – median, P0.025 –
percentile with 0.025 level, P0.975 – percentile with 0.975 level.

Table 2 and Table 3 give some statistical parameters of 8 chemical element contents
and Ca/P ratio in the enamel of intact permanent teeth of males and females, respectively.
Gender-related comparison using the Student’s t-test did not show any statistically
significant differences in Ca, Cl, K, Mg, Mn, Na, P, and Sr contents in tooth enamel, however
the significant difference was found for Ca/P ratio. Obtained results were in good agreement
with most reported data for tooth enamel.
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Table 2. Basic statistical parameters of Ca, Cl, K, Mg, Mn, Na, P, Sr mass fraction (mg kg-1,
dry mass basis) and Ca/P mass fraction ratio in the tooth enamel of males
El/R
Mean
SD
SEM
Min
Max
Med.
P0.025
P0.975
Ca
409836 63484 31742 333166 471172 417503 336930 469708
Cl
833
212
106
570
1010
877
584
1009
K
603
178
89
407
761
622
414
760
Mg
3115
867
434
2500
4400
2780
2518
4282
Mn
0.503
0.24`1
0.121
0.368
0.865
0.390
0.369
0.830
Na
5130
781
391
4390
5820
5155
4400
5818
P
193449 31754 15877 155830 229194 194386 157758 227547
Sr
159
39
20
106
190
170
110
190
Ca/P
2.12
0.12
0.06
1.97
2.27
2.13
1.98
2.26
El/R – chemical element or Ca/P ratio, M – arithmetic mean, SD – standard deviation, SEM –
standard error of mean, Min – minimum value, Max – maximum value, Med. – median, P0.025 –
percentile with 0.025 level, P0.975 – percentile with 0.975 level.

Table 3. Basic statistical parameters of Ca, Cl, K, Mg, Mn, Na, P, Sr mass fraction (mg kg-1,
dry mass basis) and Ca/P mass fraction ratio in the tooth enamel of females
El/R
Mean
SD
SEM
Min
Max
Med.
P0.025
P0.975
Ca
409371 45553 18597 334560 465596 416806 340833 462111
Cl
1055
240
98
868
1370
934
869
1368
K
591
202
83
370
889
520
381
876
Mg
3142
859
351
1900
4430
3075
2000
4335
Mn
0.515
0.174 0.071
0.275
0.696
0.562
0.284
0.690
Na
4942
551
225
4370
5670
4865
4371
5649
P
219376 21510 8781 195457 254898 213129 196796 252221
Sr
152
82
34
80
308
119
84
291
Ca/P
1.87
0.22
0.09
1.60
2.12
1.89
1.60
2.12
El/R – chemical element or Ca/P ratio, M – arithmetic mean, SD – standard deviation, SEM –
standard error of mean, Min – minimum value, Max – maximum value, Med. – median, P0.025 –
percentile with 0.025 level, P0.975 – percentile with 0.975 level.

Table 4. Comparison of mean ((Mr SEM) values of chemical element contents (mg kg-1, dry
mass basis) and Ca/P ratio in enamel of permanent teeth of males and females (teenagers)
Age, Element, Ca/P ratio
Males
Females
p 6WXGHQW¶Vt-test)
Age (year)
0.78
12.0r0.4
12.2r0.4
Ca
0.99
409836r31742
409371r18597
Cl
0.17
833r106
1055r98
K
0.93
603r89
591r83
Mg
0.96
3115r434
3142r351
Mn
0.94
0.503r0.121
0.515r0.071
Na
0.69
5130r391
4942r225
P
0.21
193449r15877
219376r8781
Sr
0.86
159r20
152r34
Ca/P
0.05
2.12r0.06
1.87r0.09
M –arithmetical mean, SEM – standard error of mean.
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Conclusions
INAA using short-lived radionuclides is an efficient technique for the determination of
many important chemical elements in tooth enamel. The method is simple, fast,
multielemental, and non-destructive.
No statistically significant gender-related differences were found between element
contents in enamel of permanent teeth of teenagers, whereas Ca/P ratio in tooth enamel of
males was higher than in females.
Our data for Ca, Cl, K, Mg, Mn, Na, P, Sr mass fractions and Ca/P ratio in enamel of
permanent teeth of teenagers may serve as indicative normal values for residents of the
Russian Central European region.
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Introduction
The endocrine organs, including the thyroid gland, undergo important functional changes
during aging and a prevalence of thyroid dysfunction is higher in the elderly as compared to
the younger population [1,2]. Advancing age is known to influence the formation of
adenomatous goiter and thyroid cancer [3]. The prevalence of thyroid nodules is increased in
the elderly, reaching a frequency of nearly 50% by the age of 65 [4]. Both prevalence and
aggressiveness of thyroid cancer increase with age. Women are affected by thyroid nodule
and cancer two to five times more often than men, but in age over 65 years a prevalence of
thyroid cancer is higher in men [24,5].
In our previous studies the high mass fraction of iodine (I) and some other trace element
(TE) were observed in intact human thyroid gland when compared with their levels in nonthyroid soft tissues of the human body [614]. However, some questions about the agedependence of TE mass fraction and their relationships in thyroid of adult and, particularly,
elderly males still remain unanswered. The findings of the excess or deficiency of TE
contents in thyroid and the perturbations of their relative proportions in glands of adult and
elderly males, may give an indication of their role in a higher prevalence of thyroid cancer in
the elderly males.
The reliable data on TE mass fractions in normal geriatric thyroid is apparently extremely
limited. There are many studies regarding TE content in human thyroid, using chemical
techniques and instrumental methods [1520]. However, the majority of these data are based
on measurements of processed tissue and in many studies tissue samples are ashed before
analysis. In other cases, thyroid samples are treated with solvents (distilled water, ethanol
etc.) and then are dried at a high temperature for many hours. There is evidence that certain
quantities of TE are lost as a result of such treatment [2123]. Moreover, only a few of these
studies employed quality control using certified/standard reference materials (CRM/SRM) for
determination of the TE mass fractions.
In present study TE contents and the effect of age on TE contents in intact thyroid of
apparently healthy male 280 year old was investigated. Mass fractions of Br, Fe, Cu, I, Rb,
Sr, and Zn in thyroid tissue samples were determined using two methods of non-destructive
energy-dispersive X-ray fluorescence analysis (EDXRF). In these methods X-ray
fluorescence were induced by radionuclide 241Am for I measurement and by radionuclide
109
Cd for Br, Fe, Cu, Rb, Sr, and Zn measurement.
All studies were approved by the Ethical Committee of the Medical Radiological
Research Center, Obninsk.
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Experimental
Samples of the human thyroid were obtained from randomly selected autopsy specimens
of 71 males (European-Caucasian) aged 2.0 to 80 years. All the deceased were citizens of
Obninsk and had undergone routine autopsy at the Forensic Medicine Department of City
Hospital, Obninsk. Age ranges for subjects were divided into two age groups, with group 1,
2.0-35 years (22.5±1.4 years, M±SEM, n=36) and group 2, 36–80 years (52.4±2.4 years,
M±SEM, n=36). These groups were selected to reflect the condition of thyroid tissue in the
children, teenagers, young adults and first period of adult life (group 1) and in the second
period of adult life as well as in old age (group 2). The available clinical data were reviewed
for each subject. None of the subjects had a history of an intersex condition, endocrine
disorder, or other chronic disease that could affect the normal development of the thyroid.
None of the subjects were receiving medications or used any supplements known to affect
thyroid trace element contents. The typical causes of sudden death of most of these subjects
included trauma or suicide and also acute illness (cardiac insufficiency, stroke, embolism of
pulmonary artery, alcohol poisoning). All right lobes of thyroid glands were divided into two
portions using a titanium scalpel [24]. One tissue portion was reviewed by an anatomical
pathologist while the other was used for the TE content determination. A histological
examination was used to control the age norm conformity as well as the unavailability of
microadenomatosis and latent cancer.
After the samples intended for TE analysis were weighed, they were transferred to -20°C
and stored until the day of transportation in the Medical Radiological Research Center,
Obninsk, where all samples were freeze-dried and homogenized [25]. The pounded sample
was applied to the piece of Scotch tape serving as an adhesive fixing backing [26,27].
To determine the contents of the TE by comparison with a known standard, aliquots of
commercial, chemically pure compounds were used [28]. The microliter standards were
placed on disks made of thin, ash-free filter papers fixed on the Scotch tape pieces and dried
in a vacuum. Ten subsamples of the Certified Reference Material (CRM) produced by the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) CRM IAEA H-4 (animal muscle) were
analyzed to estimate the precision and accuracy of results. The CRM IAEA H-4 subsamples
were prepared in the same way as the samples of dry homogenized thyroid tissue.
Details of the sample preparation, the facility and method of analysis were presented in
our previous publication on TE content investigation in human thyroid and prostate
[12,26,27].
All thyroid samples were prepared in duplicate, and mean values of TE contents were
used in final calculation. Using Microsoft Office Excel, a summary of the statistics, including,
arithmetic mean, standard deviation, standard error of mean, minimum and maximum values,
median, percentiles with 0.025 and 0.975 levels was calculated for TE contents. The
reliability of difference in the results between two age groups was evaluated by the parametric
Student’s t-test and non-parametric Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney U-test. For the estimation of the
Pearson correlation coefficient between age and different TE content the Microsoft Office
Excel programs were also used.
Results and Discussion
Table 1 depicts our data for seven TE in ten sub- samples of CRM IAEA H-4 (animal
muscle) and the certified values of this material. Of 4 (Br, Fe, Rb, and Zn) TE with certified
values for the CRM IAEA H-4 (animal muscle) we determined contents of all certified
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elements (Table 1). Mean values (MrSD) for Br, Fe, Rb, and Zn were in the range of 95%
confidence interval. Good agreement of the TE contents analyzed by 109Cd radionuclideinduced EDXRF with the certified data of CRM IAEA H-4 (Table 1) indicate an acceptable
accuracy of the results obtained in the study and presented in Tables 2-4
Table 1. EDXRF data Br, Cu, Fe, I, Rb, Sr, and Zn contents in the IAEA H-4 (animal muscle)
reference material compared to certified values (mg/kg, dry mass basis)
Element
Mean
Br
Cu
Fe
I
Rb
Sr
Zn

4.1
4.0
49
0.08
18
0.1
86

Certified values
95% confidence
interval
3.5  4.7
3.6  4.3
47  51

17  20

83  90

Type

This work results
MeanrSD

C
C
ɋ
N
C
N
C

5.0r1.2
3.9r1.1
48r9
<5.0
22r4
<1.0
90r5

Mean – arithmetical mean, SD – standard deviation, C- certified values, N – non-certified values

Table 2 represents certain statistical parameters of the Br, Cu, Fe, I, Rb, Sr, and Zn mass
fraction (mg/kg, dry mass basis) as well as I/Br, I/Cu, I/Fe, I/Rb, I/Sr, and I/Zn mass fraction
ratios in intact (normal) thyroid of males.
Table 2. Some statistical parameters of Br, Cu, Fe, I, Rb, Sr, and Zn mass fraction (mg/kg,
dry mass basis) as well as I/Br, I/Cu, I/Fe, I/Rb, I/Sr, and I/Zn mass fraction ratios in normal
thyroid of male
Gender

Element

Mean

SD

SEM

Min

Max

Males
n=72

Br
Cu
Fe
I
Rb
Sr
Zn
I/Br
I/Cu
I/Fe
I/Rb
I/Sr
I/Zn

10.8
4.25
221
1574
10.1
4.52
122
226
425
11.0
221
1046
14.0

10.0
1.48
102
974
6.96
3.27
41
183
393
12.5
229
2484
9.0

1.3
0.20
13
123
0.89
0.43
5.2
24
57
1.7
31
351
1.2

1.90
54.4
1.10
7.50
47.1
502
112
4829
1.80
42.9
0.100 13.7
35.4
221
4.26
902
30.9 2055
0.223 59.4
11.1 1036
13.2 16570
0.679 36.7

Median
8.05
4.15
224
1582
8.60
3.55
115
191
312
5.97
162
390
12.0

P
0.025
2.33
1.78
58.4
220
2.65
0.443
57.2
13.1
34.8
0.749
19.1
49.8
1.43

P
0.975
42.0
1.39
419
3542
27.5
12.4
201
645
1363
41.3
839
5353
27.3

M – arithmetic mean, SD – standard deviation, SEM – standard error of mean, Min – minimum value,
Max – maximum value, P 0.025 – percentile with 0.025 level, P 0.975 – percentile with 0.975 level.
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The obtained means for Br, Cu, Fe, I, Rb, Sr, and Zn mass fraction agree well with the
medians of mean values cited by other researches for the human thyroid, including samples
received from persons who died from different non-thyroid diseases [1520].
To estimate the effect of age on the TE contents two age groups were examined (Table 3)
and values of r – coefficient of correlation between age and all TE identified by us were
calculated (Table 4) .
Table 3. Differences between mean values (MrSEM) of I/Br, I/Cu, I/Fe, I/Rb, I/Sr, and I/Zn
mass fraction ratios in normal male thyroid of two age groups (AG)
Ratio

I/Br
I/Cu
I/Fe
I/Rb
I/Sr
I/Zn

AG1
2.0-35 years
n=36
246±40
413±72
10.1±1.9
201±39
820±246
15.2±1.8

Male thyroid tissue
AG2
t-test
36-80 years
pd
n=36
208±30
0.447
437±88
0.829
12.1±3.0
0.587
244±50
0.503
1291±686
0.524
12.7±1.6
0.317

U-test
p
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

Ratio
AG2 to AG1
0.85
1.06
1.20
1.21
1.57
0.84

M – arithmetic mean, SEM – standard error of mean, t-test - Student’s t-test, U-test - Wilcoxon-MannWhitney U-test.

Table 4. Correlations between age and I/Br, I/Cu, I/Fe, I/Rb, I/Sr, and I/Zn mass fraction
ratios in the normal thyroid of male (r – coefficient of correlation)
Ratio
r

I/Br
0.130

I/Cu
0.206

I/Fe
0.315a

I/Rb
0.183

I/Sr
0.076

I/Zn
0.091

Statistically significant values: a pd0.05.

A significant direct correlation between age and I/Fe ratio was found in male thyroid
(Table 4).
Conclusions
The developed methods of radionuclide-induced EDXRF are an efficient technique for the
determination of many important TE in thyroid tissue. The methods are simple, fast,
multielemental, and non-destructive. Our results for Fe, Cu, I, Rb, Sr, and Zn mass fractions
in intact thyroid tissue may serve as indicative normal values for males of the Russian Central
European region.
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INTRODUCTION

In accordance with our previous experiments [13], at least some of the fragments of
binary fission of low excited actinides are born in the shape isomers states. A strongly
deformed fragment is a weakly bound binary system (shape isomer) which in a solid foil, in
the case of inelastic scattering, breaks up with a certain probability, even in tangential
collisions with a large impact parameter. One of the breakup products is a magic core, for
example 68, 72Ni. To label the totality of the observed manifestations of such a process,
especially high collinearity of the partners, we have proposed the term “collinear cluster
tripartition” (CCT).
In less excited fragments, the population of the state of the shape isomer is also
possible, but the system turns out to be more strongly coupled than in the previous case, and
its breakup in the solid foil is observed at lower impact parameters. And in this case, at least
one of the decay products turns out to be a magic nucleus, for example, 128, 132Sn, 144Ba, etc.
Both decay products fly in the same direction, with a very small angle between them, in the
range of 0.30–20 (experimental estimate). Moreover, one of them has energy of several MeV,
which makes it extremely difficult to separately detect them with the measurement of the
mass of each of the products.
Thus, the population of previously unknown states of shape isomers in fragments of
binary fission of actinide nuclei occurs, in fact, in the process of binary fission, and the
interaction of the fragment with a solid-state foil serves as a specific detector of the presence
of such a state.
Most of the data concerning the manifestations of clustering in fissile actinides and
fragments of their fission were obtained by us within the framework of the “missing mass”
method. To construct an adequate model of the observed effects, a kinematically complete
experiment with the measurement of masses, energies, and velocity vectors of all nuclei
involved in the process is required. Such experiment was not performed so far, and
improvement of our experimental capabilities in studies of the cluster effects currently
continues.
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EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES USED IN OUR STUDIES OF THE MULTIBODY DECAYS

We investigate rather rare multibody decay modes of low excited heavy nuclei with
yields in the range of 10–3 and lower per binary fission. These peculiarities define the general
requirements for spectrometers to be used, namely of high efficiency and mosaic structure of
the detector. Among known methods of ion mass-spectrometry only time of flight-energy
(TOF–E) method is suitable for study of the multibody decays. The 4–ʌ FOBOS spectrometer
[4] installed in FLNR (JINR) met all of the listed requirements, and first CCT dedicated
experiments [1] were performed using this facility. FOBOS spectrometer was based on the
gas-filled detectors that demand complicated gas-supply system. The spectrometer consisted
of 32 big modules provided relatively low granularity of the detection system (figures 1(a),
(b)). In order to overcome these shortcomings, we switched to the semiconductor detectors.
The whole series of experiments were performed then using different modifications of the
COMETA spectrometer (COrrelation Mosaic E-T Array) [2] setup (figures 1(c), (d)).

a

b

c

d

FIGURE 1. Design of the 4-ʌ )2%26 VSHFWURPHWHU D  DQG LWV RYHUDOO YLHZ E  Design of the
COMETA setup (b). In the presented version it consists of two mosaics of eight PIN diodes each
(4), microchannel-plates-based start-detector (2) with the 252Cf source inside (1) and neutron belt
consisting of 32 3He filled neutron counters (3). The overall view of the setup is shown in figure
1(d).
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NEW IMPROVED VERSION OF THE COMETA SETUP

Accumulated experience of using the COMETA setup and new experimental tasks
followed from the analysis of already obtained data initiated the development of the improved
version of this facility.

b

a

FIGURE 2. Location of the detectors in the COMETA-m setup. 28 PIN-diodes united in three
mosaics are planned to use for measuring of the angular distribution of the CCT partners.
Microchannel-plates-based start detector is located in the center of the design (a). Photo of the forward
mosaic (b).

The following features are realized in the COMETA-m setup:
1. Measurement of the angular correlations of the ternary decay partners in a wide range
of angles.
2. Strips between the adjacent PIN dioses do not exceed 2 mm which is twice as small
when compared to an actual version of the spectrometer.
3. New frame bounds an active surface of PIN diode in order to suppress fission
fragments (FF) scattering.
4. Rigid geometry of the detector arrangement provides better reproducibility of the
results.
USING OF THE TIMEPIX3 PIXEL DETECTORS IN STUDIES OF THE MULTIBODY
DECAYS

While it is necessary to create an adequate model of the observed effects, the angular
distribution of the CCT partners moving in a small open angle up to 0.30 has not been
measured so far. For this purpose, joint work with a group from the Institute of Experimental
and Applied Physics, Czech Technical University in Prague, Czech Republic has begun on the
use of Timepix3 two-coordinate pixel detector [5] (figure 3(a)), with a spatial resolution of
55μ, in studies of the multibody decays. Heavy ion mass spectrometry using this detector is
an original and non-trivial methodological problem. Initially the device was designed for
detection of the soft photons, while in the present task we require to register heavy ions with
the energies up to tens of MeV.
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b
a
FIGURE 3. Schematical view of the Timepix3 detector with Katerine readout (a), photo of the TDS-1
(Ternary Decays Spectrometer) experimental setup (b).

As the first step in the study of rare ternary decays using Timepix detectors, the
following first-day experiment was performed. Detection of the “fork” of two CCT partners
(for instance, the Ni/Ca pair, figure 4(a)) which hit the Timepix3 detector in a short time
interval and substantially differ in their energies, gives evidence of the CCT event.
Kinematical scheme of one of the CCT mode is shown in figure 4(a). Similar ternary decays
were searched for in the experiment. An example of the data processing is presented in figure
4(b).

a

b
FIGURE 4. Schematical presentation of the tri-partition of the mother nucleus 252Cf Æ Sn+Cd Æ
Ni+Ca chosen as an example of the CCT and kinematics of the decay partners in the TDS-1 setup (a).
Typical result of the data processing (b). The cluster 10 marked by the red arrow is presumably due to
the CCT event, while the orange arrow connects this cluster with another one produced most likely by
the Al ion knocked out from the foil by Cd-like fragment.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE TIME PICK-OFF ALGORITHMS

To correctly measure heavy ion’s TOF with PIN diodes, it is necessary to account for
the so-called plasma delay effect (PDE) which is due to generation of plasma in a heavy ion
track in the PIN diode. Because of the PDE, the initial relatively long part of the signal lies
inside the “noise track”, and the time stamp turns out to be shifted in relation to the true
signal’s start. It is possible to account for plasma delay by using its parameterization proposed
in Ref. [6], excluding the region of small masses and energies.
Thanks to using fast digitizer and having digital images of the signals, we have
developed an alternative approach aimed at finding an actual beginning of the signal. It is
done by approximating its initial part that lies partially inside the noise track with parabolic
curve which vertex lies on the average of the noise and serves as the “true” signal’s start. The
first realization of this idea was Parab-algorithm [7] which used only parabolic function for
interpolation of the signal’s noisy region. To increase a robustness of the algorithm against a
choice of region for parabola interpolation, Parab-algorithm was followed by Parablinalgorithm [8] which seamlessly sewed parabola with a linear function that approximated
points of the rising edge of the signal lying above the noisy region. Its main drawback was the
need to manually choose points for linear function approximation. To further increase
robustness of the method, we propose Paraspline-algorithm which describes the initial part of
the signal by parabola seamlessly sewed with a spline that automatically approximates points
above the noisy region, without user interference.

a

b
FIGURE 5. Layout of LIS spectrometer (a). Mean difference <V1-V2> as a function of V1 for the
fission fragments from the 252Cf source (b).

In order to verify Paraspline-algorithm in experiment, LIS setup was used (figure
5(a)). The FF velocity is measured sequentially on two flight-passes by means of using the
timing detectors based on the microchannel plates (V1 value) and PIN diode as a ”stop”
detector when V2 value is obtained (figure 5(a)). Event by event comparison of “true” velocity
V1 and V2 is presented in figure 5(b). Good agreement between the compared values is
observed.
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MATHEMATICAL TESTING OF THE STATISTICAL RELIABILITY OF LINEAR
STRUCTURES IN THE FF MASS-MASS DISTRIBUTIONS

A theoretical description of nuclear reactions, such as fission and quasi-fission,
presents the evolution of a nuclear system in the form of trajectories in a multidimensional
deformation space. Finding images of such trajectories in the space of experimentally
observable variables was proposed in Refs. [9–12] as a new approach to data analysis. The
trajectories look like “fine structures” in two-dimensional distributions, for example, in mass
correlation distributions. By definition, fine structure means local regions (peaks) in a twodimensional distribution with the yield higher than on a smooth substrate, which is the
background to the sought-after effect. For finding fine structures with the given level of
reliability, methods of image morphological analysis were applied in Ref. [13].
New specific fine structure which looks like a rhombic meander (figure 6(a)) has been
revealed in the mass correlation distribution of the FFs from 252Cf(sf) obtained at the
COMETA setup. To test the hypothesis that the structure actually exists and is not a noise
artifact, it was proposed to use a deep convolution network as a binary classifier trained on a
large model sample and noise images [14]. The results of the testing the neuro classifier prove
high statistical reliability of fine structure revealed.

b

a
252

FIGURE 6. Correlation mass distribution of the FFs from Cf(sf) obtained at the COMETA setup.
Specific rhombic meander structure is marked by the arrow (a). The same structure in the larger scale
(b). The meander vertexes coincide with known magic isotopes listed in boxes.
CONCLUSION

In the previous year, we have paid our attention to upgrade of the spectrometers used,
mastering Tpx3 pixel detectors, and development of the data processing procedures. Our
efforts aim to perform kinematically complete experiments dedicated to previously unknown
ternary decays of low excited heavy nuclei.
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A comparative analysis of experiments on studying the (n, f ), on one hand, and
(n, n), on the other hand, angular correlations in ﬁssion is carried out, based on
the model proposed by muonic conversion in fragments of prompt ﬁssion of 238 U
with negative muons. Their fundamental diﬀerence is shown in the sense of the
information that can be inferred from them. Historically, the situation resembles
the EPR paradox. An experimental check of the empirical relation between the
alignment and polarization parameters An,J = 2An,f is proposed.

1 Introduction
Probably, the most revolutionary moment in the development of quantum mechanics
(QM) was the Heisenberg uncertainty relation. It showed that far not each of the parameters one uses in the everyday life can be also measured in microcosm with an arbitrary
precision. This seemed paradoxical from the point of view of everyday consciousness.
The famous Einstein’s expression “God does not play dice” and the EPR paradox, the
interest in which continues to this day, date back to this time. To test and understand
the principles of QM, the theory of “hidden parameters” was put forward. It runs that
there may be additional parameters, for example, spin projection. If we knew them before
measurement, we could predict the result unambiguously. Indeed, classical spin naturally
has three projections. In quantum mechanics, there is only one left — that on the quantization axis. The other two remain quite objective parameters, but pass into the area
of those hidden from observation. If someone wants, nevertheless, to deal with them
explicitly, then he will receive the wrong answer.
The HV-theory is rejected by the community. However, examples can be noted of how
variations on the theme of HV suddenly interplay, for example, in modern simulations of
the angular distributions of gamma quanta or neutrons emitted from ﬁssion fragments.
Consider the angular distribution of the neutrons from ﬁssion with respect to the direction
of the light fragment. It is well known that the spins of fragments are mainly aligned
in a plane perpendicular to the ﬁssion axis. In order to take this circumstance into
account, one may consider the spin of each fragment to have a deﬁnite direction in the
plane perpendicular to the ﬁssion axis, and then average over the directions in the plane.
Nevertheless, such a way that might seem evident at ﬁrst glance, turns out to be certainly
erroneous. In such an approach, the supposed direction of the fragment’s spin appears as a
HV, additional to the projection on the quantization axis z which is in the ﬁssion direction.
Contrary, in a consecutive QM approach, the state of the fragment is characterized by
two quantum numbers: the spin and its projection onto the quantization axis z. Then
the alignment of the fragments merely means that the projection of their spins onto this
axis is close to zero. And in the general case of incomplete alignment, it is necessary to
use the density matrix.
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Therebefore, the angular correlations provide a useful guide to experimental studying
the interrelation of hidden variables with QM. An explicit consideration of the additional
spin projection, which is treated as a non-observable one in a consistent QM approach,
leads to an obvious contradiction with QM, which can be observed experimentally. Let
us consider this interplay in more detail. We use angular correlations of the conversion
muons, emitted from the ﬁssion fragments in prompt ﬁssion of actinide nuclei in muonic
atoms of 233 U, occurring as a result of radiationless excitation in a muonic transition.
This process was discovered in JINR [1]. We remind the process in the next section.
Formulas necessary for analysis of the angular correlations in the c. m. of the fragments
are derived in section 3. The account of the translation of the muon on the fragment
is performed in section 4. There is also a fraction of the muons emitted as a result of
shake-oﬀ at the neck rupture. They can be compared to the scission neutrons emitted
in ﬁssion. Their contribution is taken into account in the same section, together with
comparing to experiment. In the concluding section 5, we sum up the results obtained,
draw conclusions, outline prospects for future investigation.
2 Physical premises
This unique process gives a direct information on the ﬁssion dynamics. Beams of
negative muons are slowed down in matter, then the process of the muon capture into
high orbits of the muonic atoms starts. The muons are captured into the orbits with the
main quantum number n ≈ 14. After this, they cascade down by means of the radiative
and Auger transitions. When the muons jump between the lowest inner orbits, there is a
chance that the transition energy is transferred to the nucleus, which undergoes ﬁssion.
This kind of ﬁssion is called prompt ﬁssion, contrary to the delayed ﬁssion, induced by
the nuclear capture of the muon. As a result of prompt ﬁssion, the muons are entrained
on a fragment, and then can be emitted due to internal conversion during the cascade
deexcitation of the fragments.
Experimentally the angular distribution of the muons from prompt ﬁssion of 233 U
was undertaken in Refs. [2] in nuclear photoemulsions. Theoretical calculations were
performed in [3]. Calculated spectrum of the conversion muons is up to 1–2 MeV.
Furthermore, experiment shows a signiﬁcant focusing of the muons along the ﬁssion
axis. This can be understood in terms of the alignment of the fragments in the plane
perpendicular to the direction of ﬁssion [6] (Fig. 1). Correspondingly, two ways of
analysis can be put forward. One looks very natural: consider that the spin of the
fragment is directed somewhere in the (x, y) plane, so that the spins of the muons are
assumed M = J in the internal system. After recalculation to the labsystem, one has to
average over the directions of the spin in the azimuthal (x, y) plane. Such would be a HV
way. Another way, consecutively QM one, is that the quantization axis is chosen along
the ﬁssion direction, in correspondence with the experimental conditions of observation.
Then the spin projections of the muons are assumed M = 0.
3 Formulas
The actual angular distribution depends on the multipolarity of the transition. Consider ﬁrst E1 transitions. In the HV model, the angular distribution of the emitted
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Figure 1: Scheme of the fragment spin alignment in the plane perpendicular to the ﬁssion axis. The
spins are oriented in the (x, y) plane arbitrarily, but necessarily in opposite directions to each other.

neutrons in the internal coordinate system will be
X (θ , φ ) = |Y11 (θ , φ )|2 ∼ sin2 θ .

(1)

After transformation to the angle α relative to the ﬁssion axis z in the c. m. system of
the fragment and averaging over the azimuthal angle φ of the spin in the (x, y) plane, one
arrives at the angular distributions in this system, calculated within the HV-theory:
1
Xh.v. (α) = (1 + cos2 α) .
2

(2)

Factor of 12 takes into account the normalization of the full number of the emitted particles.
Contrary, within the framework of the QM approach one obtains
XQM (α) = |Y10 (α, φ)|2 ∼ cos2 α .

(3)

In the case of the E2 transitions, one has the angular distribution in the c.m. system
Φ (θ , φ ) = |Y22 (θ , φ )|2 ∼ sin4 θ. Correspondingly, one obtains in the c. m. system
expressions
3π
2
(1 + cos2 α + cos4 α)
4
3
ΦQM (α) = |Y20 (α, φ)|2 = 1 − 6 cos2 α + 9 cos4 α .
Φh.v. (α) =

(4)
(5)

Comparison of Eqs. (2) and (3) shows that the HV polarization turns out to be twice
less than the QM one (see next section in more detail). This conﬂict shows inconsistence
of HV with quiantum mechanics. Furthermore, in the case of the E2 emission, the form
itself of the angular dependence becomes diﬀerent. Experiment can test which approach
is true. The diﬀerence speaks for itself.
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Figure 2: Left: calculated angular distribution of the conversion muons in the center-of-mass system
for the E1 transitions in the case of the initial spin of the nucleus I = 7 and 4 (solid and dashed lines)
and for the E2 transitions (dashed and dash-dotted lines, respectively). In the case of isotropic emission,
dχ
d cos α = const. Right: that of the conversion muons for light fragments with the atomic number Z = 40
in the laboratory system, for the E1- and E2-transitions with the kinetic energy of the muons Eμ = 1,
0.25 and 0.1 MeV, respectively (in the order of approach to the origin). Upper dotted line corresponds
to isotropic emission in the c. m. system.

4 Comparison to experiment
For comparison with experiment, it should be taken into account that the alignment
of the fragments is not 100%. Therefore, the general expression for the (n, n) correlations
instead of (1) will be written as
χ (θ , φ ) = 1 + AnJ sin2 θ ,

(6)

and for the (n, f ) correlation — in the form
χQM (α) = 1 + Anf cos2 α

(7)

instead of (3). Experience shows that Anf  1 is a parameter within 10 % [7]. Then in
the labsystem, Eq. (2) goes over
1
χh.v. (α) = 1 + AnJ cos2 α .
2

(8)

Comparing (8) with (7), in the case of the E1 transitions one arrives at the relation [7]
AnJ  2Anf .

(9)

The results are presented in Fig. 2, left for the both E1 and E2 transitions in the
c.m. of a fragment. It is symmetric for the angles between 0 and π, and has a distinctive
0— π2 anisotropy. In the labsystem, the distribution concentrates along the velocity of the
fragment, as shown in Fig. 2, right.
Shake-oﬀ muons come from a sudden change of the potential due to snapping-back
the remnants of the neck. They can be compared to the scission neutrons. As distinct
from the latter, emission of the shake muons is sharply anisotropic (Fig. 3, left).
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Number of events

Figure 3: Left: angular distribution of shake muons. Solid and dashed lines: the E1 transitions with

the kinetic energy of the conversion muons Eμ = 1 and 0.5 MeV, respectively. Dotted and dash-dotted
lines: the E2 and E0 transitions with Eμ = 1 MeV, respectively. Right: comparison of the calculated
angular distribution with experiment [2]. The solid curve corresponds to a mixture of the multipoles
90%E1 + 10%E2, dotted line — 50%E1 + 15%E2 + 35%M 1. For comparison, short and long strokes
show the angular distribution for pure E1 and E2 transitions, respectively.

In Fig. 3, right the theoretical angular distributions, averaged over the fragment
distributions and the energies of the muons are presented in comparison with the
experimental histogram from Ref. [2]. Two characteristics of the ﬁssion fragments can
be inferred from this comparison.
1)There is a fraction of the E2 component at the level of 15% in the radiation spectrum
of the ﬁssion fragments.
2) There is also a share of the shake muons within 5%.
Of course, these values are obtained within the QM approach, without HV. Shake muons
are similar to the scission neutrons.
5 Conclusion
(μ, f ) as well as (n, f ) angular correlations appear as a convenient example for experimental investigation of the diﬀerence between the HV theory and QM approach.
Alignment and polarization are two manifestations of the spin state. They should be considered in diﬀerent experiments. Projection M = J in the internal system of fragments
does not mean that detection of another projection of the spin — on the perpendicular
axis of ﬁssion — will result in M = 0. Degree of polarization of such states can be measured in (n, n) angular correlations. The state M = 0 is a diﬀerent vector of state. It
should be measured simultaneously with detection of the ﬁssion direction. This result
shows that if we knew the hidden spin projection, we could calculate of course the angular distribution, also with respect to any direction, e.g. ﬁssion direction. But in order
to know, one should ﬁrst make a measurement of it. And this is a diﬀerent experiment.
Therefore, one should chose the quantization axis in accordance with what is observed
experimentally, and consider the corresponding magnetic quantum number of the spin.
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Simultaneous consideration of another projection turns out to be unobservable — that is
hidden variable, whose involving into calculation leads to a wrong result.
At the same time, note that the two distributions, given by Eqs. (2) and (3), are
presently under CORA experimental investigation [7] of the (n, n) and (n, n, f ) correlations. Thus, the ratio of the parameters turns out to be a measurable quantity. The
equality of this ratio to two is justiﬁed above only for the case of 100% polarization or
alignment. Moreover, it is diﬀerent in the case of the E2 transitions. In general case,
the angular distribution also depends on the initial and ﬁnal spins of the fragments, as
one can see from Fig. 2. Therefore, the resulting form (8) or (7) instead of (4) or (5) of
the emission spectra can be due to averaging over all the fragments with their spins and
multipole mixtures of the transitions.
Furthermore, in the internal coordinate system, the fragments are 100% polarized.
Therefore, one could expect, that in the case of (n, n) angular correlations, the right form
should be just (1), not (6), under supposition of mostly E1 transitions, though. And
the choice of AnJ has nothing to do with Anf as taken from the (n, f ) experiment. The
CORA experiment, performed at IPHC Strasbourg, aims at elucidating neutron emission
mechanisms in the ﬁssion. Experimental check of the relations obtained above, and Eq.
(9) ﬁrst of all, looks very signiﬁcant for the progress to this end.
The author would like to express his gratitude to I. Guseva for detailed and fruitful
discussions.
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1. Introduction
Studying the peculiarities of the formation of fission fragments and the processes of
nuclear transformations of atomic nuclei is an important and urgent task of modern physics
[1]. The success of its solution demonstrates the depth of our understanding of the
fundamental issues of the stability of nuclear matter, the nature of nuclear forces, and nuclear
transformations, for example, after the emission of post fission neutrons or beta particles.
Applied aspects of this problem are:
x
x
x
x
x

nuclear energy use;
nuclear geophysics;
radioecology;
medicine with its advances in isotope and radiation therapies;
a number of other applications.

Neutron activity is a permanent attribute of the fission of atomic nuclei and the related
relaxation processes of the nuclear fragments' system with the emission of elementary nuclear
particles [2]. Neutron emission spectra have their regularities connected to the topology of
mass-charge spectra of fission fragments (MCSFF) with two or three humped yields
curves. Thus, we are talking about “tooth-like” dependences of emitted neutrons n(A) on the
mass (A) or charge (Z) of fission fragments, which follow the topology of the MCSFF nucleus
[3]. To determine n(A) or n(Z) we need a qualitative experiment.
Investigation of the nature of the temporal evolution of MCSFF, for example, taking
into account the post-fissile emission of elementary particles, is also a difficult task for
theoretical research. The basis of modern theoretical approaches to describe the processes of
nuclear fission and yields of fission fragments are various modifications of the liquid drop
model. Within this model, it is possible to consider its spatial and deformation parameters and
take into account the dynamics of atomic nuclei fission [4, 5]. The post-fission state of the
nucleus is considered a bi-nuclide system in which nuclear transformations are neglected.
Despite the significant progress made by these methods for nuclear physics, they all need
some fitting parameters as the viscosity of nucleus, surface tension data on the density of
states energy levels, etc.
The theoretical approach proposed in studied the post-scission ensemble of nuclei,
created by all fission fragments with the thermodynamic parameters as temperature T and
pressure P, are determined from the state of a fissile nucleus. This approach did not require
fitting parameters and can study the fission characteristics both as light (pre actinides) and
super-heavy nuclei. In this work, we present the results of the study of the influence of the
emission of nuclear particles, mainly neutrons of fission, on the post-fission state of MCSFF,
their isotopic and isobaric characteristics. These calculations are essential for understanding
the nature of neutron activity and explaining the features of the dependences n(A)/n(Z) as, for
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example, their “tooth-like” behavior. The calculation was performed on the example of
actinide nuclei, the isotope 235U, for which there are sufficiently complete bases of nuclear
physical constants.
2. Theory: the many ensambles model
The basics of the post-scission approach and the proposed statistical method for the
systematization of fission fragments are described earlier [2, 69]. The study's subject is the
post scission configurations or the ensemble of fission fragments of the fissioning nucleus
with atomic mass A0 and the charge Z0 obtained due to thermodynamic ordering. This
ensemble's single nuclear cluster, denoted by i, comprises two fission fragments j=1, 2 with
N ip , j protons and N ni , j neutrons when nuclear particles are emitted. Each cluster satisfies the
following conservation conditions:

¦ (N

i
p, j

 N ni , j  n ij )

¦ (N

i
p, j

 m ij )

A0 ,

j 1, 2

Z0 ;

(1)

j 1, 2

The positive sign m ij has the meaning of the number of emitted +E and a negative one,
respectively, the number of -E particles. There are several options for constructing ensembles
of fission fragments, taking into account post scission emission of nuclear particles. In the
first one, such an ensemble can be built for fixed values of n, m in (1), i.e. n1i n2i n ,
m1i m2i m . In this paper, considering the statistical nature of the emission of nuclear
particles, we used an extended version, when {n, m} only sets the limits within which the
emission of nuclear particles can occur. In other words, the ensemble will contain all the
fission fragments obtained, taking into account both the neutron emission in the range (0  n)
and for beta particles, respectively, in the range (0  m). Only the conservation conditions (1)
must be hold. By changing the sets {n, m}, it is possible to realize a different number of
ensembles, each of which contains all the fission fragments obtained after emission of the
nuclear particles within the range of values (0, 1,… n) and (0, 1,… m). Further calculation in
the case of many ensembles based on the following assumptions [10]:
x
x

Nucleons with different binding energy for different nuclei fragments must be
considered as statistically non-equivalents. This requires the introduction of new color
statistics for systems whose energy is not additive in the number of particles;
The most probable characteristics post fission ensembles of nucleus nucleons such
as MCSFF, isotopic, isobaric outputs, characteristics of neutron activity are the
observed values.

The proposed thermodynamic method contains no time variables and cannot consider
the kinetics of the fission process. It is focused on investigating only the final state of the
fission fragments ensemble realized after the complex radioactive-decay processes of
neutron/beta particle emission both as prompt and delayed. However, the time evolution of
MCSFF can be considered indirectly by constructing many nuclei ensembles resulting after
the emission of chains of nuclear particles of different lengths. Increasing the size of the
chains of emitted particles allows one to realize the state of the system of fission fragments
after a long time since the scission of the initial nucleus. Such a procedure can simulate the
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conditions for post-fission experiments when measurements are carried out after a long
"cooling" time of an irradiated sample [10]. The parameters that determine the equilibrium
condition for each of the investigated ensembles of nuclear fragments are subsequently
deduced from the state of the minimum thermodynamic potential of constant pressure [11],
which for ith nuclear cluster has the form:

H i  TS i  PVi

Gi

(2)

For ith cluster here Hɿ is the internal energy, and Vɿ, respectively, the volume of a two
fragments cluster, Vi V1i  V2i . The Hɿ values can be determined by the binding energy of the
two-fragment cluster and have the negative values corresponding to the bound states of the
nucleons. For different nuclear clusters, its spectrum {Hi} is an additive quantity in the binding
energy, B( N pj ,i , N nj,i ) , of the jth nucleus fragment from the ith cluster:

Hi

¦ .B( N

j
p ,i

, N nj,i ) .

(3)

j 1,2

Here according to (1), N ni ,1  N ni , 2
j
p ,i

A0  n1i  n2i , N ip ,1  N ip , 2

A0  m1i  m2i . Binding energies,

j
n ,i

B( N , N ) , used in (3) are tabulated in [12,13], and their extrapolation is given, for
example, in [14,15]. The term PVɿ can be written as P N i 'v, where N i – number of fissionfragments nucleons, N i N ni ,1  N ni , 2  N ip ,1  N ip , 2 , and 'v is the elementary volume of the
nucleus per nucleon, which is 4050 times larger than the size of the nucleon [1]. The
constant Ɋ'v is a parameter of the theory. It can be roughly evaluated through the ideal gas
law: P'V = 'NိT, and 'N ~ 1, and the value of Ɋ'v must be in the same order as T. More
detailed value based on neutron emission spectra gives for Ɋ'v range 35 MeV [2]. The
configurational entropy Sɿ in (2):
Si

ln(Zi )

(4)

is calculated through the degeneracy factor Zi with the account of the statistical
nonequivalence of nucleons with different specific binding energy:

Zi

A0 ! /(

 K (n ij )( N ip, j !( N ni , j  n ij )!) ,

(5)

j 1, 2

where n ij – number of fission neurons of jth fission fragment from ith cluster, K (n ij ) 1 / n ij ! ,

 x j!

j 1, 2

x1!x2 ! . From the (5), one can see that with increasing the nuclear temperature T

entropy term in eq. (2) is responsible for the increase the symmetry of fission fragments
yields. This is since the maximum Zi is achieved at N ip,1 N ip,2 , N ni ,1 N ni ,2 . Formulas (1)  (4)
allow one to find the probability of realization or yield of two-fragments nuclear clusters of
the i- sort. In the isothermal-isobaric ensemble, the probability of a microstate, here twofragments cluster i, is defined by the term exp(Gi / T ) [31] and has the form:
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Y ( N ip ,1 , N ip , 2 , N ni ,1 , N ni , 2 ) Zi exp^ (H i  PV i) / T `/ z ,

(6)

where Hɿ is the spectrum values (3) of the two-fragments cluster, Zi determines its
degeneration by the formula (5), the partition function of the system z is written as:

z

¦ Zi exp^ (H i  PVi ) / T `.

(7)

i

The expression (6) refers to the probability of realization only of two-fragment
clusters. The next step is calculating the distribution function F(A1)/F(Z1) for the single fission
fragment with mass A1, or charge Z1. To construct them from the array of values, (6), one
must select all the functions whose arguments satisfy the condition
N ip ,1  N ni ,1 N ip , 2  N ni , 2 A1 . The summing of such functions and to spread this procedure for
all A1 values is the next stage for mass spectrum finding. The same method is valid to build
i
i
the charge spectra, only with selection for the argument N p ,1 N p , 2 Z1 from all the
functions (6). The final stage is to apply the normalization procedure for the sums obtained
and determine the normalized values of F(A1) and F(Z1). These functions must satisfy the
following equations:

¦ F ( A ) ¦ F (Z )

 A1 !

1

 Z1 !

1

200%

(8)

where the symbols <A1>, <Z1> mean that the summation is over all masses/charges of heavy
and light fission fragments.
3. The post fission emission of nuclear particles and the nuclear fission fragments
yields: 235U
The studies were performed on the example of odd-even isotope 235U, whose MCSFF
has been well established [16,17]. All possible schemes of post-fission emission of nuclear
particles and construction of an array of many ensembles for them are considered. Each
ensemble contains the 235U isotope fission fragments after the nuclear particles' emission
within their length chains. For the j-th nucleus from the i-th cluster, the result of the emission
of m ij beta particles leads to the transformation N ip , j  ( N ip , j  m ij ) , where the positive sign

m ij is for +E and the negative for -E particles, respectively. After the emission of the
neutrons n ij : N ip , j  N ni ,i  N ip , j  N ni , j  n1i  n2i . The calculation carried out for the 235U
shows that both the beta particles and the neutron's emission may change the most probable
pairs of fission fragments' nucleon composition. It also favors the formation of most probable
clusters with closed-shell fragments, having a greater specific binding energy. The neutrons
emission leads to an increase in the configuration entropy (5) of the nuclear fission cluster.
The most probable are two fragments fission clusters obtained from the minimum of the
thermodynamic potentials of Gibbs (2) for a constant pressure ensemble. The results of
calculations are given in Table 1 containing from M=1 to five of the most probable two
fragments clusters, both without and when taking into account the emission of nuclear
particles.
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The calculation was given in the "cold", T=0.5 MeV and “hot” T=1.0 MeV
assumptions for the 235U fission temperature; the Ɋ'v=3 MeV. The sign in front of n is
always positive, while the sign in front of m indicates the sort of beta particles emitted: minus
suggests that there is the chain of -ȕSDUWLFOHVIURPWKH -m, 0) range; positive m values relate
to +ȕSDUWLFOHVZLWKWKHLUHPLVVLRQUDQJH m).
Table 1. The evolution of five the most probable two-fragment clusters after the 235U fission,
M=15, after emission the neutrons of different chains’ lengths: n defines all their sets from
the ranges (0, n) and similar for beta-particles: the ranges (-m, 0) for -ȕSDUWLFOHV m IRUȕ
respectively.
n=0; m=0
M T=0.5 MeV
T=1 MeV
130
130
1 {105
{105
42 Mo, 50 Sn}
42 Mo, 50 Sn}

n=2; m=0
n=2; m=-2
T=0.5 MeV
T=1 MeV
T=0.5 MeV
T=1 MeV
128
124
128
128
{106
{107
{106
{103
44 Ru , 50 Sn}
44 Ru , 50 Sn}
42 Mo, 50 Sn}
42 Mo, 50 Sn}

2

128
125
128
130
131
130
{107
{106
{104
{101
{104
{104
44 Ru , 50 Sn}
44 Ru , 50 Sn}
42 Mo, 50 Sn}
42 Mo, 50 Sn}
42 Mo, 50 Sn}
42 Mo, 50 Sn}

3

130
97
128
128
{104
{40
Zr ,134
{107
{107
42 Mo, 50 Sn}
52Te}
42 Mo, 50 Sn}
42 Mo, 50 Sn}

4

132
{103
41 Nb, 51 Sb}

5

133
{102
40 Zr , 52Te}

132
{103
41 Nb, 50 Sn}

126
{106
44 Ru , 50 Sn}
105
44

126
{105
44 Ru , 50 Sn}

127
50

130
130
{ Ru, Sn} {108 Ru,124Sn}
{102
{104
44
50
42 Mo, 50 Sn}
42 Mo, 50 Sn}

126
118
130
129
{107
123
44 Ru , 50 Sn}
{114
{105
{102
{112
46 Pd , 48 Cd }
42 Mo, 50 Sn}
40 Mo, 50 Sn}
44 Ru , 48 Cd }

M
n=3; m=0
96
1 {40
Zr ,130
50 Sn}

n=3; m=-1
128
{105
43Te, 50 Sn}

n=3; m=-2
128
{106
44 Ru , 50 Sn}

n=3; m=-3
126
{109
45 Rh, 50 Sn}

n=3; m=-4
122
{112
46 Pd , 50 Sn}

2

128
{106
42 Mo, 50 Sn}

130
{103
43Te, 50 Sn}

126
{108
44 Ru , 50 Sn}

129
{106
44 Ru , 51 Sb}

124
{110
46 Pd , 50 Sn}

3

128
{104
42 Mo, 50 Sn}

131
{102
42 Mo, 51 Sb}

126
{106
42 Mo, 50 Sn}

121
{112
46 Pd , 49 In}

123
{112
46 Pd , 50 Sn}

4

130
{104
42 Mo, 50 Sn}

{4096 Zr ,135
53 J }

126
{109
44 Ru , 50 Sn}

124
{109
45 Rh, 50 Sn}

124
{111
46 Pd , 50 Sn}

5

130
{103
42 Mo, 50 Sn}

128
{106
43Te, 50 Sn}

126
{106
44 Ru , 50 Sn}

121
{114
44 Ru , 49 In}

118
{118
48 Cd , 48 Cd }

Figure 1 shows the results of the MCSFF calculations for the above cases. As one can
see, the emission of +E particles has almost no effect on their MCSFF compared to -E
particles' emission. As mentioned above, it is because the asymmetric fission fragments of
235
U are neutron-proficient nuclei. The emission of +E particles only increases the neutron
excess in the nucleus. The corresponding nuclear clusters don’t increase the probability of
realization than before the emission of +E particles. Therefore, the effect of the emission of +E
particles on the formation of MCSFF is insignificant. When we consider the emission of Eparticles, another nature of the MCSFF change will occur. In this case, there are significant
changes in the MCSFF and the redistribution among the most probable fission fragments, see
Tables 1. All this causes a change in the topology of the MCSFF. At n = 0, the peak of the
light distribution fragments is formed by Mo isotopes. If one considers nuclear particles'
emission, this peak mainly became would be created by the isotopes Mo, Nb, Zr, Ru, Pd and
Cd. All these isotopes result from the influence of both the filled neutron shells N = 50 and
the entropy term (4), which stimulates the symmetry effects of the fission fragments.



a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 1. The mass a), b) and charge c), d) fission fragments yields spectra of the 235U obtained
with consideration the beta particles and the neutrons emission with different chains length.
Here a) and c) were built for n=0; b), d) with account the neutron emission chains with a
capacity of n = 3. Minus in front of m suggests that there is the chain of -ȕSDUWLFOHVIURPWKH
(-m, 0) range; positive m values relate to +ȕSDUWLFOHVZLWKWKHLUHPLVVLRQUDQJH m).
For the peak of the heavy fission fragments, if we consider the neutron's emission,
only the isotopes of Sn can be changing on the isotopes Sb, Te, Cd, J, In. These all neutron
emissions lead to growing the configuration entropy of the nuclear clusters, affecting MCSFF
symmetrization. Fig. 1 shows that nuclear particles' emission intensifies the convergence of
the asymmetric peaks, which looks like enhanced the symmetry mode of the MCSFF yields.
Herewith, the proportionality of two peaks shape for the light and heavy nuclei-fragments can
be violated. This state is because the peak of heavy fission fragments within the magic
number 50 is formed by the most massive amount of two fission fragment clusters than the
corresponding light ones with Z from the range (41, 43). For mass spectra, the peak of heavy
fission fragments near A = 132 is the dominant one and formed by also the most massive sets
of fragments closer to the doubly magic nuclei Sn. Genetically related light fission fragments
sets have an A range (96  100).
It is very useful to investigate how the MCSFF transformation after the post-fission
emission of nuclear particles affects the isotopic spectra and values of the probable value of
Zprob for a given Ai, or Zprob = Zprob(Ai). In this work, the Zprob calculations were performed
using isotope spectra for each chemical element with a fixed Z. They have shown that all such
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spectra are substantially varied, taking into account the post-fission emission of nuclear
particles. Figure 2 (a) presents the results of such calculations for the Rb, Rh and Cs isotope
spectra, all are a reliable markers of the fission of actinide nuclei. The sum of Y of the Rb,
Rh, Cs isotopes yields were 100% normalized, and all data were fitted using B-spline
procedure. This distribution was used to find value for Zprob, considering the probable
characteristics of the isotope spectra of these isotopes. The parameters for the beta particle
and neutron chains were selected from Table 1. Fig. 2 b) demonstrates the dependence of Zprob
on the masses of the fission fragments Ai obtained with the same emission parameters as in
Fig. 3 a). As one can see, the most significant changes of Zprob from curve 1 to 2 occur for
isotopes that do not contain magic numbers Z = 50, 82.

a)

b)
Fig. 2 (Color online) a) isotope spectra of Rb, Rh and Cs nuclides obtained without and
accounting the post-scission emission of nuclear particles; b) dependencies between the
masses Ai of fission fragments and their probable charges value Zprob. Curve 1 is constructed
for the pre-emission (m=n=0) state of nuclear fragments, 2, respectively, is obtained from
formula (9) as for beta-stable isobars. The curves for m = -3, n = 0 and m = 0, n = 3 illustrate
how the emission of nuclear particles approaching Zprob(Ai) curves to the beta-stable
dependencies (9) .
The emission of nuclear particles shifts the dependences of Zprob= Zprob(Ai) from the values
realized in the pre-emission case, (n=0, m=0) and highlighted as 1, to dependence 2,
determined from the liquid drop model for beta-stable isobars [1]:
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Z ld

A
1.98  0.015 A2 / 3

(9)

Moreover, such trends, Fig.2 b) are more pronounced, taking into account the emission of
beta particles than neutrons or in the presence of neutrons and beta-particles.
4. Method of many ensembles and function of neutron activity of nuclei: 236U
The proposed theoretical approach allows for the calculation of some observable
neutron parameters: the total number of emitted neutrons as a function of the initial fragment
mass (neutron emission function) Q Ⱥ and total neutron emission number n . These functions
are very important for neutron physics and numerous applications of neutron fluxes. Among
the factors that determine Q Ⱥ and n , the isotopic composition of the initial nucleus and its
excitation energy or temperature T are the most important. The method of the Q Ⱥ function
calculation is based on the probability determining of the two-fragment cluster’s realization
(yield) that contains a pre-neutron emission fragment with mass A and the equilibrium
number of neutrons n. Considering that cumulative yield of the fission fragments, Q ( Ai ) is
equal to value for all clusters containing the fragment with mass Ai from the cumulative chain:
m

Q ( Ai ) 1 / m¦ v j ( Ai ) ,

(10)

j 1

where m is the length of the cumulative chain that forms the yields of the fragments with the
mass Ai. The total number of neutrons emitted in the act of nucleus fission n is calculated in
a following way (normalization to 200% is used):
n

Ai A0

1 / 200 ¦Q ( Ai ) F ( Ai ) .

(11)

Ai 1

In Figure 3 the calculated and experimental [18] neutron emission functions for fission
fragments of 236U are shown. The cumulative chain length was m 7KHYDOXHVRIɌ, Pv0 ,
their fluctuation varies and the number of statistical events were the same as in the previous
calculations described above. We obtained that the average value n for such number of
statistical events is 2.69 particles.
As one can see, the theoretical data agree well with the experiment. Moreover, the 9th
order polynomial fit of obtained data (solid red line in Figure 3) reproduces the known
experimental “saw-tooth”-curve of the neutron multiplicity, namely the peak about 115,
minimum in vicinity of 128, the further growth in the range of 145 and decrease to 160. In
addition, the proposed statistical method allows one to obtain the fine structure of Q Ⱥ , like
local minima at 98, 104, 117, 121, 128, 134, 158 and local maxima at 92, 101, 109, 114, 119,
124, 133, 144, 154.
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Figure 3. The fission neutron yield is given as a function of the fusion fragment mass of 236U:
dashed line corresponds to the experimental data [18], circles with line present the calculated
data and the solid line is the polynomial fit of our data (see more detail in the text).
It should be noted that the experimental dependences Q Ⱥi) provide no data on such
fine structure [3, 18, 20]. The fine structure might be caused by many factors such as presence
of light and heavy fragments with the magic and near-magic numbers in the cluster; the
optimal proton/neutron ratio in the fragments or influence of the odd/even effects, etc.
Conclusions
Thus, the “many ensembles method” shows the possibility to investigate how the postscission emission of the nuclear particles influences the MCSFF and establish the nature of
the “saw-tooth” behavior curve of the neutron multiplicity. Note that the proposed theory
assumes the same “saw-tooth” dependence for beta particles multiplicity. It is shown that the
fission emission of nuclear particles of beta and neutrons is focused on the achievement of the
state of beta-stable isobars by fragments of fission of the nuclear cluster (9). The calculation
indicates that the neutron emission function n(A) must have a fine structure that is not
obtained in the experiment. Note that it would be interesting to establish a similar
experimental dependence of the beta particles emission function. Like neutrons, these
particles contribute to the relaxation of fission fragments to the state of beta-stable isobars,
described by the formula (9). The thermodynamic approach used in the paper allows us to
establish the most probable two fragment clusters after the emission of nuclear particles and
investigate their stability parameters. Such calculations help develop recommendations for
processing nuclear experiments to study the fission fragments of atomic nuclei.
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Parameterization of Neutron Yields for the First Chance Photofission
Fragments
E.V. Oleynikov, A.I. Lengyel, V.T. Maslyuk, O.O. Parlag, I.V. Pylypchynec
Institute of Electron Physics, Universitetska str., 21, 88017 Uzhhorod, Ukraine

1. INTRODUCTION
The number of prompt neutrons is important nuclear-physical parameters necessary for
practical calculations. This value is determined in detail and accurately for neutron-induced
reactions for the most nuclides. At the same time, the experimental data and evaluation of
prompt neutron yield in the case of photofission are much scarcer. With the increasing interest
in the methods of nuclear fuel burning and long-lived actinide decontamination the need in
precise values of nuclear constants. This is especially true for photonuclear constants.
Therefore, the search was focused on a search the methods that can be used to estimate the
value of averaged number Q (AF) and number of neutrons Ȟ(A), emitted by corresponding
fission fragments of atomic mass for photofission of arbitrary actinide.
The same data are also used to obtain the mass and charge distribution of actinide
nuclei fission products and to convert the secondary fragments (products) yields into the
primary ones. Typically, to estimate the number of neutrons Ȟ(A), emitted by corresponding
fission fragments of atomic mass A the phenomenological Wahl method [1] is applied, which
is widely used till present for estimation of Ȟ(A) during neutron- and gamma-induced fission.
However, this method does not reflect the complex structure of sawtooth-like Ȟ(A)
dependence due to nuclear shells effect.
So far there is only information about the average number of neutrons emitted by two
conjugated fragments and there is no information on photofission neutron emission curves.
Primarily, this is due to experimental difficulties of time-span or direct neutron measurements
in photofission experiments. However, in principle, neutron emission curves can be obtained
combining the measurement of fragments mass distribution and post-fission neutrons.
The question is whether it is possible to identify some of the basic laws using the
results of calculations depending on such parameters of actinides photofission as charge,
mass, photon energy, shell characteristics. According to the results, one can parameterize
neutron yields depending on the mass of actinide photofission fragments and other parameters
that would reproduce the complex structure of saw-tooth behavior and allow to predict the
dependence of Ȟ(A) for the photofission of a wide class of actinide nuclei. This is the task of
extreme interest.
2. PARAMETERIZATION OF Ȟ(A) AND RESULT OF CALCULATION
A recent analysis of experimental data on neutron yields from fragments of thermal
neutron fission of 233U, 235U, 239Pu and spontaneous fission of 252Cf showed that for a detailed
account of “saw-tooth” particularity of dependence of fission neutron yield from a mass, an
efficient tool is the value of model function R(A), introduced by Wahl [1], which is defined as
(1)
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where L,H(A)  prompt neutron yield of light and heavy fragment mass respectively, A) 
total neutron yield, A  fragment mass and consists of several segments to reflect the observed
features, depending on the complexity of the experimental behavior of R(A). Therefore, the
whole range of fragments mass was divided for more than 2×4 segments. "Experimental"
values of R(A) (with errors) can be determined using formula (1) from experimental values of
A) .
L,H(A) and
Model function R(A) is chosen as a linear function for each segment:
,

(2)
(3)

for light and heavy fragments, respectively, i - number of the segment,
,
AL 
parameters, AH = Af  AL, Af  mass of compound nucleus.
To parameterize neutron emission and identify general prediction patterns we will use
the results of Ȟ(A) calculation for the photofission 235U and 238U at bremsstrahlung boundary
energies of 12 ÷ 30 MeV (E* = 9.714.1 MeV) [2]. Here we simulate the behavior of neutrons
from photofission of 235U and 238U actinides depending on the energy and nucleon
composition in the giant dipole resonance energy range. As a result, we get the following
picture (Fig. 1).
1,0

II

R(A)

AL

A2

A1

A0

Amin

0,5

III
I
IV

0,0

90

100

110

120

130

140

150

mass, a.m.u.

Fig. 1. An example of R(A) function. The segments I-II and III-IV correspond to our
parameterization.
Let us consider some features of R(A) function. At the point of symmetric fission A0 =
AF /2; R(A0) = 0.5 and R(AL) = 0.5, where AL is determined from fitting. Kink points Amin, A1
and A2 are chosen from physical considerations and experiment: Amin = 130 corresponds to the
mass of nearly magic nucleus fragment associated with spherical shells Z = 50 and N = 82,
where fission neutron yield is minimal. Then maximum neutron fission yield for light
fragments will match point A1, which is symmetrical to Amin relative to A0,
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.

(4)

The kink point A2 corresponds to the average fragment mass of light fragments,
(5)
and related to the intermediate deformation of the fissioning nuclide.
The parameters ai, bi and AL are determined by calculating the function R(A) for 4
segments I  IV (see Fig.1). The number of free parameters can be reduced using the
conditions.
(6)
(7)
The dependence of bi slopes on excitation energy is noticed on the Fig. 1 for R(A), so
we have chosen bi = xi + yEȖ. The value of AL varies significantly with changes of actinide
mass, at least for neutron-induced actinide fission. Therefore, we chose a similar
parameterization [3]:
(8)
B=1.45. To take even-even and even-odd effect into account we introduce the factor
(9)

,
.
As a result bi slopes will look as

(10)
We calculate the function R(A) for the photofission of actinides 235U and 238U
according to (1)  (10) by fitting of 356 "experimental" values of R(A).
Using the least squares method the five parameters x1, x2, c, B and y were defined to
satisfactorily describe the characteristic "saw-tooth" behavior of prompt neutrons from the
photofission of actinides with A = 235 a.m.u. and A=238 a.m.u.
Table 1. Calculated parameters of R(A) function.
Parameter

Value

Error

x1

-2

Â

0.35·10-2

x2

1.08·10-2

0.29·10-2

-3

y

-0.384·10

c

-0.282

B

-2

1.26Â10
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0.212·10-3
0.159
0.52Â10-2

The results of R(A) calculation at the bremsstrahlung maximum energy 12 MeV are shown in
Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The result of R(A) functions calculation for 235U ((1), solid line), 238U ((2), dashed line)
photofission at the bremsstrahlung maximum energy 12 MeV.
The curves for prompt neutrons yield QL,H(A) can be calculated with help (1), if the
value of the prompt neutrons averaged number for photofission of the actinides is known.
Otherwise instead the experimental values of A) in (1) one may use the results of empirical
calculations of
, presented in [4] and described below.
The initial formula has been chosen:
(11)
where the slope

and the intercept

where Ɋ(A, Z) – parity factor,

are :
,

(12)

,

(13)

– nucleon separation.

Coefficients Ci were calculated by the least-square method. The final formula for
calculating the averaged number of prompt neutrons for photofission of actinides was:

(14)
(15)
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Fig.3. Energy dependence of the average number of prompt neutrons in photofission of
235
U and 238U actinides.
The Fig. 3 shows the results of calculations of the energy dependence of the average
number of prompt neutrons in the photofission of actinides 235U and 238U. Simulation results
using the “GEF” [5] and “Talys” [6] codes are also presented, which are consistent with our
data.
The results of the QL,H(A) calculation using (1)  (11), (14), (15) and Table 1 are shown
in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 (solid curve). As can be seen from the figures the calculated values for
prompt neutrons yield are everywhere within the errors. For comparison we repeated our
calculations, confining ourselves to two 2×1 segments in Fig. 4. Both calculations are
indistinguishable from the x2 criterion, but we prefer the first variant of the approximation
Ȟ(A), as such, in which physical considerations are taken into account. These observations
allow to estimate the possible values of fission neutrons yield from light and heavy fragments
with known total yields just through the mass distributions of fission fragments using the
modified Terrell method [7].
The obtained results of the estimation of the dependence of the prompt neutron yields
from light and heavy fragments for the first chance of actinide photofission are compared with
the results of calculations (modeling) by the program codes “GEF” [5] and “Talys1.9” [6]
(Fig. 5, 6).
With R(A) function parameterization, which fairly well reproduces the characteristic
features of its behavior and parameterization of average number of prompt neutrons, we can
calculate the expected values of prompt neutrons yield for another actinides. Thus, to
determine the photofission yield for neutron yield on fragment mass Ȟ(A) of arbitrary actinides
we need to know the value QF(A), which is determined by the general empirical formulas (11),
(1415). The resulting formulas of prompt neutron yield on fragment mass Ȟ(A) of
photofission of actinide nuclei can be used as initial (seed) for solving the integral equations
[7] in these processes. The calculations are in qualitative agreement with the results of
modeling by “GEF” [5] and “Talys1.9” [6].
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Fig. 4. Results of 2×2-segments calculation of QL,H(A) (solid lines) of 235U (left) and 238U
(right) photofission with bremsstrahlung maximum energy of 12, 15, 20 MeV. Dashed lines
correspond to 2×1-segment variant. Circles – experimental points of QL,H(A).
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Fig. 5. Dependence QL,H(A) at close excitation energies for fissile nuclei 232Th, 235U, and 238U.

)LJ'HSHQGHQFHRIȞ A) on the excitation energy for fissile 235U and 238U nuclei.
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3. CONCLUSIONS
The dependence of the averaged number of prompt neutrons emitted from fission products for
each mass number (A) of photofission of actinide nuclei 232Th, 235U, and 238U in the giant
dipole resonance energy range have been parameterized. This approach allowed to describe
the observed changes of "saw-tooth" behavior of neutron yield from the light and heavy
fragments using few energy and nucleon composition-dependent free parameters and to
predict (A) for other actinide isotopes. To estimate the number of neutrons emitted by
corresponding fission fragments of atomic mass, A, the phenomenological Wahl method was
applied. The total averaged number of prompt neutrons needs to construct the parametrizing
function, which reasonably reproduces the characteristic features of its behavior and
parameterization of averaged number of prompt neutrons. This method can calculate the
expected values of prompt neutrons yield for arbitrary neighboring actinides, such as 237Np or
239
Pu. It allows estimating the possible values of fission neutrons yield from light and heavy
fragments with known total yields just through the mass distributions of fission fragments
using the modified Terrell method. The obtained results of estimating the dependence of the
prompt neutron yields from light and heavy fragments for the first chance of actinide
photofission are compared with the results of calculations (modeling) by the program codes
“GEF” and “Talys1.9”. Both approaches give the results qualitatively consistent. The energy
dependence of neutron multiplicity is the same in both cases. Quite another, so called “Many
Ensembles Method” to estimate the neutron multiplicity on bases the mass-charge spectra of
fission fragments was used [8] with the same conclusion.
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Abstract: We consider a possible neutron-antineutron (n  ) oscillation experiment at the PF1B
instrument at Institut Laue Langevin. It can improve the best existing constraint on the transition rate
and also allow the testing of the methods and instrumentation which would be needed for a later
larger-scale experiment at ESS. The main gain factors over the most competitive experiment,
performed earlier at PF1 instrument at ILL, are: a more intense neutron beam and a new operating
mode based on coherent n and mirror reflections. The installation of such an experiment would need
a temporary replacement of the existing ballistic neutron guide by a specially designed n/ guide with
a gradually increasing cross section and a specially selected coating as well as the development and
construction of an advanced annihilation detector with a high efficiency and low background. The
overall gain factor could reach up to an order of magnitude and depends on the chosen experiment
configuration.

1. Introduction
An observation of neutron-antineutron oscillations (n ) would be a major scientific
discovery with fundamental implications for particle physics and cosmology. This process
would violate baryon number (B) by 2 units. Although baryon number violation has not yet
been seen in any laboratory experiment, it is the most obvious necessary ingredient in any
attempt to explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry of the universe in terms of the Big Bang
theory, as Sakharov explained long ago [1]. Unlike electric charge, the conservation of which
is intimately associated with its role within the Abelian gauge theory of electromagnetism,
there is no experimental evidence for any similar gauge interaction associated with baryon
number which would automatically lead to baryon number conservation. If present, the long
range that any such weakly-interacting "baryphoton" should possess would ruin the stringent
experimental tests of the equivalence principle [2,3]. The spectacular observation of
gravitational waves with properties as predicted by general relativity, the theory founded in
part on this principle, arguably leaves even less room to expect baryphotons than before.
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Given the above, we therefore expect that baryon number is violated based on our
present understanding of both particle physics and cosmology [4]. If this is the case then it is
"only" a matter of finding it. One should of course look in any system that supports a sensitive
search which is consistent with all other known constraints. Baryon number violation by three
units or more in a pointlike process involving fundamental fields is strongly ruled out by
particle physics experiments and cosmological arguments. The present Standard Model of
particles and interactions can exhibit baryon number and lepton number violation through
nonperturbative electroweak gauge field configurations with a nontrivial topological winding
number [5]. The finite action of these field configurations leads to the exponential suppression
of these amplitudes in our vacuum today. However, thermally-activated tunneling in the hot
early universe can activate them [6], and serious discussions about the possibility of finding
these "sphalerons" in next-generation high energy colliders have begun. The other alternatives
are baryon number violation by one or two units.
From the cosmological point of view there is an important distinction to be made
among all cosmological baryogenesis models, namely, does the baryogenesis occur at an
energy scale above, at, or below the electroweak crossover/phase transition, which is one of
the most natural candidates for the out-of-equilibrium dynamics required by another one of
Sakharov’s baryogenesis conditions. If the sphaleron dynamics expected from the Standard
Model are a feature of Nature, they can erase any baryon number violation from high energy
scale processes of the type expected by dimensional analysis from the ǻB = 1 operators
responsible for proton decay. It can also convert high-scale lepton number violation into
baryon number violation, as suggested in leptogenesis models. By contrast the scales
associated with ǻB = 2 operators can be slightly below the electroweak scale and still be
consistent with present experiments, leading to the idea of "post-sphaeleron" baryogenesis
[7–11] (PSB), so it is still possible to assert that sphaleron dynamics need not influence the
cosmological baryon to photon ratio, which a successful theory of baryogenesis must explain.
The long-term reach of the experiment to search for free neutron-antineutron oscillations
described below has a potential for either a discovery of fundamental significance or the
ability to narrow the phase space for PSB models so much that this option becomes very
unlikely if the result is null, in which case it would be possible to conclude from experiment
that sphaleron dynamics must (not merely could) be relevant for baryogenesis within the
Sakharov paradigm. Opportunities for one laboratory experiment to close a loophole and
make a qualitatively nontrivial statement of this nature through a null result about a process as
difficult to access and as fascinating as baryogenesis are few and far between and should be
seized. Neither searches for proton decay nor for CP violation in neutrino oscillations with
foreseeable sensitivity can make a comparably crisp claim about the nature of baryogenesis
even if one or both of these processes are discovered.
In this note, we explore the feasibility of an experiment at the PF1B instrument at the
ILL to search for n oscillations, which has a potential to explore beyond the existing
constraint. The main gain factors over the best experiment performed earlier at PF1 are: a
more intense neutron beam and a new operating mode based on coherent n and mirror
reflections. In Section II, we present a general concept of this experiment. In Section III, we
analyze the interaction of with the n/ guide walls and provide parameters for the design of
the guide. In Section IV, we present a design of the n/ guide. In Section V, we describe an
advanced annihilation detector. Such an experiment could take place before and would be
complementary to the proposed HIBEAM/NNBAR program of neutron conversion searches
at the European Spallation Source [12] at which an ultimate improvement of sensitivity to
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neutron-antineutron oscillations of three orders of magnitude compared to the last search with
free neutrons [13] is expected.
2. A general concept of the proposed experiment
In Section II.A, we estimate a possible statistical sensitivity gain due to the move of
the n experiment from PF1 to PF1B neutron facility. In Section II.B, we describe its new
operating mode based on coherent n and
mirror reflections, estimate systematic
uncertainties associated with the interaction of with the guide walls, and introduce a concept
of the n/ guide.
2.1. Comparison of statistical sensitivity on neutron beams PF1 and PF1B at ILL
The best constraint on the n oscillation time in experiments with free neutrons is
> 0.86ိ108 s [13]. It was obtained using the PF1 neutron facility at ILL.
We start from comparing characteristic parameters of PF1 and PF1B neutron beams
and their effect on the statistical sensitivity of this experiment; here, we still assume the
experimental configurations to be the same.
The total neutron flux at PF1 at the entrance to the experiment was

equal

FPF1 ~ 1.7ိ1011 n/s,

(1)

tPF1 ~ 0.11 s,

(2)

TPF1 ~ 2.4ိ107 s.

(3)

the mean flight time was
and the total experiment duration was

Since the last experiment, a more intense neutron beam has been built and the PF1
instrument was moved to a new position called PF1B. Its parameters at the exit of the guide
have been measured [14]; the guide modernization mentioned in this paper has been done.
The beam parameters at any intermediate point of the guide have not been directly measured
but could be calculated to reasonable accuracy. The total neutron particle flux at the exit of
the PF1B neutron guide is
FPF1B ~ 1.0ိ1012 n/s.

(4)

It is higher than that at positions upstream of the beam where a considered experiment can
start. Not all n/ could reach the annihilation detector. This is estimated below.
The mean flight time can be roughly calculated using the total experiment length and
the mean neutron wavelength:

t(1)PF1B ~ 0.06s,
t(2)PF1B ~ 0.085s.

(5)
(6)

For the length estimation, we consider here a possibility to temporarily replace the
downstream sections of the ballistic PF1B neutron guide by the n oscillations experiment.
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There are two options for doing this: 1) replacing all sections starting from section 6 (see
fig.1) (t(1)PF1B), with the guide length of 55 m guide plus the size of the annihilation detector,
2) replacing all sections starting from section 4 (see fig. 1) (t(2)PF1B), with the guide length of
75 m plus the size of the annihilation detector. Although technically possible, the second
option is more difficult and expensive to realize. We do not consider further continuation of
the experiment downstream the PF1B experimental zone because this modification would
affect or even exclude the operation of some other ILL instruments. The mean neutron
wavelength at the PF1B neutron guide exit is ~ 4.5A. However, it depends on the procedure
of measurement and is different at the location upstream of the beam where n experiment
can take place. It is simulated below.
A typical duration of major particle physics experiments at PF1B is 4 reactor cycles;
there are 50 days per reactor cycle. This results in the experiment duration:
TPF1B ~ 1.ိ107 s.

(7)

Using the formula below, we obtain a gain factor over the former PF1 position:
Gain(1) =

~ 1.2,

(8)

Gain(2) =

~ 2.5.

(9)

These estimations imply that a repetition of the n  experiment at the PF1B neutron beam
would give a factor of 1.2 or 2.5 improvement in the sensitivity. However, there are also other
gain factors to be considered and taken into account. These are an eventual higher neutron
flux and a different spectrum at the entrance to the experiment, better transport of slow
neutrons due to the n/ guide, a longer experiment duration, a higher efficiency of detection.
We estimate these factors using direct simulations presented in Section IV.
2.2. The new experimental approach based on a n/

guide

Using the new idea of a guide for both n and [15], [16], [17], the experiment can
become more compact in the transverse directions and less expensive and thus more feasible.
The theoretical uncertainties associated with the interaction of with the walls of a short
guide are small. However, they should be taken into account.
One uncertainty is associated with the imaginary part of the scattering length. It
accounts for the annihilation of subcritical in the guide walls. To minimise this effect,
materials are preferred with a large critical velocity for and a guide shape that decreases
perpendicular-to-surface velocities of n/ as explained in more detail in Section 4. Virtually
all subcritical produced in the n/ guide would reach the annihilation detector. The terms
"subcritical" and "above-critical" in this context are intuitively clear by analogy with normal
n; they will be defined more rigorously at the end of Section IV. A fraction of annihilated
subcritical is approximately equal to the ratio
~ 1.5%,

(10)

is the storage time of
in the guide, typically ~2 s. A better knowledge of
where
annihilation rates [18] reduces further this uncertainty.
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Another uncertainty is associated with the real part of the scattering length. It accounts
for the validity of condition that are subcritical at all collisions with the n/ guide walls. To
decrease it, one essentially needs to meet the same conditions as above.
First, the guide wall material should provide a large enough critical velocity for both n
and . For , this condition favors materials with a large atomic number [15], for instance,
copper, which is a material routinely used for early neutron guides (before the super-mirror
era). Several other materials could be also considered with roughly same performance. We
limit the present analysis to only copper for simplicity.
Second, the guide shape has to be specially designed. As the spread of perpendicular
components of n/ velocities in the initial super-mirror section of the PF1B neutron guide is
much larger than the critical velocity of the n/ guide material for , the guide cross-section
has to be gradually increased along the guide. It follows from the Liouville theorem that the
increase in size, in the adiabatic case, would be equal to the decrease in the perpendicular
velocity spread. In the realistic non-adiabatic case, this factor is a bit larger.
More details about the PF1B guide and neutron beam are given in ref. [14]. At the
entrance to the proposed n  experiment, the neutron guide has a rectangular cross section
with the vertical size of hin = 20 cm and the horizontal size of win = 9 cm, or smaller,
depending on the exact point where the experiment starts. The spread of perpendicular
neutron velocities at the exit of the PF1B guide is ~15 m/s to any direction. At the entrance to
the n/ guide it is larger and can be simulated.
The gravitational energy of a falling from the top of the n/ guide to its bottom is
about equal or even larger than the Fermi potential of a n/ guide material. If the guide is
long enough, it should be subdivided into a few superimposed guides in order to decrease
gravitational effects on n/ trajectories. If the length of the diverging part of the n/ guide
appears to be sufficiently long to shape the perpendicular components of n/ velocities then
further upstream sections would be straight.
The actual shape of the n/ guide is optimized in this work by direct simulations
described in Section IV. Before doing this, we consider in Section III the interaction of with
the guide walls, provide parameters of this interaction and estimate lifetimes of in this
experiment.
3. Interaction with a straight guide in n/

oscillation experiments

The interaction of with a wall is described using an optical antineutron-nucleus ( A)
Fermi potential which can be evaluated using the optical model approach described in ref. [19]
and developed to describe the low energy interaction of antinucleons ( ) with nuclei. At very
low energies, it can be presented in terms of scattering length:
Re a( A) = (1.54±0.03)A0.311±0.005 fm,

Im a( A) = (1.00± 0.04) fm.

(11)

Annihilation in such systems is very strong so this A-dependence allows a simple geometrical
interpretation: the real part of the scattering length corresponds to simply the scattering of
on a black disc with about the nucleus radius, whereas the imaginary part is about the same
for all nuclei and proportional to the diffuseness of the A interaction.
Using eq. (11) one can calculate the Cu Fermi potential:
VF( Cu)

V0  iW = (104±2)ိ i(22±1) neV.
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(12)

The real part corresponds to the critical velocity of ~ 4.5 m/s. The imaginary part is responsible
for annihilation in Cu.
In this simple approach moves in a one dimension square well with a complex Fermi
potential. In the following, we perform calculations for a guide with a constant cross section
as this approach allows us to get an analytical solution. A diverging guide effectively
decreases perpendicular velocities, thus leading to even smaller losses of . A real
configuration of the experiment will have to be analysed using direct simulations.
For a short n/ guide, the most important parameter is the real part of Fermi potential.
As subcritical have no time to annihilate, main losses are associated with above-critical
reflections.
To be conservative, we reduce the estimated real part of Cu Fermi potential (12) by 5ף
and also increase its imaginary part by 5ף. Thus, the most conservative estimation of the Cu
Fermi potential is:
VF( Cu)

V0  iW = 94  i27 neV,

(13)

and the form of the well potential is:

V(x) =

{

,
0,
,

<

,

<

< ,

>

.

(14)

The vertical potential is modified by gravity:

V(x) =

{

,
,
+

,

<

,

<

<

>

.

(15)

,

Note that mgH = 32 neV and m|VF|H2 and m|VF|L2 are very large numbers of the order
10  108.
Strictly speaking, potential inside the bulk is a sum of Fermi and optical potentials. On
the left side x = H/2, could tunnel through if their energy is very close to Fermi potential
and escape from the guide. However, this tunneling effect is very small and is important only
for the energies of a few peV close to the top of the Fermi potential (of the same order as
energies of bound states of neutrons in a gravity field [22]). Our conservative estimation of
Fermi potential renders this a negligible effect.
We are not interested in the energy spectrum very close to Fermi potential, so we
neglect all these modification of the potential outside the box.
7

3.1. Square well problem
A solution for the square well potential is well known and can be found in textbooks.
It can be easily generalized to the complex potential. As usually, there two families
(symmetric and anti-symmetric) of wave functions obeying standard transcendental equations:
=

tan

and
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=

cot ,

with X2
and R2
. For the states far from Fermi potential, these equations can
be solved analytically. The width of the levels due to imaginary part W of Fermi potential is
equal to
Ƚ=

.

) /

(

(16)
( )

For simplicity we assumed W << V0 E; we also noted E
the real part of the quantum
level energy. Let us note that Ƚĺ 0 when E ĺ 0.
For larger values of W, the last expression is more complicated:

,

Ƚ=
(

with

(17)

)

= W/(V0E).

3.2. Step-linear problem
For the lowest states in the gravitation plus box potential (15), one can use an
approximation neglecting the right wall of the box:
V(x) = {

,

< 0,
> 0.

,

(18)

The energy spectrum of this problem can be found within the WKB-approximation [20],
which is very suitable for the linear potential as usual:
) /

(
/

=

,

+

(19)

/

where

=

§peV and d =

are the characteristic energy and distance of the

problem.
Both the real and imaginary parts of potential (12) are larger than §1.2 peV. One
can thus solve the last equation using the small parameter
V0,W. In the zero order
approximation, one obtains the well-known pure real expression
( )

/

=

n = 1,2,….

,

The imaginary part (width) appears in the next order. One obtains:
Ƚ=

/

where for simplicity we set W <<
, and we note E
a function of V as in (8) in [15].
For larger values of W, the last expression is:
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(20)

,
( )

. This is the same behavior as

/

Ƚ=

,

(21)

= W/(V0E).
Let us note that contrary to the case of a pure box, this width tends to a constant value
when energy tends to zero. In our case (13), this constant value is equal to
with

Ƚ = 4.2ိ1016 eV,

(22)

which corresponds to the ¯n survival time in the lower quantum states
= §1.6 s.

(23)

For the highest energy accessible in this approximation E = mgH, one obtains
Ƚ = 7.3ိ1016 eV and
= 0.9 s. Let us be reminded that the time of flight of neutron in the
guide is as small as 0.0600.085 s (5).
3.3. Linear potential in a box
To obtain a more general expression for a linear potential in a finite size box (an
exercise for a box with infinite potential is usually called “‘quantum bouncer in a closed
court”) let us note that quantification condition (19) can be rewritten in a more general way
which relates the Bohr-Sommerfelfeld integral to the obtained one at the turning points:
2

/

(

)

=( +

+

)

,

(24)

where CL and CR are the constants related to the potential form at the classical turning points.
For a “linear” function, their values are equal to 1/4, for an “infinite” wall to 1/2. For a
finite abrupt wall, in the leading term on E/V, one can rewrite
,

=

(25)

,

where kin and kout are the momenta (real and complex) inside and outside the well on its left
and right side.
For instance, in the previous example, on the left abrupt turning point
kout = 2 (
) and kin = 2 .
Let us note that expression (25) covers the limits of a “linear” function (kin = kout,
CL,R = 1/4) and of an “infinite” wall (kin/kout = 0, CL,R = 1/2).
For particles of higher energies, the turning points are those of box boundaries x = 0
and x = h. Thus the quantification condition can be rewritten in the form:
2

/
/

(

)

and the integral can be easily calculated
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=( +

+

)

,

(26)

2

+

/

/

=( +

+

)

(27)

,

For a box with the infinite potential well (“a quantum bouncer in a closed court”),
CL = CR = 1/2, the problem was studied in detail (see [21] and references therein). In
particular, it is shown that for high energies E > mgH, the spectrum finds its usual n2-behavior
corresponding to the spectrum in a pure box.
For a box with a finite height and complex potential (which makes kin and kout
complex), the energies also become complex with the imaginary part which is directly
calculated from (27):

Ƚ = 2ƫ

×

,

+

(28)

In the limit of low energies, E<<V0, W<<V0, and mgH << E, one obtains again eq. (16).
After some algebra calculations, one can write eq. (28) in a more explicit form:
Ƚ ƫ

{ (

)+ (

,

,

( , )=
±

=

±

1,

±

=

±

.

)},

(29)

,

(30)
(31)

Let us note that the width tends to a constant value when the energy is approaching the
0 or E V0mgH/2). This is due to the
Fermi potential corrected by gravity (
contribution of the imaginary part of potential to the reflection.
We will use this formalism to conservatively estimate the value of the effective critical
velocity of the guide walls for , which separates the ranges of "subcritical" and "abovecritical" . With the parameters from (13) and H = 30 cm, the annihilation time for the highest
energy E=V0mgH/2, or perpendicular velocity ~3.9 m/sec, appears to be
0.077 s which
is slightly larger than the time of flight of n/ through the "short" guide (0.06 s) and slightly
smaller than the time of flight through the "long" guide (0.086 s) (5). Thus the natural choice
for the maximum allowed perpendicular velocity is ~3.9 m/sec corresponding to ~75 neV. We
use it for the design the n/ guide as described in Section 4. "Fine tuning" of the effective
critical velocity/energy of the guide wall for is not important at the stage of this feasibility
study. Moreover, this value would not depend significantly on the parameters of the guide. It
can be done later, as soon as the guide configuration is fixed. This "fine tuning" is expected to
slightly increase the experiment sensitivity. Also we will use this formalism in further
developments of this analysis, in particular for the cases of long n/ guides, where the second
straight section of the guide provides the dominant contribution to the experiment sensitivity.
Note that a much longer n/
would slightly decrease the value of the effective critical
velocity as defined here.
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4. Design of the n/

guide

The neutron guide H113 and beam parameters that feed the PF1B facility are
described in ref. [14]. The guide consists of a long ballistic middle section that is enclosed by
straight entry and exit sections. There are two different possibilities, given the constraints of
the facility, to install the ideal guide for performing the n/
oscillation experiment, starting
from 11.6m from the source with a special diverging guide with length of 75 m or starting
from 31.6 m from the source with a guide of 55 m.
Based on these constraints the ideal layout of the guide for the proposed experiment
has been optimized. In the simulations, we consider all n/
with perpendicular-to-surface
velocities at each bounce below
~ 3.9 m/s to be reflected and reach the annihilation
detector and we consider lost all n/ with perpendicular-to-surface velocities above this cutoff value. This is a conservative estimate since some n/ with velocities above this value
could still be able to reach the annihilation detector and contribute to the sensitivity. However,
systematic uncertainties associated with this contribution would start increasing rapidly with
increasing the perpendicular component of velocity. Therefore, we ignore this small
sensitivity gain at this stage of the feasibility study.
The design of the guide was performed using McStas 2.7 [25], a popular neutron ray
tracing code ideal for this kind of study. As a starting point, we use the previously developed
McStas instrument files describing the ILL cold source, the H113 guide and the PF1B
experimental area (instrument file provided in a private communication by Torsten Soldner).
The flux produced by the source component of the simulation (2.6×1010 n/cm2s) is higher than
the results of actual measurements at nominal reactor power (2.2×1010 n/cm2s). Therefore a
correction factor of 2.2/2.6 = 0.81 is applied to the output intensity of the simulations.
Notably, the over-prediction is not necessarily related to the source brightness since several
imperfections of the H113 guide (e.g. waviness, alignment imperfections) are not included in
the simulation and they are likely to be the dominant source of the disagreement. Hence, even
though we are replacing the H113 guide with a new guide, this factor was still applied to keep
a conservative approach. The code used to generate the different geometries was written in
Python, exploiting the interface provided by McStasScript, which is the McStas API for
creating and running instruments from python scripting [23]. The gravitational fall is taken
into account throughout the whole optimization process.
The aforementioned perpendicular-to-surface velocity condition on the copper guide
walls corresponds to setting the Qc value of the guide to 0.56ိ
= 0.0122Å1
(
corresponds to
= 6.9 m/s) with a hard cut-off of the reflectivity for scattering vectors
greater than Qc. The reflectivity is hence computed by McStas using the empirical formula
derived from experimental data in [24]:
I(Q)= {

=
=

(2
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,
)]/ ) 1

(

) ,

<

,

(32)

where R0 = 0.99, m = 1, slope a = 3.2Å and width of cut-off W = 0.0015Å1. The need for a
gradual increase in the guide cross-section required by the Liouville theorem, along with the
necessity of keeping the height small, lead the optimization problem in the direction of a
"fixed entry and exit size" approach, in which, given the parameters that define the geometry
of the guide, the number of sections is calculated such that the cross-section constraints at the
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entry and at the exit of the guide are respected. The approach used can be described as
follows.
• The total divergent length Ldiv, the dimensions of the guide at the entry win, hin (respectively
the width and the height), at the exit wout, hout, the divergence angle for the vertical av and the
horizontal ah plane are given.

• Assuming n sections with length Ldiv/n and halving divergence at each step, the height (as
well width) of each section is defined as:
=

,

=

+2

(33)

.

• The following relation (showed for the vertical plane, but true for the horizontal too) links the
starting and the ending section.
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and then the condition:
.

(35)

From (34) it is clear that one can always find a value of n large enough for (35) to be true,
where in the limit
the guide is simply a straight guide. The interesting solution is the
minimum integer n, which would give the biggest
allowed;
. It is important to notice that
and
can be considerably
• The same applies to
different, hence, the algorithm determines the final number of sections of the guide in such a
way to halve independently the angles based on
and
. For example, if the 75m-guide
=1 and
= 2, then it will end up generating a 2-sections guide, where av is
requires
halved once after 37.5 m, while the vertical mirrors keep the same ah for the whole length;
• if Ldiv is less than the total length of the guide, a straight guide is inserted for the remaining
distance.

The 99.7% of the beam of the previous experiment at PF1 was contained within the
target of a 1.1 m [13] diameter surrounded by the detector. Therefore the first interesting
guide exit to study is a square of 1×1 m2. In addition, two smaller (0.4×0.4 m2 and 0.8×0.8
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m2) and one bigger (1.2×1.2 m2) exit windows were also considered. The cross section at the
end of the n/ guide defines the size of the annihilation detector to be developed (see Section
5). The parameters left to optimize are Ldiv and the divergences av and ah. The figure of merit
(FOM) for the optimization used in this analysis is the same used for the optimization of the
NNBAR experiment at ESS [12] and is given by the following quantity
(36)

,

=

where for velocity spectrum bins i, Nni is the number of neutrons per unit time reaching the
annihilation detector after tni seconds of flight.
The parameter space to be explored by the simulations was chosen to be wide enough
to include also its surroundings. In table 1 the optimal FOM value for each guide exit and
guide total length (55 m and 75 m), along with the quasi-free time of flight (TOF) expectation
value, the intensity at the exit and gain factor for a one-year-long experiment (section 2.1) are
summarized. For convenience, the guide parameters that produced the optimal FOM values
for all the different designs of table 1 are not reported in this work, but in fig. 1 two graphical
representations of the 55 m and 75 m guide with 1×1m2 exit are shown. Overall, we observe
that the requirement of a smaller guide cross section at the exit of the beamline, produces a
higher number of sections as well as a lower divergence in both the vertical and the horizontal
plane. The optimal divergent length, instead, is in general always close to the maximum
allowed, but hits earlier a plateau for small exit sizes where the high number of sections
makes the guide almost straight.
In fig. 2 we show the neutron wavelength and velocity distribution at the guide exit,
both weighted using the FOM defined in eq. (36), for the configuration with the exit window
of 1 m2 and a 75m-long guide. The important feature to notice is that no wavelength cut-off is
present in the distribution and the contribution of low energy neutrons stays relevant even
when the source absolute intensity drastically drops, as expected by the t2 factor in the
calculation of the FOM (see eq. (36)).

0.4
short

long

Exit square side, m
0.8
1
short
long
short

long

short

1.2
long

TOF(s) 7.98E-02
I (n/s)
FOM
Gain

1.20E-01 6.94E-02 1.02E-01 6.94E-02 9.49E-02 6.95E-02 9.27E-02
4.66E+11 3.92E+11 8.89E+11 6.85E+11 1.02E+12 8.73E+11 1.11E+12 9.79E+11
4.68E+09 8.45E+09 6.69E+09 1.14E+10 7.47E+09 1.26E+10 8.13E+09 1.37E+10
1.68
3.20
2.43
4.04
2.78
4.46
3.04
4.77

Table 1: Optimal FOM value for each guide cross section at the exit and guide total length
(55 m and 75 m indicated as short and long, respectively), along with the quasi-free TOF
expectation value, intensity at the exit and gain factor for one-year-long experiment defined in
section 2.1. Gravitational fall was considered at all stages of the study.
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Figure 1. Graphical representations lateral view (not-to-scale) of the 55 m (top) and 75 m
bottom) guide with a 1×1 m2 exit. The short guide starts at 31.6 m from the neutron
source and has win = 0.09 m, hin = 0.2 m, horizontal and vertical initial divergences of
0.01 rad and 0.009 rad, respectively. There are two sections for a total divergence length
of 55 m, wout = 0.915 m and hout = 0.942 m. Similarly, the long guide starts at 11.6 m
from the neutron source and has win =0.077 m, hin = 0.2 m, and horizontal and vertical
initial divergences of 0.011 rad and 0.009 rad, respectively. There are three sections for a
total divergence length of 75 m, wout = 0.852 m and hout = 0.987 m.
5. Design of the

annihilation detector

Using the n/ guide simulations and the geometrical constraints in the experimental
zone of PF1B, we estimate the external size of the annihilation detector in both directions to
be below ~ 2.8 m.
The maximum sensitivity of the experiment is achieved when the expected
background is well below one event for the duration of the complete experiment and the
efficiency of detection of is maximized. A conservative estimation is that a new annihilation
detector should at least achieve the 52% detection efficiency of the previous ILL [13]
experiment, but most likely, due to the use of new technologies, it is expected to surpass it.
The detector must be sensitive to the characteristic antineutron-nucleon annihilation
signal. The final state consists mainly of charged pions and photons from neutral pion decays.
The detector consists of a thin (~ 100 ȝm) carbon foil in which the would annihilate, a
tracking chamber, which will allow particle identification as well as determination of the
primary vertex, and a calorimeter.
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Figure 2. From top to bottom: neutron wavelength distribution at the guide entrance,
wavelength and velocity distribution at the guide exit, weighted by the FOM, for the
configuration with 1×1 m2 exit window and 75m-long guide shown in fig.1. Notably, the
absence in the distribution of a wavelength cut-off suggests that the contribution of low
energy neutrons stays relevant even when the source absolute intensity drastically drops.
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The tracking chamber will consist mainly of a Time Projection Chamber (TPC) which
will provide three dimensional tracking and a measurement of the mean energy loss dE/dx.
The calorimeter comprises arrays of plastic scintillators and lead-glass modules. The primary
function of the scintillators will be to identify hits originating outside the inner detector
volume, which will be important for particle identification via range determinations and for
the rejection of cosmic ray background events. Electromagnetic calorimetry is provided by
lead-glass modules and uses the Cerenkov effect. A high precision electromagnetic
. The
calorimeter is needed to identify neutral pion production via the decay
calorimeters would be position sensitive, with a segmentation to be determined by simulation.
This design is therefore in essence the same as being planned for the HIBEAM experiment at
the European Spallation source [26]. A simulation and analysis software framework [27],
which is based on detector simulation using GEANT-4 [28–30], can also be used for a search
at the ILL. A complete analysis with simulated datasets is beyond the scope of this work.
Here, distributions of sensitive observables in signal and one of the major sources of
background (cosmic ray muons) are shown to demonstrate that a feasible detector design
concept exists.

Figure 3. Event displays with the ILL detector showing (top) a signal event with five
pions and (bottom) a cosmic muon.
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Fig. 3(a) shows a signal event with five final-state pions in the ILL detector with a
nuclear fragment from the carbon target. The pions’ kinetic energies range from around
220320 MeV. The antineutron-carbon annihilation signal was calculated with the model in
Refs.[31,32]. Fig. 3(b) shows a cosmic muon of kinetic energy 495 MeV impinging the ILL
detector. The cosmic muon enters from the top detector module and leaves the detector from
the bottom. This was made using the CRY [33] cosmic ray program.

Figure 4. Timing quantity, ǻt, for signal and cosmic muon background for the ILL detector.

Figure 5. True and detector level multiplicities for (top left) charged, (top right) neutral
and (bottom) all pions.
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Fig. 4 shows the quantity ǻt = t2  t1, defined as the difference between the timing of the first
(t1) and last (t2) signal in the scintillators. The spectra are shown for an annihilation event and
a cosmic muon background event. Each cosmic event contains one charged cosmic muon
passing through the ILL detector. Since the cosmic muons cross the top and bottom of the
detector, ǻt for cosmic background is expected to be larger than the signal. As expected, clear
separation between the two distributions is observed.
Fig. 5 shows the multiplicities of neutral and charged pions for 1500 annihilation
events. Measurements of pion multiplicity represent important evidence that an annihilation
event has occurred.

Figure 6. Left: the invariant mass distributions from the signal and cosmic background
events. Both truth level and detector level results are shown. Right: the expected
distribution of sphericity for signal events at the generator level and detector level and
for cosmic ray muons at the detector level.
Fig. 6(a) shows the invariant mass distributions annihilation events at truth level and at
detector level i.e. using information available from the detector such as energy loss and
particle range. Detector-level background predictions for cosmic muons misidentified as pions
are also shown for single muon events. The truth level invariant mass has a peak 1.88 GeV
while the distribution of the reconstructed invariant is spread broadly and has a peak around
1.45 GeV in the ILL detector. The cosmic muon event distribution has a far lower invariant
mass (typically around 500 MeV). Fig. 6(b) shows the sphericity distribution calculated for
the same sets of events as shown in Fig. 6(a). As expected, the pure cosmic ray events have
small values of sphericity, closer to zero, while signal (and signal with cosmic) events have
larger sphericity.
6. Conclusion
We explore the feasibility of an experiment to search for n oscillations at the PF1B
instrument at ILL. The main gain factors over the best experiment performed earlier at PF1
instrument at ILL are: a stronger neutron beam and a new operating mode based on coherent n
and mirror reflections. We show that the overall configuration is feasible. Due to the
relatively short length available at PF1B, systematic uncertainties of the method are
negligible. Virtually all subcritical would be transported without losses to the annihilation
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detector. A major fraction of all the initial n could be converted to subcritical ones in a special
diverging n/ neutron guide.
All the following estimations are preliminary and a more precise future analysis can
change them slightly. The estimated statistical sensitivity for the n transition rate is up to an
order of magnitude higher than that in the best performed experiment [13]. As a conservative
estimate, the gain factor is ~2.8 for the "short" neutron guide and the middle-size detector of
1 m, see Table 1. Potentially it can be further improved by a longer measuring time (say, a
factor of ~2), a more efficient annihilation detector, a longer n/ guide (a factor of ~1.6, see
Table 1), a more accurate consideration of n and transport and the account of their
interaction with the guide walls (say, a factor of ~1.3), giving all together an additional gain
factor of ~ 4.1), or the total gain factor of up to ~10.
This is large enough to provide a discovery potential. If, however, the actual transition
rate is beyond the sensitivity of this experiment, it would be a significant step towards a future
more sensitive larger-scale experiment at the ESS [12]. It would allow one to test the main
experimental approaches and components of a future experimental setup. In such an
experiment, the length can be increased using a guide with a constant cross section that is put
after the diverging part of the n/ guide. This would lead to a nearly quadratic gain with
regard to the increased length in the experimental sensitivity, as far as annihilation losses
are not too large. Such a saturation of the sensitivity corresponds to experiment lengths much
larger, or neutron spectra much softer than those considered in this paper.
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The report gives an overview of the experiments related to the radiative decay of a
neutron. Emphasis is placed on our 2005 experiment conducted at the Technical University of
Munich at the FRMII research reactor. Our methodology is focused on measuring the spectra
of triple coincidences of radiative gamma-quantum, beta electron, and recoil proton and
double coincidences of beta electron and recoil proton. The peak on the spectrum of triple
coincidences shows the number of radiative neutron decays, while the peak on the spectrum
of double coincidences shows the number of regular neutron beta-decays. This methodology
enabled us to become the first team to measure the branching ratio (B.R.) of radiative neutron
decay B.R. = (3.2±1.6)10-3 (where C.L. = 99.7% and gamma quanta energy exceeds 35 Kev)
[1] in 2005 on our old experimental equipment.
The spectrum of double coincidences obtained in our experiment shows a fairly
significant ion background, the fluctuations of which indicate the precision of measurement
for the number of recoil protons. Because the ion background specifically is quite significant,
it appears even under super deep vacuum as beta electrons ionize the highly rarified air inside
the chamber. The value of the ion background very slowly decreases with decreasing density
of air inside the equipment. Besides, we discovered an additional wide peak on the spectrum
of triple coincidences. This peak consists of delayed gamma quanta created during the
ionization of rare gas by beta-electrons. So, this experiment allows us to study another
important phenomenon, the ionization of rarified gas by beta electrons with emission of
gamma quanta. Our last experiment showed that these two phenomena, radiative neutron
decay and ionization with gamma quanta emission, are distinguishable in the case of high
time resolution and can be studied separately. This is another important result of our last
experiment and in this report we mention that the authors of articles registered namely the
ionization with gamma radiation events.
This report compares our results with those of the two NIST research groups. Our
results agree quite well with those of the emiT group for the conventional mode of neutron
decay. We and the emiT group obtained similar time spectra for the double coincidences of
the usual neutron decay products, beta electrons and recoil protons. However, if we compare
our results with the results obtained by the other NIST group, we will find out that they are in
strong conflict with each other; the spectra of both double and triple coincidences do not agree
at all. The reason for this is that we identified radiative neutron decay events by triple
coincidences of radiative neutron decay products. The NIST group published only the spectra
of double coincidences of the electron with ion and electron with gamma quantum; they do
not have any spectra of triple coincidences. Thus, this group has studied the process of
ionization of rarefied air with the emission of trapped gamma rays. In nature, this
phenomenon is observed as polar lights and has nothing to do with radiative neutron decay.
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Introduction
Presently, the characteristics of the ordinary decay mode are measured with precision
of tenths of a percentage point. Under these circumstances, the experimental data obtained by
different groups of experimentalists can be reconciled only by taking into account the
corrections calculated within the framework of the standard theory of electroweak
interactions. This means that the experimental research of the ordinary mode of neutron decay
have exhausted their usefulness for testing the standard model. To test the theory of
electroweak interaction independently, it is necessary to move from the research of the
ordinary branch of decay to the next step, namely, to the experimental research of the
radiative decay branch.
The radiative decay branch of elementary particles, where an additional particle, a
radiative gamma quantum is formed along with the regular decay products, has been
discovered for practically all elementary particles. This has been facilitated by the fact that
among the rare decay branches the radiative branch is the most intensive, as its value is
SURSRUWLRQDOWRWKHILQHVWUXFWXUHFRQVWDQWĮDQGLVRQO\VHYHUDOSHUFHQWRIWKHLQWHQVLW\RIWKH
regular decay mode (in other words, the relative intensity B.R. of the radiative decay branch
has the value of several hundredths of a unit.)
However, for the neutron this decay branch had not been discovered until recently and
considered theoretically only [14]. Our first attempt to register the radiative neutron decay
events was made on intensive cold neutron beam at ILL [5]. But our experiment conducted in
2005 at the FRMII reactor of Munich Technical University became the first experiment to
observe this elementary process [6]. We initially identified the events of radiative neutron
decay by the triple coincidence, when along with the two regular particles, beta electron and
recoil proton, we registered an additional particle, the radiative gamma quantum
_
QĺSHȞȖ ,
and so could measure the relative intensity of the radiative branch of neutron decay B.R.=
(3.2±1.6)·10-3 (with C.L.=99.7% and gamma quanta energy over 35 kev; before this
experiment we had measured only the upper limit on B.R. at ILL [5] ).
Below (see Fig. 1) follow the Feynman diagrams describing neutron decay. The first
diagram describes the usual beta decay of the neutron, which produces three particles: a recoil
proton, an electron and an unregistered neutrino. The next three diagrams describe a rare
mode of decay, the radiative branch, which produces a third particle, the radiative gamma
quantum, represented by the wavy line in the diagram. The second and third diagrams
describe radiation of bremsstrahlung gamma quantum, emitted by charged particles, electrons
and protons flying in each other's decelerating field. The contribution of these diagrams is
calculated using the standard electroweak model. Finally, the last graph, which is of the
greatest interest, describes the emission of structure gammas, which carry information about
the structure of the elementary particles themselves. It is these extra gammas that are
responsible for the deviation of the theoretical value of the branching ratio, calculated within
the standard model, and further investigation of their spectrum will give valuable information
about the structure of the neutron. Looking further forward, we note that our last experiment
produced an average value of the relative intensity which deviates noticeably upwards from
the one calculated using the standard model.
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Fig.1. The Feynman diagrams describing neutron decay. Last one describes the emission ɨf structure
gammas.

The main characteristic of any rare mode of elementary particle decay is its relative
intensity, branching ratio (BR). By definition, BR is equal to the ratio between the intensity of
the rare decay mode and the intensity of the ordinary mode. In the case of neutron, this
intensity ratio can be reduced to the ratio between the number of triple coincidences between
the registration of beta-electrons, radiative gamma-quantum and the delayed proton NT to the
number of double coincidences between the registration of the ordinary decay products, beta
electron and recoil proton ND :
BR = I(radiative decay) / I(ordinary decay) = N(e,p,Ȗ) / N(e,p)/k = NT / ND/k
These two values can be determined only from the analysis of double and triple coincidences
spectra, which form corresponding peaks. Identifying these peaks and distinguishing them
from the significant nonhomogeneous background with response peaks is the central problem
in the methodology of BR measurements for neutron radiative decay. The geometry factor k
should be determined by simulation of our computer experiment with using famous package
of CERN programs GEANT IV.
Further, this experimental BR value needs to be compared with the theoretical value,
estimated within the framework of the electroweak model. Any difference between these two
values would mean that we are observing a deviation from the electroweak interaction theory.
Our group calculated the neutron radiative spectrum in the framework of standard
electroweak theory in the following papers [14]. The calculated branching ratio for this
decay mode as a function of the gamma energy threshold was published in these papers. BR
value for the energy region over 35 keV was calculated to be about 2.1·10-3.
It follows that to measure the main characteristic of radiative neutron decay it is
necessary to obtain and analyze the spectra of double and triple coincidences.
Analysis and comparison of double coincidences spectra
Here let's pause to analyze the spectra of double coincidences between beta-electron
and recoil proton, and compare our spectrum with the results obtained by other authors. We
have published the diagram of our experimental equipment in the past [56, 8]. Here we will
simply note that in its sizes our equipment is comparable to the equipment used by the two
other groups and the distance between the observed decay zone and the proton detector in our
equipment is about 0.5m. The accelerating potential of the electric field is also approximately
the same in all three equipment sets, so all three experiments should lead to similarly forms of
double and triple coincidences spectra.
Fig.2 demonstrates the summary statistics on double e-p coincidences (coincidences of
electron with delayed proton). Fig.2 clearly shows two major peaks: one peak with a
maximum in channels 99100, which is the peak of zero or prompt coincidences [6, 8]. The
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position of this peak marks the zero time count, namely the time when the electron detector
registered the electron. This peak is not physics-related in its nature. Instead, it is a reaction of
the detectors and the electronic system to the registration of the beta electron. It is namely the
pulse from the electron channel that opens the time windows on spectra Fig.2 for 2.5 μs
forward and backwards. The next peak visible in Fig. 2 has a maximum in channel 120 and is
the peak of e-p coincidences of beta-electron with delayed proton.

Fig.2. Timing spectrum for e-p coincidences. Each channel corresponds to 25 ns. The peak at channel
99100 corresponds to the prompt (or zero) coincidences. The coincidences between the decay
electrons and delayed recoil protons (e-p coincidences) are contained in the large peak centered at
channel 120.

An analogous situation was observed in experiments on the measurement of the
correlation coefficients by two independent groups at ILL [10] and emiT group at NIST [11],
and it was also mentioned at [12]. We would especially like to emphasize the correspondence
of our spectrum of double coincidences with an analogous spectrum from the result obtained
by the emiT group from NIST [11]. In Fig. 3 we present their spectrum and diagram for the
registration of the beta electron and the recoil proton. A comparison of our results with the
results of the emiT group shows their unquestionable similarity. Moreover, the position of the
second proton peak in Fig. 3 (emiT group), like in Fig. 2 (our result), corresponds well to the
simple estimate obtained by dividing the length of a proton trajectory by its average speed.
Here we will also note the presence of a significant homogenous ionic background in
Fig.2 and Fig.3. However, in both cases this background allows to easily distinguish the
neutron decay peak. As we will shortly demonstrate, this ionic background will play a
dominant role in the presence of a strong magnetic field and it will become impossible to
distinguish events of ordinary neutron decay against it.
Following Avogadro’s law, even in the case of a very deep vacuum under pressure of
10-6–10-8 mbar, air molecule concentration remains very high. In fact, it is sufficient for betaelectrons produced in neutron decay to create a significantly high ionic background. Here one
must note that the probability of ion creation along the trajectory of beta-electron in inverse
proportion to the average distance between neighboring ions, i.e. proportional not to the
molecule concentration but to the cubic root of this value. From this observation it follows
that the value of the ionic background does not significantly depend on the vacuum conditions
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inside the experimental chamber. In our case, pressure was two orders of magnitude greater
than the pressure in the emiT experiment. However, we observed an ionic background of only
45 times their background. This estimate is confirmed when one compares the spectra in Fig.
2 and Fig.3. Our spectrum, presented in Fig.2, has a 1:1 ratio of the value of e-p coincidences
peak and the value of the background. The emiT group (Fig.3) spectrum has a ratio of 4:1 –
5:1, i.e. only 45 times our number, that is equal to the cubic root of pressure ratio in both
teams’ work (see Introduction).
We will present the specific calculations using the GEANT4 package in a separate
paper, where we will consider the ionization process in more detail. It is noteworthy that in
our case it is impossible to isolate and track individual tracks of electrons ionizing the residual
air in the chamber due to their multiple reflections and scattering on the walls of the chamber,
the neutron guide and other structural elements of the installation. As shown by concrete
calculations, in this case it makes more sense to talk about the steady-state electron density ȡe
inside the chamber and, accordingly, the ion density ȡi7KHGHQVLW\RILRQVȡi is proportional
to the density of electrons ȡe, with the proportionality factor being the probability of the
formation of the ion P (n) (see Introduction): ȡi = P(n)ိȡe = 2(ʌıi)1/2ိn1/3ȡe. Thus, the ratio of
the ionic background value to the proton peak value also decreases in proportion to the cube
root of density or pressure.

Fig.3. Spectrum of double electron-proton coincidences obtained by emiT Group [11] with two peaks
and ion background value comparable to the neutron decay peak; emiT group scheme for registering
beta electron and recoil proton.

Fig.2 shows that the total number of events in e-p coincidences peak in our experiment
equals ND=3.75·105. This value exceeds the value we obtained in our previous experiment
conducted on beam PF1 at ILL by two orders of magnitude. It was precisely because of the
low statistics volume that we could not identify the events of radiative neutron decay in that
experiment and instead defined only the upper B.R. limit [5]. It is very important to note that
the peak of double coincidences between electron and the delayed proton is observed against
a non-homogenous background (see Fig.2 and Fig.3): besides the homogenous ionic
background, which has a value comparable to the value of the e-p coincidences peak, there is
an obvious peak in channels 99100. In essence, this peak is a response peak to the time
spectrum of electron registration, which contains just one peak in channels 99100, signifying
the time when the electron detector registered the electron. We will shortly see that the
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radiative peak of triple coincidences appears against a non-homogenous background with not
one, but two response peaks.
The remaining peaks in Fig.2 are small, with just seven peaks distinct from the
statistical fluctuations. These occurred because of the noise in the electric circuits of the
FRMII neutron guide hall. There are no other physics-related reasons for their occurrence.
These peaks appeared and disappeared depending on the time of day, reaching their maxima
during the work day and disappearing over the weekends. Such behavior was observed
throughout the experiment as we collected statistics. Since the nature of these seven small
peaks is in no way related to radiative and ordinary decay, we did not emphasize them in our
article.
The comparison conducted demonstrates that the spectra of double coincidences
obtained in our experiment completely correspond with the results obtained by the emiT
group. Now we will compare these two spectra with the spectrum of double coincidences
obtained by the third group. Unfortunately, the authors did not publish the spectrum of double
coincidences in their original article [7], instead it was only published in paper [13]. Fig.4
displays the spectrum of double coincidences and the diagram of their experimental
equipment.

Fig.4. Equipment diagram and the single peak of “electron-proton” coincidences, published in [13].
The lower curve corresponds to 0 volts, the middle curve corresponds to 300 volts and the highest
curve corresponds to 500 volts in an electrostatic mirror. The location of the peak’s maximum and its
significant width differ from our and the emiT results subsequently by one and two orders of
magnitude. The location and the width of the peak also deviate by one and two orders of magnitude
from the elementary estimates of delay times (see below).

The significant deviation obtained is explained by the fact that the peak in the NIST
experiment consists not of beta-decay protons, but rather of ions. The density of gas
molecules inside the equipment is proportional to pressure and according to the Avogadro’s
Law is at the order of 107 mol/cm3 even at the pressure of 10-8–10-9 mbar. This is a very
significant number, which quite enough for creation the large ionic background in the
presence of ionizing radiation. The energy of beta-electrons significantly exceeds the energy
of ionization. Besides, the probability of ion creation by electrons is inverse proportional not
to volume taken up by one molecule but to the average distance between molecules. It is
precisely due to this reason that the ionic background falls proportionally to the cubic root of
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the pressure and not proportionally to pressure. In the emiT group experiment the pressure
was the same as in the NIST experiment, i.so the ionic background should be the same too.
The light ions, together with the beta protons, should have a delay time comparable to 1 μs.
The pulses from these particles are simply not visible in the spectrum due to the NIST group’s
use of combined electron-proton detector (see Figure 5 with the shape of electron and ion
pulses). The maximum of the “proton” peak in the NIST experiment, according to the delay
times estimations (delay time is proportional to square root of ion mass), falls exactly to the
air ions 46 μs.
Fig.5 presents the pulse forms on the electron-proton detector. As was pointed out
above, the significantly delayed pulses of low amplitude correspond to ion pulses, and the
pulses from protons are simply invisible due to a presence of a wide electron pulse of high
amplitude. Namely this fact explains the dead zone around zero on the spectrum of electronion coincidences in Fig.4.

Fig.5. The signal from the decay proton has to be delayed by less than one microsecond, which is why
it is located at the base of the electron pulse (see line number 2) and so cannot be registered by the
combined electron-proton detector. The pulses that are delayed by longer than 1 microsecond are
pulses not from decay protons, as it was indicated in ref. [7], but rather from ions, formed in the decay
zone. The line number 1 shows the shape of pulses from the gamma detector.

Analysis and comparison of triple coincidences spectra
In paper [11] the emiT group researched only the ordinary decay mode, thus this
comparison is limited to our spectrum of triple coincidences, presented in Fig.5, and the only
peak published by the NIST authors in Nature [7], presented in Fig.7. Analysing the double
coincidences spectra obtained by our and the emiT groups (both of which present two main
peaks) shows that in the spectrum of triple coincidences we should observe not two but three
main peaks. Namely, along with the sought after radiative peak, the triple e-p-gamma
coincidences spectrum should show two response peaks to the registration of beta-electrons
and the registration of protons, other words, the spectrum of triple coincidences should be
similar the spectrum of double coincidences.
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Let us review this similarity in more detail. We have two channels carrying
background noise with some average signal frequency f1 and f2. Then the probabilities for the
signal hitting the time window of value T are equal for both channels p1=f1T and p2=f2T
respectively. If we now apply the electronic coincidence scheme, then the probability of
random coincidence pc of signals on the first and second channel in the coincidence scheme
with the same value of time window T is equal to product of two independent events
probabilities pc= p1p2 = f1Tf2T and frequency of coincidence respectively is equal to fc=f1f2T.
Suppose now on the first channel there is not a homogeneous horizontal background of pulses
with mean frequency f1, but some input spectrum with its peaks Sin then after the coincidence
scheme an output spectrum proportional to the input Sout= Sinf2T with a ratio f2T appears, note
that the higher the homogeneous background on the second channel f2, the more frequent the
coincidence and the higher this ratio. Thus, all the peaks in the input spectrum also appear in
the output spectrum from the coincidence scheme. However, as we will see below when
analysing real triple match spectra, simply multiplying the input spectrum by a number does
not fully describe the output spectrum and requires replacement of the simple multiplication
function by a functional multiplication with the introduction of the response function RȖ(t,t').
For example, simple multiplication of the spectrum by a number describes an ideal pattern; it
only changes the height of the peak, but both its width and its position remain unchanged. The
real electronic coincidence circuit with the detector unit, however, also makes hardware
changes to the shape of the spectrum itself, in particular to the widths of the peaks and their
positions. Let us review these changes in more detail on our triple coincidence spectrum,
shown in Figure 6.
Fig.6 of triple coincidences clearly shows three peaks, and the leftmost peak with the
maximum in channel 103 is connected to the peak of the radiative gamma-quanta in question,
as this gamma-quantum is registered by the gamma detectors in our equipment before the
electron.
It is also important to note that while both teams’ double coincidences spectra show
the peaks at a distance from each other and easily distinguishable, in the spectrum of the triple
coincidences the radiative peak is on the left slope of the response peak to electron
registration. This means that we observe the peak of radiative neutron decay events against a
heterogeneous background. At the same time, both response peaks on the spectrum of triple
coincidences are significantly wider and located closer to each other than in the original
spectrum of double coincidences. As we demonstrate below, one must take into account such
spectrum behavior (related to the presence of a response in the electron detector system of
data collection) by introducing the non-local response function. Using this well known
method it is possible to distinguish NT the number of triple coincidences from the
heterogeneous background, arriving at the experimental BR value.
Comparing Fig.2 and 6, it becomes clear that if we ignore the first leftmost peak with
the maximum in channel 103 in Fig. 6, the spectrum of double e-p coincidences will resemble
the spectrum of triple e-p-J coincidences in Fig.2. The peak with the maximum in channel 106
in Fig.6 is connected to the left peak of false coincidences in Fig.2, and the peak with the
maximum in channel 120 in Fig.6 is connected to the right peak of e-p coincidences in Fig.2.
The emerging picture becomes obvious when one uses a standard procedure, introducing a
response function for gamma channel RJ(t,tc) [6] , which is also necessary for calculating the
number of triple radiative coincidences NT in radiative peak:
Sout(t) = ³Sin(tc)RJ(t,tc)dtc
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Fig.6. Timing spectrum for triple e-p-Ȗ coincidences. Each channel corresponds to 25 ns. In this
spectrum, three main peaks in channels 103, 106 and 120 can be distinguished. The leftmost peak in
103 channel among these three main peaks is connected with the peak of radiative decay events.

Using the method of response function, one can confidently define our double-humped
background: the narrow peak with the maximum in channel 106 in Fig.6 is the response to the
narrow peak of zero coincidences (by other words this peak is response to beta-electron
registration) in channels 99100 in Fig.2, and the second peak in this double-humped
background in Fig.2 is the response to the peak in channels 117127 in Fig.2 (or this peak is
response to proton registration).
It must be noted that in our case we have to use the non-local response function, as the
peaks on the original spectrum Sin(t) of double coincidences are significantly narrower than
those in the spectrum Sout(t) of triple coincidences and also are shifted relatively their initial
positions. In this case we use “functional” multiplication, however if we use the local
response function, the triple coincidences spectrum is arrived at by simple multiplying the
double coincidences spectrum by a number, in which case neither the width of the peaks nor
their position change. It is also evident that the local response function approach leads to an
erroneous number of triple coincidences NT and, therefore, the wrong BR value.
When discussing the similarities between the spectra in Fig.2 and Fig.6, it is important
to note that the response peak in Fig.6 with a maximum in channel 106 is shifted to the right
or delayed in comparison to the peak responding to electron registration in channel 100 in
Fig.1. This is due to the fact that in our electron diagram we used a constant fraction
discriminator (CFD). CFD has its own delay line and the location of the time-pickoff signal it
generates is determined by the method of comparing the fraction of the original signal to the
delayed (CFD method [14]). Thus, there is a shift in the first response peak with a maximum
in channel 106 in Fig.6 versus the first peak in Fig.2 with the maximum in channel 100. The
value of this delay is equal to the front duration of the gamma quantum signal and is on
average 150 ns. The CFD method obviously also shifts the radiative peak, but it should be
located to the left of the response peak, as is observed in Fig.6.
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As for the wide, almost indistinguishable peak in channel 165 in Fig.6, its influence on
the radiative peak in channel 103 is negligible. Its nature is in no way related to the
researched phenomenon, so we do not discuss it in our article [6]. This peak is created by the
radioactive gamma quanta delayed on average by 1.25 μs and emitted during ionization of
rare atmosphere within our experimental chamber. The molecular of this medium is ionized
by registered beta-electrons. This event of artificial, induced radioactivity has been known for
over 100 years and does not have anything in common with the new event of radiative
neutron decay which is the subject of current research. As we demonstrate in Fig.6, only this 1
microsecond peak and delayed from the registration time by about the same time can be
compared to the peak observed by the authors of paper [7] at NIST (see Fig.7). Thus, the
authors of this experiment observed not the events of radiative decay but rather the event of
artificial radioactivity, already well known in the time of Joliot-Curie. For our case in nature
we can observe this phenomenon as polar light.

Fig.7. Only peak of “electron-photon” coincidences, shifted to the left of 0 – the time of betaelectron registration – by 1.25 microseconds, published in [7, 11].

After analyzing our triple coincidences spectra with the help of the non-local response
function RJ(t,tc) we finalize the average value for the number of radiative neutron decays
NT=360 with a statistics fluctuation of 60 events. B.R. can be expressed as a ratio of NT to ND
as BR = k (NT/ND ), where coefficient k=3.3 is the geometrical factor that we can calculate by
using anisotropic emission of radiative gamma-quanta [4]. With the number of observed
double e-p coincidences ND = 3.75·105 and triple e-p-J coincidences NT = 360, one can
deduce the value for radiative decay branching ratio of (3.2 ± 1.6)·10-3 (99.7 % C.L.) with
the threshold gamma energy Z=35 keV. The average B.R. value we obtained deviates from
the standard model, but because of the presence of a significant error (50%) we cannot make
any definite conclusions. The measurements must be made with greater precision. According
to our estimates, in the future experiment we will be able to make more definite conclusions
about deviation from the standard electroweak theory with experimental error less than 10%.
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The difference between the NIST experiment and our experiment becomes
immediately apparent. First and foremost, they did not get triple coincidence spectrum, they
published double coincidences electron-gamma and electron-ion spectra only, so they could
not identify radiative decay events at all! Besides that, it is the time scale: in our spectra, the
scale is measured in nanoseconds, while in the other experiment the scale is in microseconds.
Besides, we used three types of detectors, each of which registered its own particle: one
detector for the electrons, one for the protons, and six identical detectors for the radiative
gamma-quanta (see [6]). The duration of the front pulse from the electron and proton
detectors is 10 nanoseconds in our experiment and 100 times greater than that in the NIST
H[SHULPHQWLQWKHRUGHURIȝV7KHULVHWLPHRIJDPPDVLJQDOIURPRXUJDPPD-detectors is
on average 150 ns, and from avalanche diode on the NIST equipment greater than 10 μs,
besides that the diode pulse arrives with significant noise, which makes the thickness of the
IURQWSXOVHOLQHHTXDOWRPRUHWKDQȝV VHHWKHSKRWRQOLQHin Fig.7 from [7]). All of this
leads to our factual time resolution being two orders of magnitude better than the resolution
achieved in the NIST experiment. However, as the two experiments used equipment which
was practically the same in size and smaller than 1 meter, the choice of the time scale is a
matter of principle. Given this geometry, it is impossible to get microsecond signal delays
from all of the registered charged particles, i.e. electrons and protons. In this light, it is
surprising that the peak identified by the authors of the NIST report [7] as the peak of
radiative gamma-quanta, is shifted by 1.25 microseconds to the left. The expectation that
magnetic fields of several tesla in magnitude delay all electrons and protons, are absolutely
ungrounded.
Indeed, the magnetic field cannot change the speed of charged particles. It can only
twist a line trajectory into a spiral. The length l of this spiral depends on angle ș between
particle velocity and magnetic field direction. In beta decay, electrons can fly out under any
angle ș WKHUHIRUH WKH PDJQHWLF ILHOG FDQ LQFUHDVH WKH WLPH RI GHOD\ E\ VHYHUDO RUGHUV RI
magnitude only for a negligible portion of the charged particles. Even this negligible number
of particles that flew out at an almost 90 degree angle to the direction of the magnetic field
that coincides with the direction of the narrow neutron guide (see Fig.4) will most likely end
up on the walls of the neutron guide rather than reach and hit the detector due to the presence
of the strong electrostatic field. Because the distance between the point of decay and the
detector is about 0.5 meter and electron velocity is comparable with speed of light, the
electron time of delay should be less than a microsecond by two orders of magnitude.
Thus, both the 1 microsecond shift and the width of the only peak in Fig.7 in the
experiment conducted at NIST, is in sharp contradiction to elementary estimates. We, on the
other hand, did not observe any wide peaks before electron registration and our gamma
background is very even in this part of the spectrum (see Fig.6). However, when we assume
that the NIST experiment authors observed the wide peak, shifted by 1 microsecond, not
before, but after the registration of beta-electrons. In that case, the wide peak on our spectrum
in Fig.6 completely corresponds to the wide peak in Fig.7. However, as noted above, density
of gas molecules remains high even with the pressure of 10-810-9 mbar and this residual gas
is activated by beta-electrons. The wide peak in our spectrum is formed by the delayed
gamma quanta from this induced artificial radioactivity. These delayed gamma quanta are
produced by the ionization of the rarefied atmosphere by beta electrons in the experimental
chamber. In nature, such a phenomenon can be observed in the form of polar lights and the
NIST researchers did everything to observe exactly this phenomenon; they used strong
magnetic fields, rarefied atmosphere and ionizing radiation inside their experimental chamber.
It follows from what has been said that this group of researchers used their spectra of
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electron-ion and electron-gamma-quantum double coincidences to study the ionization
process, with which the radiative neutron decay has nothing to do.
Conclusion
The main result of our experiment is the discovery of the radiative peak namely in the
location and of the width that we expected. The location and the width of the radiative peak
correspond to both estimates and the detailed Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment.
Thus, we can identify the events of radiative neutron decay and measure its relative intensity,
which was found to be equal B.R. = (3.2±1.6)·10-3 (with C.L.=99.7% and gamma quanta
energy over 35 keV ).
At the same time, the average experimental B.R. value exceeds the theoretical value
by 1.5 times. However, due to a significant error we cannot use this result to assert that we
observe a deviation from the standard model. Therefore, our most immediate goal is to
increase experiment precision, which we can improve by several percents according to
estimates.
For the last years we were preparing this new experiment and conducted number of
tests for our new electronics. We constructed multi channel generator what can generate the
pulses with the same forms as our electron, proton and gamma detectors. During these tests
we got the same responses as during our last experiment on real neutron beams at FRMII. It
means that all additional peaks on our spectra have no any physics reasons and It proves once
more that we were absolute correct when applied the response function method for explaining
these peaks as response ones and for developing our experimental spectra.
We created and tested our new electronic system for obtaining experimental spectra.
By using this new programmable electronics we can significantly reduce the influence of
response peaks on peak with radiative decay events. Now we can get this peak almost isolated
from responses. On our estimations all these allow us to reach accuracy for our new
experiment about 1%. So, on the base of our new electronics we can confirm or refuse the
deviation of our average experimental value of BR from the standard model one.
As concerning the comparison of our experimental results with others we can make
the following two main conclusions. The main parameters of our spectrum of double electronproton coincidences identifying the events of ordinary neutron decay fully coincide with an
analogous spectrum published by emiT group in [11].
Unfortunately we cannot say same for another experiment measuring the radiative
neutron decay published in [7]. Particularly vexing is the authors' unsubstantiated assertion
that they observe their only wide peak of gamma quanta before the registration of betaelectrons. Both the position and the width of this peak are located in sharp contradiction to
both the elementary estimates, and the results of our experiment. In the course of our entire
experiment we did not observe such a wide peak in the triple coincidences spectrum, located
before the arrival of electrons at a huge distance of 1.25 μs. However, it is possible to
reconcile our spectra of triple coincidences with the one isolated peak observed at NIST if we
assume that at NIST, the gamma-quanta were registered after the beta electrons. Only in this
case does the NIST peak almost completely coincide with the peak we observed in the spectra
of triple coincidences with the maximum in channel 165, both in terms of the huge delay of
1.25 μs and in terms of its huge width. This peak is created by the delayed secondary
radioactive gamma-quanta, arising from the activation by beta electrons of the media inside
experimental chamber, which was the real object of the NIST experimentalists’ observation.
We strongly recommend that the authors of this experiment withdraw their work and instead
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publish a paper which indicates the position of the only broad peak on the spectrum of double
electron-gamma coincidences which they observe in fact not before but after the electron
registration.
Despite the recent disagreements [15], which we consider to be subjective in nature
[16], we acknowledge the contribution of our Western colleagues Profs. N. Severijns,
O. Zimmer and Drs. H.-F. Wirth, D. Rich to our experiment conducted in 2005. Here it is
important to note that the authors of the article published in Nature [7] consciously misled
first our Western colleagues and then the physics community at large by insisting that their
only wide peak is removed by 1.25 microseconds to the left from the time of electron
registration, when in reality this peak was formed by delayed gamma-quanta, emitted by the
activated medium inside the experimental equipment, and corresponds to our wide peak with
the maximum in channel 165 (refer to Fig.6) [15, 16]. The authors would like to thank Profs.
D. Dubbers and Drs. T. Soldner, G. Petzoldt and S. Mironov for valuable remarks and
discussions. We are also grateful to the administration of the FRMII, especially Profs.
K. Schreckenbach and W. Petry for organizing our work. We would especially like to thank
RRC President Academician E.P. Velikhov and Prof. V.P. Martem’yanov for their support,
without which we would not have been able to conduct this experiment.
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Possible mechanisms of creation of both hyperheavy nuclei by electron-nuclear
collapse and neutron matter by condensation of ultracold neutrons are discussed. The
possibility of such objects creation was previously justified by A.B. Migdal, who suggested
that the known set of proton-neutron nuclei with mass numbers from 0 to 300 and a maximum
specific binding energy of about 8 MeV/nucleon DW $§ corresponds to the first region,
beyond which (starting from about the charge Z § (ƫc/e2)3/2 § 1600) there is an additional
region describing a possible state of nuclear matter, stabilized by a pion condensate. In this
region, the maximum specific energy corresponds to §0H9QXFOHRQDW$§It is
shown that neutron matter can be obtained under certain conditions, and its systematization
can be realized as an addition to the Periodic Table. When solving such problems, it becomes
quite real to study not only physical, but also chemical, and possibly engineering and
technical properties. Analysis shows that the stability of neutron matter at the microlevel is
ensured by the Tamm interaction and the Hund beta equilibrium. Such matter can be quite
stable not only on the mega-level (neutron stars) due to gravitational interaction, as was a
priori assumed earlier, but also on the scale of "ordinary" matter. The process of
neutronization is possible not only with critical gravitational interaction, but also by other
mechanisms (supercritical increase in the atomic number of elements due to electron-nuclear
collapse and condensation of ultracold neutrons), which opens the way to the fundamental
possibility of obtaining both neutron matter in laboratory conditions and superheavy nuclei.
Based on the works of Migdal, Tamm and Hund, the possibility of the existence of
stable neutron matter (with Z >> 175, N >> Z, A >103105 and a size of 200300 femtometers
and more) is argued at the microlevel, and not only at the mega-level, as is now considered in
astrophysics. The following technical approaches to the implementation of UCN condensation
are considered: 1) slow isothermal compression; 2) refrigerator for dissolving helium-3 and
helium-4; 3) use of a conical concentrator for UCN focusing (Vysotsky cone); 4) magnetic
trap; 5) additional UCN laser cooling. Neutron matter is considered as a potential
cosmological candidate for dark matter. One should take into account the possibility of the
formation of fragments of neutron matter as dark matter (neutral, femto-, pico- and nanoscale,
the cooling of relics makes it difficult to detect them by now) already at the initial origin of
the Universe, which is the dominant process. The observable part of the Universe is formed
by the residual part of protons, and then by decayed single neutrons and unstable fragments of
neutron matter (with Z > 175, N >> Z, but A < 103105).
Key words: hyperheavy nuclei, neutron matter, electron-nuclear collapse, condensation of
ultracold neutrons, primary cosmogenic matter, dark matter.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hyperheavy nuclei [17] as well as neutron matter [814], nowadays is a specific
physical reality that requires the study of not only physical, but also chemical, and, possibly,
in the near future, engineering and technical properties. Let us consider the possible
mechanisms of the creation of hyperheavy nuclei by electron-nuclear collapse and neutron
matter by condensation of ultracold neutrons (UCN). The fundamental possibility of creation
of such objects was previously justified by A.B. Migdal, who suggested that the known set of
proton-neutron nuclei with mass numbers from 0 to 300 and a maximum specific binding
energy of about 8 MeV / nucleon at A § 60 corresponds to the first region, behind which
(starting from the charge Z § (ƫc/e2)3/2 § 1600) there is still one additional area with a large
value of the maximum binding energy at A § 100,000, which describes a possible state of
nuclear matter, stabilized by a pion condensate.
Neutron matter, or rather the corresponding element, begins (zero period) and ends
(supercritical atoms) of the Periodic System of Chemical Elements (PS). Neutron matter is
given stability already at the micro level Tamm interaction, and it is stable not only at the
mega level (neutron stars) due to gravitational interaction, as is usually believed in
astrophysics. Neutronization is possible not only due to gravitational interaction, but also
through other mechanisms (supercritical increase in the atomic number of elements [15] and
condensation of ultracold neutrons [16,17]. These circumstances show that there is a
fundamental possibility of obtaining neutron matter in terrestrial conditions [814]. Neutron
matter is consistent with the original concept of the Periodic Law (PL) and PS, proposed by
Dmitry Ivanovich Mendeleev [1820].
From the standpoint of general chemistry, a neutron substance can be classified as
chemically simple (that is, it cannot be decomposed into simpler substances by chemical
means or reduced to allotropic modifications of already known substances), then the question
inevitably arises about the corresponding element and its place in the PS. Proceeding from the
logic of PL  (ordinal number - electric charge)  the ordinal number of neutron matter in the
PS will correspond to zero, which makes us recall and develop the ideas of Dmitry Ivanovich
Mendeleev about the zero group and the period.
D.I. Mendeleev did not have time and opportunity to solve this problem, and his
students and followers tried to forget this topic as "erroneous." Modern knowledge about
neutron stars and neutron matter persistently makes one recall his ideas about the elements
disposed before hydrogen and assert the truth of his brilliant prediction, which more than 100
years ahead of the natural science of his time.
2. STABILITY OF HYPERHEAVY NUCLEI AND NEUTRON MATTER
In a neutron substance of sufficient size (more than a layer of complete absorption), an
electron emitted during decay with its sufficient energy is captured by the remaining protons,
which, in turn, are converted into neutrons, thereby maintaining the dynamic equilibrium of
the system. In fact, this corresponds to both the theory of Igor Evgenievich Tamm [21], which
he put forward in his time (1934) to explain the mechanism of nuclear forces for ordinary
nuclei, and the ideas of Frederick Hund [22]. It should be noted that the theory of I.E. Tamm
was not satisfactory for ordinary atoms (but he himself valued his "unsuccessful" theory of
nuclear forces more than the Nobel work on Cherenkov radiation and considered his best
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theoretical achievement), but it is consistent and can be realized for neutron matter of the
corresponding scale (200300 or more femtometers), giving it additional stability.
In strongly interacting systems, there are many virtual particles and all kinds of
interactions that are allowed invariance considerations are realized. So, in our opinion, Igor
Tamm's "primordial" theory of ȕ-nuclear forces (lepton exchange between nucleons), and not
RQO\ LWV PRGLILFDWLRQ E\ +LGHNL <XNDZD ʌ-exchange of nucleons), is still awaiting its
recognition (because, besides the S-meson cloud, there are certainly other particles around
each nucleon) and "dominates" in the neutron matter of the Universe, ensuring its stability and
wide distribution.
The initial study of this problem was also given by Frederick Hund [22] in the first
microscopic description of the equation of state of nuclear matter in beta equilibrium in the
article "Substance at very high pressures and temperatures", only if Tamm has virtual
electrons, Hund realizes beta equilibrium completely real particles, but most importantly, both
mechanisms contribute to the stability of supercritical (Z >> 175, N > 103105) nuclear matter,
and, in strongly interacting systems, there is no fundamental difference between virtual and
real particles.
It is the additional interaction due to nuclear ȕ - forces that gives stability to the
neutron matter already at the micro-level, and not only at the macro-level due to the
gravitational interaction, as it is now believed in astrophysics!
The possibility of the existence of a superdense neutron nucleus was also considered
in the work of A.B. Migdal [23] “Theory of finite Fermi systems and properties of atomic
nuclei” in the section “Application of the Theory of finite Fermi systems in nuclear physics”.
Migdal believed: “... neutron nuclei can be stable with respect to beta decay and fission, with
Z << N and N> 103105. Such nuclei could be observed in cosmic rays in the form of large
fragments.” Migdal suggested looking for neutron nuclei in the form of exotic traces in
photographic emulsions after exposure to cosmic rays.
The theories of Tamm, Hund and Migdal admit the stable existence of hyperheavy
neutron nuclei at Z >> 175, N > 103105 and sizes of 200300 and more femtometers.
Nevertheless, it is widely believed that the minimum mass for the stable existence of a
neutron object is 0.1 solar masses [24]. It is believed that the equations of state used in this
case are based on supposedly rich (?) Experimental material and therefore give a fairly
accurate value for the minimum mass. The very fact of the existence of the minimum mass of
a neutron star is justified by the fact that at low densities, neutrons, due to their susceptibility
to beta decay, cannot be the predominant component of matter, and a high neutron density in
them is provided only by gravitational interaction.
Most models of the neutron stars structure were based on the solution of the Tolman Oppenheimer - Volkov equation [24]. Currently, there are several dozen models, ranging from
the so-called "soft" equations of state (derived from models in which, at densities of the order
of nuclear, the average interaction energy corresponds to attraction) to rigid equations of state
(obtained for models in which there is repulsion). Since different models corresponding to
different equations of state lead to a fairly wide range of parameters characterizing a neutron
star, one might hope that an accurate determination of such parameters would make it possible
to concretize the very equation of state of neutron matter, the very nature of internucleon
interaction.
Unfortunately, until now it has not been possible to obtain reliable estimates of the
main characteristics of neutron stars. Thus, the accuracy in determining the radius R is on
average 50100%. To date, the equation of state has not been obtained in the framework of
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quantum chromodynamics. Thus, the minimum mass of a neutron star, which is considered
equal to 0.1 of the solar mass, is obtained from extremely approximate equations with an error
of 100% or more, as indicated in many works on this topic, nevertheless, this number is
widely replicated. Based on the conclusions from the theories of Tamm, Hund and Migdal, we
can expect the stable existence of microscopic neutron objects (Z >> 175, N > 103105) and
neutron stars with a mass of less than 0.1 of the Sun. The author of the very concept of
neutron stars, Fritz Zwicke [25], wrote about the possibility of the existence of neutron
objects of much smaller sizes (310 m) under certain conditions. He believed that further
analysis of matter at nuclear density is important not only for our understanding of eruptions
in stars, from ordinary star explosions to supernovae, but it also promises to radically change
some of the current ideas on the formation of elements in the theory of the evolution of the
Universe.
The question of the possibility of obtaining neutron matter in laboratory conditions on
Earth is partly rhetorical. The point is that it is necessary to distinguish between two aspects:
mononeutron (ultracold neutrons) and polineutron (similar to stellar cosmic) matter. As for the
mononeutron matter, it has long been obtained in Earth conditions (Shapiro, 1968), although it
is not stable [16]. It is interesting to note that on the one hand, a mononeutron substance, or
rather an element corresponding to it, occupies a place in the PS before hydrogen, which
corresponds to the element Coronium proposed by D.I. Mendeleev. On the other hand, the
polyneutron matter closes the PS, thus in the general case, the neutron matter both opens and
also closes the PS. The question of obtaining polineutron matter is to be solved in the near
future [8]. The situation is now similar to that at the end of the 30s of the last century, when a
breakthrough was made in the mastery of nuclear energy, although many doubted the
possibility of this.
3. OBTAINING HYPERHEAVY NUCLEI BY ELECTRON-NUCLEAR COLLAPSE
In the works of A.V. Migdal [23] it was shown that for very heavy nuclei (starting from
nuclei with a charge Z § (ƫc/e2)3/2 § 1600) there is a condensation of pions, which under this
condition become real (not virtual) particles. Under this condition, a very significant
rearrangement of the nuclear structure occurs, and the maximum specific binding energy is
shifted from the range of standard parameters (Z | 60, ȿbond | 8 MeV / nucleon) to the range
of mass numbers A=100,000, reaching the value of ȿbond | 15 MeV / nucleon.
The main problem in the creation of such nuclei is the initial achievement of the Z |
1600 threshold, which corresponds to the conditional boundary (local minimum of the
specific binding energy) between the “traditional” and “Migdal” regions of the mass numbers
of nuclei. The scale of this problem is easy to imagine if we take into account the colossal
efforts that are being made to create heavy nuclei with very moderate (on the scale of the
Migdal model) charges Z = 116118 due to the collision of lighter nuclei. It is quite obvious
that such a "frontal" way of creation of hyperheavy nuclei due to the collision of lighter
accelerated nuclei is absolutely unpromising.
In the articles [13,7], a radically different method of “soft” (non-impact) step by step
nuclear fusion of superheavy nuclei was proposed, which does not require the use of
accelerators and special donor mother nuclei.
This method uses two processes:
a) Coulomb electron-nuclear collapse, based on the application of the nonlinear law of
the Coulomb interaction of charges
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Ueff =  Ze2/r (Ze2/r) 2/2mec2,
the action of which is realized at a small distance r < Ze2/mec2 or, respectively, at a high
density of electron-nuclear matter, compressed to the state of a degenerate relativistic electron
gas;
b) the action of a strong axial shock wave providing the required compression ratio of
the target at its front.
It is shown in [15,7] that when such a compression is performed, a self-controlled
collapse of the electronic and nuclear components of the medium takes place, which sharply
increases the degree of screening of the nuclear charge and provides the possibility of
repeated (with a multiple increase in mass and charge) nuclear fusion with the participation
(absorption) neighboring atoms and nuclei of the target. In addition, when these conditions are
met, the process of protonization of nuclei becomes energetically favorable.
The combined action of these two processes leads to a continuous shift in the position of
the maximum binding energy within the complete nuclear-electronic subsystems from the
initial value Z =60, typical for any matter under "standard" conditions, to values that can reach
(and exceed) the critical value Z |1600, upon reaching which the process of increasing the
charge and mass of the nucleus will be provided mainly by the mechanism of pion
condensation of Migdal.
Such a scheme was implemented under the leadership of S.V. Adamenko in Kiev at the
«Proton-21» Laboratory [47], in which nuclei with mass numbers in the range Ⱥ | 4004000
were created and registered in the course of experiments with the action of an axially
symmetric electron beam on a needle target. On the basis of detailed mass spectrometric and
spatial analysis of secondary light nuclei generated during rapid evolution in the vicinity of
these hyperheavy nuclei, there are good reasons to believe that, upon entering the "ordinary"
substance (storage screen located next to the target), these nuclei continued to grow, absorbing
neighboring nuclei of the screen material (copper in conducted experiments) and "dumping"
excess binding energy in the form of these secondary light nuclei [6,7].
We have also shown [3] that such a process, under certain (real) conditions, can occur
on stars in the process of gravitational collapse, which can lead to the creation of protonelectron stars as an astrophysical alternative to neutron stars.
The main condition for the realization of such a scenario is an accelerated gravitational
collapse, the duration of which should be significantly shorter than the duration of the stage of
neutronization of nuclei. Analysis [3] shows that with successive compression of the stellar
matter, these stages follow one after another. If the compression in the process of gravitational
collapse occurs rather slowly, then the compression process ends at the stage of formation of a
neutron star. However, in the case of anomalously fast compression, only a small fraction of
protons is converted to neutrons, and the subsequent compression will correspond to the stage
of protonization of all nuclei with synchronous generation of electrons and antineutrinos. This
stage begins from the moment when the main process of interaction of nuclei with electrons is
the nonlinear Coulomb interaction, which corresponds to the concentration of electrons
Ncritical= (2mec2/Ze2)3 as part of a degenerate electron gas.
Direct estimates have shown that for the formation of such anomalous stars, the final
stage of gravitational collapse should be significantly less than 1 sec, which can be realized
only with a very optimal ratio of the stellar parameters before its gravitational collapse.
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If the compression process is long enough, then the state of the star will stop at the
stage of complete neutronization of all nuclei without “switching on” the mechanism of
nonlinear Coulomb interaction, which is realized only during subsequent compression.
4. OBTAINING OF HYPERHEAVY NUCLEI BY NEUTRON CONDENSATION
It should be noted that Georgy Antonovich Gamov [26] was the first to speak about the
condensation of cold neutrons. This idea is rarely mentioned, which eventually found
application in the theory of neutron stars. G.A. Gamow in the late 30s of the last century
showed that when a neutron gas is compressed, a new superdense state of matter arises.
Gamow's main hypothesis: “We can anticipate that neutrons forming this comparatively cold
cloud were gradually coagulating into larger and larger neutral complexes…”.
In further development, the theory of the initial cold universe was discarded and together with
it the idea of neutron condensation was forgotten. However, is this true? Neutron
condensation is possible not only at low temperatures (ultracold neutrons), but also at
ultrahigh pressures at temperatures below critical.
Usually we on Earth deal with neutron radiation of various energies, but not with neutron
matter. This was the case until 1968, when an experiment was carried out in the Laboratory of
Neutron Physics under the leadership of Corresponding Member of the USSR Academy of
Sciences Fedor Lvovich Shapiro [16], in which the phenomenon of very slow neutron
confinement in vessels, predicted by Academician Yakov Borisovich Zel'dovich [17], was first
observed. The behavior of neutrons trapped in evacuated vessels resembles the behavior of a
highly rarefied gas in a vessel. Such neutrons are called ultracold (UCN). The confinement of
UCN in vessels attracts researchers by the possibility (in comparison with a single flight of a
neutron through the experimental volume) to observe this particle for a longer time in an
experimental setup, which gives a significant increase in the sensitivity and accuracy of
experiments on studying the interaction of neutrons with fields and matter.
For example, the use of UCN made it possible to significantly lower the limit of the
existence of the electric dipole moment of the neutron, which is necessary to test the law of
conservation of temporal parity; to more accurately measure the lifetime of a free neutron
before ȕ-decay. The most important feature of UCNs is that they behave not like radiation, but
like matter, and you can work with them as with matter, similar to a rarefied inert gas.
Moreover, you can study both physical and chemical properties. The physical properties are
already being studied, but it seems that the question of UCN chemistry is not even raised,
since by default it seems somehow obvious that they should be similar to inert gases. This
seems to be true, but now we already well know that inert gases under certain conditions (in
particular, in an excited state) can enter into chemical reactions and form, albeit not stable,
chemical compounds of the excimer type. Could something like this happen with UCN? If we
proceed from the fact that Chemistry is only the interaction of the electronic shells of atoms,
as many believe, then a categorical negative answer follows. But, if chemistry is understood
more broadly, in general, the ability of micro- (nano-, pico- or even femto-) objects to interact
and form relatively stable compounds, then why not?
Of course, neutrons have no electric charge and no free electrons, so all ideas about
possible classical chemical bonds (ionic, covalent, etc.) immediately disappear. But, neutrons
have exactly a magnetic moment and possibly an electric dipole moment (the essential role of
which is well known in chemistry). This can facilitate the formation of quasi-stable multineutron complexes.
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Some aspects of this problem were considered in [27] when analyzing and substantiating
the possibility of creating neutron molecules.
Another option may be associated with the interaction of UCNs with molecules of
substances with an odd number of electrons, and an experiment to detect the products of this
interaction is quite realistic [13]. If someone finds it difficult to go beyond the concepts of
traditional chemistry, then we can call it the quasi-chemistry of UCN.
New UCN sources are being actively developed all over the world, some of them are
based on the use of solid deuterium at a temperature of 4.5 K (LANL, USA; PSI,
Switzerland), and others  on the accumulation of UCN in superfluid helium (KEK-RCNPTRIUMF, Japan-Canada; ILL, France) [28]. Similar work is being intensively carried out in
Russia: the Neutron Laboratory at the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (Dubna) and at the
Petersburg Institute of Nuclear Physics (PNPI). In Gatchina, work is underway to create a
high-intensity UCN source. With its help, they hope to obtain data that will provide answers
to the most important questions of modern physics. The projected source will make it possible
to obtain an ultracold neutron (UCN) flux with a density of 104 cm-3, which is many times
higher than the currently reached maximum densities [28]. This task  obtaining intense UCN
fluxes  is today considered one of the priorities in neutron physics. An ever increasing
increase in the UCN density will inevitably lead to the formulation of the question of their
possible condensation and the production of condensed neutron matter in laboratory
conditions, similar to space.
Not so long ago, a decisive breakthrough was made into a new field: a radically new type
of matter was created, the so-called Bose condensates of atoms. Are neutron condensates
possible? Condensates, the density and strength of which will be comparable to the density
and strength of atomic nuclei. In other words, how close are we today to the stage of creating
cosmic neutron matter in the laboratory?
The 2001 Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded to researchers Eric A. Cornell, Wolfgang
Ketterle and Carl E. Wieman for obtaining and studying the properties of the fifth state of
matter, the Bose-Einstein condensate: they were able to obtain for the first time the Bose
condensate [29]. It was possible to do this with the help of the methods of supercooling of
particles by laser beams and a magnetic field, developed not long before. The Bose
condensate of atoms was obtained in a form convenient for research and laboratory analysis.
Soon, methods were found for obtaining Bose condensates of particles of half-integer spin,
fermions. In them, the particles are combined in pairs, then collecting in a Bose condensate.
Neutrons are similar in many properties to the lightest atoms. For example, the mass of a
neutron is practically equal to the mass of a hydrogen atom, the Bose condensate of which
was obtained by Ketterle in 1997. But, unlike atomic Bose condensates, the natural
compression of which during Bose condensation is impeded by their electron shells, nothing
prevents the compression of a neutron Bose condensate. In such a condensate, the UCN gas
forms pairs with opposite spins, upon reaching the critical density and temperature, it will
spontaneously shrink to almost nuclear density when nuclear forces come into play, forming a
stable state  condensed neutron matter. If in space a stable polineutron substance is formed at
ultrahigh pressures, then on Earth it will be obtained at ultralow temperatures with a sufficient
concentration of UCN, which sooner or later researchers will come to obtain.
The following technical approaches to the implementation of UCN condensation are
considered:
1. Slow isothermal compression;
2. Refrigerator for dissolving helium-3 and helium-4;
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3. Use of a conical concentrator for UCN focusing (Vysotsky cone) [30];
4. Magnetic trap;
5. Additional UCN laser cooling.
5. NEUTRON MATTER IN COSMOLOGY AND ASTROPHYSICS
The importance of neutron matter can hardly be overestimated in the astrophysics of
neutron stars. It is now believed that all medium and heavy mass chemical elements almost
appeared in the “thermonuclear reactors” of stars and supernovae. The Big Bang provided
only fuel for them: a few of the lightest elements. The lion's share fell on hydrogen, which
still (and by a large margin) remains the most abundant in the Universe. However, in small
quantities, helium, beryllium, and lithium were formed at the same time.
Theorists explained with good accuracy why they formed in one or another quantity.
With one exception: current concentration of lithium in the Universe cannot be predicted. The
isotope of lithium-7 is three times less than it turns out in theory, and lithium-6 is 300500
times more. This discrepancy remains a real headache for cosmology: it is not possible to "fit"
the Big Bang model to it, and some suitable explanations call into question the Big Bang
itself.
In the theory of the Big Bang of a hot Universe, the formation of nucleons begins
approximately from time t = 10-5 s, temperature T = 1012 K and particle energy E = 0.1 GeV.
This implies protons and neutron potentially could be in the form of neutrons, but for some
reason they mainly consider only protons for possible thermonuclear fusion. Even if we
calculate the density of matter at this moment [31], then it exceeds the density of a neutron
star. That is, under these conditions the overwhelming majority of nucleons potentially could
be in the form of neutrons since the conditions of neutronization are fulfilled.
It is more likely to expect the possibility of collective condensation of neutrons (for
the most part, rather than sequential addition of individual neutrons, as Gamov and coworkers believed) upon reaching a critical temperature (which is an energetically more
favorable process) than thermonuclear fusion from a minimum number of protons in those the
same conditions. Fragmentary condensation of neutrons due to quantum-gravitational density
fluctuations occurs with the release of additional energy, which enhances the formation of
hyperheavy stable neutron nuclei, which are the source of non-relativistic dark matter
(neutrality, femto-, pico- and nano-sizes, relic cooling to our time make it difficult detection
with Z >> 175, N >> Z and N > 103105, stable dark matter  SDM). The observable part of
the Universe is formed from the residual part of protons and subsequently decayed single
neutrons and unstable fragments of neutron matter (with Z > 175, but N < 103105, decaying
dark matter  DDM).
Thus, it is necessary to take into account the possibility of the formation of fragments
of neutron matter as dark matter (neutrality, femto-, pico- and nano-sizes, relict cooling
complicate their detection) already at the initial moments of the birth of the Universe, which
is the initial dominant process in primary nucleosynthesis, and not thermonuclear fusion from
the initial negligible amount of protons. However, further, as it cools, the process proceeds
according to the generally accepted scenario with thermonuclear fusion against the
background of decay of an unstable component of neutron matter [32,33].
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6. CONCLUSION
Summing up a brief summary, it can be noted that hyperheavy nuclei and neutron
matter in our time is a very specific physical reality, which urgently requires its rightful place
in the PS and the study of not only physical, but also chemical, and possibly in the near future,
and engineering properties. Neutron matter, or rather an element corresponding to it, begins
(zero period) and ends (supercritical atoms) of the PS of elements. Neutron matter is given
stability already at the micro-level due to additional (Tamm, Hund, Migdal) interaction, and
not only at the macro-level due to gravitational interaction, as is now believed in astrophysics.
The possibility of polineutronization is shown not only due to gravitational interaction, but
also by other mechanisms (supercritical increase in the ordinal number of elements and
condensation of UCNs), thus, there is a fundamental possibility of obtaining neutron matter
under terrestrial conditions (at Z >> 175, N > 103105 and size 200300 and more
femtometers). Neutron substance is a necessary link connecting (throwing a bridge) from
micro- to macro- and mega World, from free neutron to neutron stars and Black holes. Such
an extremely concentrated substance is thermodynamically and statistically the most stable
state of matter as such. This substance can be thought of as a multitude of tightly packed
neutrons, with scattered residual protons and electrons among them.
It is necessary to take into account the possibility of the formation of fragments of
neutron matter as dark matter (neutrality, femto-, pico- and nano-sizes, relic cooling make
them difficult to detect) already at the initial moments of the birth of the Universe, which is
the dominant process, and not thermonuclear fusion from an initial insignificant amount
protons. Further, as it cools, the process proceeds according to the generally accepted
scenario. Neutron matter consistently fits into the original concept of PZ and PS put forward
by Dmitry Ivanovich Mendeleev, whose 150th anniversary we recently celebrated [8,9,19].
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On History of the Fermi Pseudopotential Concept
in Atomic and Neutron Physics
Sharapov E.I.
Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics, JINR, Dubna, Russia
1. Introduction
This report will bear a touch of history. Enrico Fermi introduced the pseudopotential
concept about 85 years ago. The Collected Papers of Fermi [1, 2], published in 1962 by the
University of Chicago Press, revealed that this happened in 19331934. Fermi group just
finished their studies in atomic spectroscopy, published their results and switched to a search
of radioactivity induced by neutrons. Besides Fermi the Photo of [3] shows also physicists
Franco Rasetti, Eduardo Amaldi, Emilio Segre and chemist Oscar D’Agostino.

Photo of [3]: Fermi group in 1934.
On January 27, 1934 Amaldi and Segre published the paper [4] on the shifts of high
terms of alkaline atomic spectra in the presence of an additional (“foreign”) gases H, He, Ar,
O2, and N2. After active discussions with Amaldi and Segre, Fermi had found the explanation
of the effect. In the end of 1933 he sent the paper [5] to Nuovo Cimento. The following
quotation is from comments of Emilio Segre to paper [5] in [1]: “We meet there for the first
time the concept of the scattering length and of ‘pseudopotential’. This theoretical
development is remarkable… it gives a technique that Fermi used many times in connection
with his neutron works”. However, according to numerous reviews and books in neutron
physics, Fermi introduced the pseudopotential for the first time in his seminal paper [6] in
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1936 on physics of thermal neutrons behavior in paraffin and water. There is an unsettled
issue here. Therefore, I’ll give some details of both papers first, and then will proceed to
rather general examples of how Fermi pseudopotential became a powerful concept for the
latest developments in several research fields, such as ultracold neutrons, ultracold atoms, and
condensed matter.
2. Fermi’s paper of 1934
The most essential goal of paper [5] was to explain the shift of the spectral lines due to
the interaction of the alkali atom valence electron with ‘foreign’ neutral atoms. Fermi
estimated that due to a rather large radius of such electron orbit DQG WKHJDV SUHVVXUH RI §
atm, there should be about 103 of foreign atoms in the alkali atom volume where the electron
can collide through the potentials Vi(r). Using the Schroedinger equation in its historic form
of 1926:
¨ȥ(r) Ȗ E – V(r))ȥ (r) = 0, with: Ȗ Ł ʌ2m/h2, ¨Ł¨2,
Fermi, for his problem, wrote
¨ȥ(r Ȗ(W – U – Vi(r))ȥ(r) = 0.

(1)

The energy W here is the full energy E for the alkali atom, U is a weak remnant of the closed
shell potential and r is the electron distance relative to neutral atom. As an example, the
Lennard-Jones potential for interaction of two neutral molecules is shown in Fig.1. Its
HIIHFWLYH UDQJH YDOXH LV ȡ §  ǖ and its known analytical form allows exact solutions of
practical problems.

Fig.1. The Lennard-Jones potential.
To solve the Schroedinger equation with unknown potential Vi(r), Fermi formulated
an approximation presently known as one of simple forms of the boundary condition method.
He considered a spherically symmetric (s-wave scattering) potential Vi(r) and introduced, in
addition to the exact wave function ȥ(rȡ WKHIXQFWLRQȌ by averaging ȥover the distances r
in a broad region included the potential “well” Vi(r) (at rȡ  DQG the space outside (where
Vi(r) = 0). This region was taken to be less than the de Broglie wavelength for the electron (ȜB
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§ǖKHUH but large enough to contain many foreign atoms. The IXQFWLRQȌDVRSSRVLWH
WRȥKDVQRVLQJXODULWLHVWKURXJKDOOthe considered space. Using the relationship ¨Ȍ ¨ޒȥޓ
for averaging Eq. (1), Fermi wrote the Schroedinger equation for the averaged function in the
form:
¨ Ȍ(r Ȗ(W – 8 Ȍ– ȖޒiVi(r))ȥ(r) = ޓ0.

(2)

To calculate the value of the last term in this equation he introduced another function,
u(r), by the replacement ȥ X r)/r, usually used for the case when Vi(r) = 0, and applied it for
all r. The reasons for the replacement was the linear behavior u(r) ~ (a + r) for this function
outside the potential “well” and the obvious boundary condition u(r=0) = 0.

Fig.2. Interpretation of the scattering length a in [5].
The constant a was already used in the theory of atomic collisions as the limit of the
ratio a = į N NDWNĺ ZLWKį(k) the phase shift of the scattered wave and k is the wave
number. By plotting the function u(r) =rȥ, Fermi introduced another interpretation of a as the
‘scattering length’. This fames plot is shown in Fig. 2.
Using Eq.(2) without the small term U, Fermi deduced the differential equation for
u(r) at (r ȡ

(3)

uƎ(r) = Ȗ9 r)u(r).

All these relationships where used to calculate the contribution of an one i-term (one ‘well’)
in the sum, Eq.(3), by taking the volume integral
Ȗݕ9ȥdĲ ʌȖݕ9XGr ʌ ۄXƎr – Xۄr = – ʌa Ȍ.

(4)

Introducing n as the number of foreign gas ‘potential wells’ per cm3, Fermi finally obtained
the equation
¨ȌȖ(W – U –

)Ȍ 

The third term in Eq.(5) is presently often called the ‘optical potential’ and written as
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(5)

V=

an.

(6)

With known values of a, n, m and Eq.(5) Fermi had explained the shifts of spectral lines in the
Amaldi and Segre experiment.
3. Fermi’s paper of 1936
The 1936 paper [6] was also published in the Italian translated into the English later in
[1]. The paper is well known, referenced in all books, therefore the details will be omitted,
and only the salient points, which distinguish it from the paper of 1934 will be given here.
The goal was to introduce an average potential for interaction of neutrons with protons
chemically bound in a hydrogen medium. While the scale of the nuclear potential range is of
the order of, 10-12 cm, the regions where the chemical bounding forces work is of the order of
amplitudes of atoms vibrations in the molecule, that is, about 10-9 cm. Using now U(X,Y,Z)
as the potential energy of chemical forces, introducing again, in addition to the full true
wavefunction ȥ , the new function Ȍ by performing an appropriate averaging this time over a
large sphere of radius R around the neutron position, assuming that the length R
simultaneously satisfies the inequalities
R ޒޒȜ R  ޓޓȡR ޓޓa,

(7)

Fermi proceeded further in exactly the same way as in 1934 paper [5], however without any
reference to it, and had shown the drawing, Fig. 3, analogous to Fig. 2:

Fig.3. Interpretation of the scattering length a in [6].
Finally, Fermi obtained the desired equation for Ȍ, which we show in a slightly
different form than given in [6]:
¨Ȍ + Ȗ(W – U – (h2aʌ0 įR(r))Ȍ = 0.

(8)

7KHQHZIXQFWLRQįR(r) he defined to be WKHHTXDOWR ʌR3) everywhere for r < R and to be
zero for r >R. Its volume integral extended over all space is equal to 1. And since the
quantities in Eq.(8) vary slowly in the region where įR(r)  Fermi wrote the statement that,
in the first Born approximation, we quote, “… when calculating the matrix elements of the
LQWHUDFWLRQWHUPLQ(T  WKHIXQFWLRQįR(r) may be identified with the Dirac delta-function in
three dimensions”. This is the essence of the Fermi pseudopotential concept. The
pseudopotential itself, in the modern notation, is
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VF = ʌ

aį(3)(r).

(9)

Fermi applied the first Born approximation with this potential for tackling the problem
of inelastic scattering of neutron in paraffin while treating the hydrogen atoms as harmonic
oscillators of frequency Ȟ. He calculated, for the first time, the elastic and inelastic cross
sections in the function of the neutron energy w, which are shown in Fig.4. The curves 1, 2, 3
correspond to excitations of the oscillator in the corresponding exited states. This theoretical
prediction was confirmed experimentally only about fifteen years later.

Fig.4. Neutron elastic and inelastic cross sections in paraffin.
4. Further developments in neutron and atomic physics
The neutron physics field. Ten years later, Gregory Breit [7], considering the Fermi
method as the first approximation to the possible more accurate equations, formulated the
same problem in terms of the boundary conditions method with the integral equations. The
paper [7] is entitled:
G. BREIT

The scattering of slow neutrons by bound proton.
To describe nuclear properties within the exact approach, Breit applied the ‘intercept’
quantity a, which he named the Fermi scattering length. For the free protons case, the Fermi
result was obtained again. For the bound protons, Breit calculated the correction of only 0.3%.
The final resume was that the application of the first Born approximation with the Fermi
pseudopotential doesn’t increase the typical inaccuracy of the Born method. Later J.M. Blatt
and V.F. Weisskopf [8] in their Theoretical Nuclear Physics came to the same conclusion.
The next fruitful phase in developing of the theory was focused mainly on properties
of the many body wave functions of scattering, in particular on multiscattering corrections to
the optical potential. This is a separate topic for recollections and reviews, requiring a special
mathematical background. For an introduction to it one may start with the paper [9]:
A.L.BARABANOV, S.T. BELYAEV

Multiple scattering theory of slow neutrons (from thermal to ultracold).
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The recent papers of Yu. Pokotilovski [13] and H. Abele [14] review the present status
of the experimental researches with ultracold neutrons. In this field, the so-called ‘optical
potential’, based on the Fermi method, is widely used and serves nowadays in precision
studies of neutron beta-decay for the Standard Model tests and for searches of a ‘new
physics’.
Atomic physics field. After the invention of the laser sources of the coherent light
(with the Nobel Prize awarded in 1964), the atomic physics experienced a second birth,
especially when techniques of cooling and trapping atoms with laser light and magnetic fields
(the Nobel Prize awarded in 1997) became widely available at universities of the USA,
Europe and Asia. The explosion of research in atomic and molecular physics, that followed
the new technology, was culminated by the experimental demonstration of the phenomenon of
Bose-Einstein condensation in dilute gases of ultracold alkali atoms (with the Nobel Prize
awarded in 2001). Essential for this progress were new approaches to modeling and new
methods to calculate the atom-atom interactions in environments, such as magnetic and
optical traps. As an introduction to the achieved results in this prolific field, one may see the
paper [10] by S. Inouye et al., entitled “Observation of Feshbach resonances in a BoseEinstein condensate”, the paper [11] by N.T Zinner, entitled “Effective potential for ultracold
atoms at the zero crossing of a Feshbach resonance”, or the review [12] by Cheng Chin et al.,
entitled “Feshbach resonances in ultracold gases”. In atomic physics, the Schroedinger
equation H Ȍ = E Ȍ for the relative motion of two cold atoms contains, generally, a more
complicated operator H:
H=–

+

+

( )+ 2

( )

( )

.

(10)

The second term here is the harmonic oscillator potential of the interacting atoms at the
positions ri in a trap, the third term is the interaction with the magnetic field B and the last
term is the so-called regularized zero-range potential. It is required for the mathematical
correctness when using the į(3) function in three dimensions.
The phenomenon of the Feshbach resonances in nuclear physics is due to the coupling
of the two channels in the collision: discrete nuclear state and the continuum region of the
potential. The Feshbach resonances in atomic physics came into the play because the
magnetic interactions in atoms are dependent on the magnetic moments of nuclei through the
hyperfine splitting of the energy levels of the atom total angular momentum. Theorists
developed the coupled two channel zero-range potential, calculated the scattering length a,
and found the resonance behavior in dependence of the external magnetic field.
The result of the experiment for sodium atoms, shown in Fig.5 [10], demonstrates such
behavior: at the resonance position B0, the scattering length diverges (a ĺ    1HDU WKH
resonance, the function a(B) can be described as a(B) = abg(1 – ǻ» %B0). The physical output
from this phenomenon is the association of interacting cold atoms into the cold molecules
with a corresponding decrease of the initial atomic density (the upper part of Fig. 5).
This phenomenon was confirmed experimentally in several cases and opened the way
to study the Bose-Einstein condensation in gases by tuning effective atomic interactions.
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Fig.5. Feshbach resonance in Na.
Conclusion
From the outlined history of the Fermi pseudopotential concept one can conclude the
following:
x The so-called effective or averaged potential, V, in the Schroedinger equation for
interaction of electrons with the media was first introduced by Fermi in 1934. About
twenty years later, in neutron optics, it got the name optical potential.
x The pseudopotential with the Dirac Delta-function, VF, allowing calculations in the
first Born approximation, appeared in the neutron physics paper published in 1936.
Under the notation VF it is known since the G. Breit’s paper of the year 1947.
x To use the effective potential V under the name “the Fermi optical potential” is not
correct in a strict sense. History definitely made the choice of the Fermi name for “the
Fermi pseudopotential” VF, in another words – “the Fermi zero-range potential”.
x The most active use and development of the Fermi pseudopotential concept is going
on presently in the field of the ultracold atoms physics.
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We measured isomeric ratios of 137m,gCe, 115m,gCd, 109m,gPd, and 81m,gSe produced by 25
MeV bremsstrahlung and thermal neutron induced reactions, namely from inverse (ȖQ) and
(n, Ȗ) reactions. The bremsstrahlung and the neutron sources were constructed at the electron
accelerator Microtron MT-25 of the FLNR, JINR, Dubna, Russia. The activation method
combining with off-line gamma-ray spectroscopy was used in the experiment. To improve the
accuracy of the isomeric ratio determination, data analysis and necessary corrections, such as
the self-absorption and summing cascade effects, were made in gamma rays radioactivity
measurements. The results were discussed and compared with those in the existing literature.
The obtained results in the (ȖQ) reactions were validated by comparison with the theoretical
predictions using TALYS 1.95 code.
1. Introduction
The inverse nuclear reactions, when a projectile of one reaction is the ejectile of
another reaction, have been subjects for many experimental and theoretical studies since
1960s [1,2]. Inverse reactions including photonuclear and thermal neutron capture reactions
play an important role in astrophysics and the study of nuclear structure and nuclear reaction
mechanisms [24]. So far, most investigations about photonuclear reaction and thermal
neutron capture reactions have concentrated on the determination of reaction cross section or
reaction yield, but the studies on isomeric ratio (IR) have been still limited. The isomeric
ratio, the ratio of the probability for forming isomeric and ground states, provides diverse
information about the nuclear structure and nuclear reaction mechanism [58]. This ratio is
connected with many problems of modern nuclear physics and can be used to test different
models of nuclear reactions induced by various projectiles.
The aim of this work was to investigate IR of 137m,gCe, 115m,gCd, 109m,gPd, and 81m,gSe
produced in inverse ȖQ  DQG QȖ  UHDFWLRQV by activation method, namely
138
Ce(ȖQ)137m,gCe, 136Ce(n,Ȗ)137m,gCe, 116Cd(ȖQ)115m,gCd, 114Cd(n,Ȗ)115m,gCd,110Pd(ȖQ)109m,gPd,
108
Pd(n,Ȗ)109m,gPd, 82Se(ȖQ)81m,gSe, and 80Se(n,Ȗ)81m,gSe. The experimental results are expected
to examine the role of the reaction channel effect, intake momentum and impulse effects on
the IRs. Moreover, the obtained results in the (ȖQ) reactions were compared with the
theoretical predictions using TALYS 1.95 code.
2. Experimental procedure
The bremsstrahlung source is obtained by interaction of 25 MeV electron beam
produced from MT-25 Microtron accelerator [9] and a 3 mm thickness W disk detailed in
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refs. [7,10]. The end-point energy of bremsstrahlung is 25 MeV. The bremsstrahlung spectra,
which were simulated by GEANT4 toolkit [11], are shown on Fig.1.

Fig 1. The bremsstrahlung spectra calculated by Geant4.10.06 version.
The thermal neutron source was also created at MT-25 Microtron described in ref. [8].
The uranium-beryllium converter was placed within a graphite cube, which served as a main
neutron moderator to thermal and epithermal neutrons.
The high-purity natural Ce2O3, PdO, SeO2 and Cd samples with the mass and diameter
of 0.8 g, 0.323 g, 0.2484 g, 0.7143 g and 1.6 cm, 1.0 cm, 1.0 cm, 1.0 cm, respectively were
irradiated in the photon and neutron sources with the definite time, which was preliminarily
estimated by the activation method so that the interested gamma rays have good count
statistics. Afterwards, the gamma-ray activities were measured for proper time of cooling and
measurement by using the high-resolution gamma-ray spectroscopy consisting of the highenergy resolution HPGe detector NH9DWȖ- ray 1332 keV of 60Co), the PC based 8192
channel analyzers for the data processing, the GENIE 2000 and Gamma Vision software used
for the data acquisition and Ȗ-ray spectra analysis [7,8].
3. Data analysis
The selected gamma rays and spectroscopic characteristic data [12,13] used for the IR
calculation were determined and shown in Table 1. The losses of the interested gamma ray
count due to the self-absorption and summing coincidence effects, which contribute to the IR
determination error were corrected as the formulas (1) and (2) in ref. [8].
The IR was calculated below as in refs. [7,8,10]:

(1)
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Where m and g- the isomeric and ground states; S, H and I - the counts, the efficiencies
DQGWKHLQWHQVLWLHVRIWKHJDPPDUD\VRILQWHUHVWDQGȁi (i = 1 ~ 9) are expressions related to
the irradiation, cooling and measurement time.
Table 1. Selected gamma rays and spectroscopic characteristic data
Nuclear
Reaction
138

Ce(ȖQ)137Ce
Ce(n,Ȗ)137Ce
138
Ce(ȖQ)137Ce
136
Ce(n,Ȗ)137Ce
116
Cd(ȖQ)115Cd
114
Cd(n, Ȗ)115Cd
116
Cd(ȖQ)115Cd
114
Cd(n, Ȗ)115Cd
110
Pd(ȖQ)109,Pd
108
Pd(n,Ȗ)109Pd
110
Pd(ȖQ)109Pd
108
Pd(n,Ȗ)109Pd
82
Se(ȖQ)81Se
82
Se(n, Ȗ)81Se
82
Se(ȖQ)81Se
80
Se(n, Ȗ)81Se
136

Target Spin, Nuclear Spin Parity
Parity, [Jʌ]
state
[Jʌ]

Decay
Mode [%]

Half
Life

Ȗ-ray Energy Intensity
[keV]
[%]

34.4 h

254.3

99.2

9.0 h

447.1

1.8

0+

137m

Ce

11/2-

0+

137g

Ce

3/2+

IT: 99.2
EC: 0.78
EC: 100

0+

115m

Cd

11/2-

ȕ- : 100

44.6 d

933.8

2.0

0+

115g

Cd

1/2+

ȕ- : 100

2.23 d

0+

109m

Pd

11/2-

IT: 100

4.69 m

336.2
527.9
189.0

45.9
27.45
55.9

0+

109g

Pd

5/2+

ȕ- : 100

13.7 h

88.04

3.6

0+

81m,

13.0

81g,

IT: 99.95 57.28 m
ȕ- : 0.05
ȕ- : 100 18.45 m

103.0

+

276.0
290.0

0.7
0.55

0

Se

7/2+

Se

-

1/2

4. Results and Discussion
Table 2 presents the experimental results of this work together with the existing data,
which were taken from refs. [7,14–23]. The product excitation energies were calcultate by
using formula (5) in refs. [8]. The error of IRs came from two sources. The first included
uncertainties related to the IR calculations using formula (1) and the second was from
uncertainties related to systematics. The total error of the IR determination was estimated to
be about 10.0%.
The experimental results show that the IRs in inverse Ȗn) and (n, Ȗ reactions, which
lead to the same isomeric pairs 137m,gCe, 115m,gCd, 109m,gPd, and 81m,gSe are different due to be
reaction channel effect. The IRs in Ȗn) reactions are significantly higher than that in (n, Ȗ 
reactions. This trend can be explained by the intaken angular momentum and impulse,
transferred to the target nuclei from the projectiles, namely the higher the intake angular
momentum and impulse the higher the isomeric ratio.
For the Ȗn) reactions, the IRs of this work and that of refs. [15,16,19,22] in the error
limit are in good agreement. Likewise, for the (n, Ȗ reactions, our result and the data from the
references are in an agreement except for 81m,gSe to be an agreement with refs. [14,23] and
being considerably less than that from ref. [18].



Table 2. 7KHLVRPHULFUDWLRRIWKHLQYHVWLJDWHG ȖQ DQG QȖ LQYHUVHUHDFWLRQV
Nuclear Reaction
and Product
138

Ce(ȖQ)137m,gCe

Product Exc.
Energy [MeV]

Isomeric Ratio IR

25 MeV
Bremsstrahlung

5.5

Thermal neutron

7.4

25 MeV
Bremsstrahlung

5.8

Thermal neutron

6.1

0.116(12) (This work)
0.099(33) [20]

Pd(ȖQ)109m,gPd

25 MeV
Bremsstrahlung

6.3

0.069(7) (This work)
0.065(3) [15]

Pd(n, Ȗ)109m,gPd

Thermal neutron

6.1

25 MeV
Bremsstrahlung

6.9

Thermal neutron

6.7

136

Ce (n, Ȗ)137m,gCe

116

Cd(ȖQ)115m,gCd

114

Cd(n, Ȗ)115m,gCd

110

108

82

Se(ȖQ)81m,gSe

80

Type of
Projectile

Se(n, Ȗ)81m,gSe

0.221(22) (This work)
0.19(2) [16]
0.112(11) (This work)
0.109(10) [7]
0.15(1) [17]
0.088(6) [18]
0.165(16) (This work)
0.168(20) [19]

0.023(2) (This work)
0.018(5) [21],
0.028(5) [14]
0.556(55) (This work)
0.56(2) [22]
0.114 ± 0.014 (This work)
0.204(24) [17]
0.136(0.011) [14]
0.096(9) [23]

TALYS 1.95 code [24] and GEANT4 simulation tool were used for theoretical IR
calculation of 137m,gCe, 115m,gCd, 109m,gPd, and 81m,gSe produced from (Ȗn) reaction. TALYS
code simulates nuclear reactions that involve neutrons, gamma-rays, protons, deuterons,
tritons, helions, and alpha-particles in the 1 keV200 MeV energy range. In the thermal
energy region of neutron, this code is completely unresolved. In case of bremsstrahlung
induced nuclear reactions, the isomeric ratios could be analytically calculated by the
expression below:
( ) ( )

=

.

=

(2)

( ) ( )

Here
- the bremsstrahlung end-point energy, (E) – the bremsstrahlung photon flux,
( ) and ( ) - the cross sections of the isomeric and
the number of the target nuclei;
ground states;
and
- the threshold reaction energies for the isomeric and ground state,
respectively.
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( ) and ( ) could be obtained. These data
By using the TALYS 1.95 code,
combining with the bremsstrahlung spectra simulated by GEANT4 (Fig. 1) could be caculated
IR following the formula (2). The theoretical IR results were obtained by the calculation using
six level density models of TALYS 1.95 as ldmodel 1: Constant temperature + Fermi gas
model; ldmodel 2: Back-shifted Fermi gas model; ldmodel 3: Generalised superfluid model;
ldmodel 4: Microscopic level densities (Skyrme force) from Goriely’s tables; ldmodel 5:
Microscopic level densities (Skyrme force) from Hilaire’s combinatorial tables and ldmodel
6: Microscopic level densities (temperature dependent HFB, Gogny force) from Hilaire’s
combinatorial tables. The present experimental results are best suited to the predictions using
the 6th level density model. The deviations between the experimental and calculated data
using 6 level density models are less than 23% (see Fig. 2) except for 137m,gCe. The difference
in the case of 137m,gCe requires the level density and strength function models to be more
detailed.

Fig. 2. Measured (IRexp.) and calculated (IRtheo.) isomeric ratios of 137m,gCe, 115m,gCd, 109m,gPd
and 81m,gSe produced by (ȖQ) reaction.
5. Conclusions
The IRs of 137m,gCe, 115m,gCd, 109m,gPd and 81m,gSe in inverse (ȖQ) and (n, Ȗ) reactions
have been measured by the activation method. The experimental results show that the IRs in
(Ȗ n) reaction are higher than that in (n, Ȗ) reaction. This trend can be explained by the effects
of reaction channel, intaken angular momentum and impulse in nuclear reation.
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The theoretical calculations for (Ȗ n) reactions based on TALYS 1.95 code are
consistent with the experimental results, except in the case of 138Ce(ȖQ)137m,gCe reaction.
In order to reach a complete conclusion, it is needed more experiments to be
performed as well as a nuclear reaction model, which includes detailed nuclear structure and
nuclear reaction mechanisms as the compound, preequilibrium and direct.
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CAPTURE NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS MEASUREMENTS OF
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Results of TOF measurements for total and capture neutron cross sections on isotope
Ho165, conducted on pulsed spallation neutron source RADEX, are presented. Pulse duration
of accelerator’s proton beam 250 nanoseconds, combined with 100 nanoseconds steps of data
acquisition system and 80 nanosecond pulses of (n,Ȗ) detector provided, at 50 meter base of
vacuum neutron guide, value of TOF spectrometer resolution 6 nanoseconds per meter.
Measurements were done during linear proton accelerator’s work for our task in years
2020 and 2021. Beam parameters were: proton energy 247 and 305 MeV, pulsed proton
current 0.01 Amperes, pulse duration 250 nanoseconds, frequency 50 Hz. Average beam
power 40 W provided average neutron intensity on Ho165 pattern 4000 n/(cm2sec). Recycle
neutrons were cut using cadmium filter.
Experimental results were compared with 4 world neutron databases: ENDF /B-VII.1,
JEFF-3.1, JENDL-4.0, and ROSFOND. New experimental data on cross section resonance
structure of Ho165 were achieved and are presented.
1. Introduction and description of the task
Neutron cross section measurements are necessary both for fundamental and applied
nuclear physics. For fundamental purposes it’s necessary to investigate detailed resonance
structure and resonance parameters in the neutron energy region of resolved resonances, for
each partial type of cross section: energy of each resonance, cross section at maximum point,
it’s gamma and neutron energy width, spin, average energy distance between resonances. This
requires high energy resolution of TOF measurements.
For applied purposes the task is to measure partial components of cross section for
each isotope in wide energy groups: both in resolved energy area and also in the high energy
area of unresolved resonances.
Group cross sections, like ABBN-78, are used as initial data for calculation codes
during creating the core of nuclear reactors of different types and radiation shield for them.
Group cross sections are used as coefficients in the system of 28 differential equations,
solution of which defines neutron balance in the core of nuclear reactor. Precision for cross
section measurements, requested by applied reactor physics, is determined by the share of
delayed neutrons: 0.65% for U235, 0.2% for Pu239, 0.42% for fast breeder reactors. Criticality
coefficient, critical mass and breeding ratio of fast neutron reactors must be calculated with
precision defined by these values. This requires high statistical precision of TOF
measurements.
In spite of good development of the fundamental theory of nuclear interactions, energy
dependence curves for neutron cross sections with requested precision can be taken only from
the experiment.
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Figure 1. Ho165 neutron capture cross section in world data libraries [1].
Ho165 capture cross section BNL data [1] are shown of figure 1, in the neutron energy
range 0.0253eV<En<14 MeV. ENDF/B-VII.1, ENDF/B-VII.0, JEFF-3.1, ROSFOND and
ENDF/B-VI.8 data are compared. Upper energy border of resolved resonances in the best
world data for Ho165 is 1250 eV. Several disputed resonances were found. Experimental TOF
measurements were done to determine, what variant is more true and exact.
2. Experimental equipment
During measurements of Ho165 resonance structure, total cross section was measured
by 4 Helium-4 based counters SNM-18. Another four counters SNM-18 with 4 atmospheres
of He3 were used as monitors of intensity of the pulsed spallation neutron source RADEX.
Capture cross section was measured by 40-liter 8-sectional liquid (n,Ȗ) detector of the
installation ‘INES’. Cadmium beam filter was used in order to cut the recycle neutrons. To
determine the background layer of experimental histograms in the low neutron energy area,
Mn55 beam filter was used.
For determination of the background at high energies, aluminum Al27 filter was used. It
allowed to determine the background up to neutron energy 140000 eV. Detailed description of
the equipment, applied in these measurements, can be found in the sources [2–6].
Accelerator’s proton pulse is shown on figure 3. It had duration 250 nanoseconds on
half-altitude. Measurements were done during years 2020 and 2021 at the pulsed spallation
fast neutron source RADEX, based on tungsten proton beam target of INR RAS 600 MeV
proton linac. Metal Ho165 radiator pattern was installed inside the 8-sectional liquid (n, Ȗ
detector, at the 50 meter TOF base.
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Figure 2. Experimental equipment at 50 meter TOF base, neutrons fly from left to right side.

Figure 3. The 250 nanosecond proton beam during turning of the accelerator.
Duration of proton pulse (250 ns), detector’s (80 ns) and data accumulation system’s
(100 ns steps) durations, at 50 meter TOF base provided spectrometer resolution factor: 6
nanoseconds per meter.
3. Analysis of existing world neutron data libraries for Ho165
Comparison of Ho165 capture cross section structure in the energy region of resolved
resonances showed that ENDF/B-VII.1, ENDF/B-VII.0 and the ROSFOND data for Ho165(n,Ȗ)
are similar to each other, and have upper border of resolved resonances at neutron energy
1250 eV. Also JEFF-3.1 and ENDF/B-VI.8 are similar to each other and have resolved area
up to 152 eV.
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Resolution of resonances at higher energies, requires better energy resolution of the
spectrometer. At the same time, all differences between data libraries for Ho165 are below 152
eV. Between 152 eV and 1250 eV all world data are similar.
As shown on figure 5A, figure 5B and figure 5C, existences of resonances at 24.9 eV;
at 75.07 eV; at 120 eV are disputed. Energy position of resonance at 64 eV or at 65.18 eV is
disputed. Amplitude of the resonance at 126.9 eV is disputed between four main world data
bases of neutron cross sections.

Figure 4. All resolved area of Ho165 capture cross section, shown 3 eV<En<1250 eV.

Figure 5A. Ho165 capture cross section debated resonances in the area 20 eV<En<70 eV.
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Figure 5B. Ho165 capture cross section debated resonances in the area 70 eV<En<120 eV.

Figure 5C. Ho165 capture cross section debated resonances in the area 120 eV<En<160 eV.
4. Experimental results for Ho165 in the energy area of resolved resonances
Measurements results, collected by data acquisition system, are histogram of 200,000
columns. If we express each channel as one pixel on the computer’s screen, wideness of the
plot will be equal to 100 screens. We show only some of them.
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In figures 6 and 7 we have combined experimental data (upper curve) and BNL
ENDF/B-VII.1 data for Ho165(n,Ȗ) cross section in barns on right axis, logarithmic scale. We
can see that resonances at 24.8 eV, at 65.18 eV and at 75.07 eV exist. Resonance at 64 eV
does not exist.
Also we experimentally confirmed, that resonance at 120 eV exists, and that cross
section of the 126.9 eV resonance coincidences with the ENDF/B-VII.1 variant. As we can
see of figure 8, experimental measurements show good coincidence with the best world data
at low and intermediate neutron energies. At high neutron energies, shown on figure 9,
resolution 6 nanoseconds per meter of our spectrometer ‘INES’ based on pulsed neutron
source RADEX, allows to distinguish only groups of resonances to get resonance integral
value, but some resonances with small energy interval merge.

Figure 6. Ho165 capture cross section experimental data, 20 eV<En<60 eV.

Figure 7. Ho165 capture cross section experimental data, 60 eV<En<100 eV.
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Figure 8. Ho165 capture cross section experimental data, 180 eV<En<220 eV.

Figure 9. Ho165 capture cross section experimental data, 1120 eV<En<1200 eV.

Figure 10. Ho165 capture cross section experimental data, 1220 eV<En<1320 eV.
In figure 10 we can make sure, that our ‘INES’ spectrometer’s resolution allows to
observe Ho165 resonance structure, approximately, up to the same 1250 eV, as in the best
world data for this isotope. Higher than 1250 eV we observe some histogram peaks, which
obviously are groups of resonances.
Above 1250 in the best world data begins interval of unresolved resonances for Ho165,
although the Doppler-effect allows to distinguish resonances up to higher energy, what is the
subject for future measurements with higher energy resolution.
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5. High neutron energy area of unresolved resonances
World TOF spectrometers use pulsed neutron sources of different types: based on
electron accelerators, on fission reaction, potentially on inertial thermonuclear synthesis and
all their spectrums are well known in world literature [7].
In the case of current measurements on RADEX pulsed neutron source, initial fast
particles injected into tungsten target are 247 MeV protons. Spectrum of spallation neutron
sources, based on proton accelerators, consists of 2 components. Share of cascade neutrons is
8% of all initial neutrons, they have energy up to energy of protons, i.e. 247 MeV.
Another 92% of neutrons are spallation neutrons, they have average spectrum energy 3
MeV and, compared to fission reaction, less amount neutrons at En < 1 MeV. Share of
delayed neutrons is 10-5 and background layer by this factor is very small, if compared to
fission reaction as a neutron source where 0.23% for Pu239 core and 0.7% for U235 core are
multiplied to ‘1-K’ factor.

Figure 11. First 100 channels of the histogram.
In the figure 11 first 100 channels of histogram are presented: on horizontal axis
channel number with 100 nanoseconds each channel, on vertical axis number of counts per
channel. Horizontal axis is especially not transformed into MeV to show, that we distinguish
cascade neutrons /first peak/ and spallation neutrons which are second peak, which goes over
into Fermi’s ‘1/E’ spectrum at lower neutron energies due to availability of H2O moderator
after the tungsten target of RADEX. Also important factor is high value of counts per channel,
around 150,000 in the spallation peak. Considering that accuracy of TOF measurements is
proportional to N(-0.5), we can achieve precision of cross section measurements up to 0.5% in
high energy interval, which is equal to the share of delayed neutrons in fissile materials, and is
enough to improve fast breeder reactor multi-group neutron constants.
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Figure 12. Ho165 cross section with Al27filter, 0<En<37000 eV.
In figure 12, upper curve is Ho165 experimental histogram, counts per channel on the
left axis. Lower curve is Al27 cross section with barns on right axis, Al27 resonances at neutron
energy 5900 eV and at 35 keV are exactly observable and were used for calibration of the
background curve at these energies. Spectrometer energy resolution allows to make
measurements on this energy interval, of neutron group cross sections: both for ABBN-78
which has 28 groups. And for group constants based on ABBN-93, like ABBN-RF, which has
299 energy groups and is being developed in Russia for fast breeder reactor calculations.

Figure 13. Ho165 histogram with Al27filter on lower curve, 0<En<0.17 MeV.
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Figure 14. Ho165 histogram with Al27filter on lower curve, 0<En<0.52 MeV.
Al27(n,total) resonances, used as beam filter, are exactly observable at 5900 eV, at
35000 eV and at 87000 eV on figure 12. Resonance at 147000 eV is also observable on
experimental curve on figure 13 and figure 14: counts per channel on left axis for
experimental curve, and barns for Al27(n, total) on right axis. This allows to calibrate the
background curve in the region 140–170 keV and extrapolate it higher.
Al27 resonance at 147000 eV is exactly observable with the scale accepted on figure
14. It’s necessary to note, that neutron energy region up to 0.5 MeV includes main part of
spectra of fast breeder reactors. Initial fission spectrum has average energy 2 MeV and most
probable energy 650 keV. In fast spectrum reactor, due to inelastic and elastic scattering on
construction isotopes of the reactor’s core, average spectrum energy is shifted to 150 keV.
Resonance at 0.14 MeV of Al27 proves, that we can measure such energies on the INES TOF
spectrometer of RADEX pulsed neutron source. Also, new method for background
determination in the MeV region is currently investigated.
6. Conclusion
Ho165 capture resonances were experimentally confirmed at 24.8 eV; at 65.18 eV; at
75.07 eV; at 120 eV. Amplitude value for 126.9 eV resonance coincidences with ENDF/BVII.1 data file.
Energy resolution of the spectrometer INES, based on neutron beam of the INR RAS
pulsed neutron source RADEX, allows to observe all resolved area of Ho165 capture cross
section. Up to 1250 eV, according to the best world data files.
At resolution 6 nanoseconds per meter we achieved separation between cascade
neutrons and spallation neutrons. In the ‘figure 11’ first 100 histogram channels of (n,Ȗ)
detector are shown, 100 ns each step, energy of minimum point between components is 14
MeV.
Energy resolution of modern TOF spectrometers allows to make measurements in all
practically important neutron energy region: 0.0253 eV < En < 14 MeV.
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It allows to resolve the resonance structure, of all 286 stable nuclides, up to energy,
where Doppler-effect makes intersection of neighbor resonances at the temperatures of the
core of nuclear reactors and radiation shield.
The same high energy resolution is necessary to make possible measurements in wide
energy groups for multi-group neutron reactor constants in the practically important energy
area of hundreds keV and several MeV.
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The synthesis of isotopes is possible under conditions of power electric discharge in the
atmosphere. It is extremely important to know the radioactive 14C yield under thunderstorm
conditions as additional channel of 14C production relative to the main  cosmogenic one.
Here we propose the gross model for evaluation of the upper limit of the 14C yield, which
creation was simulated for the altitudes up to 15 km. It is presented the results for yield of
radioactive isotope 41Ar which synthesis goes along with 14C creation under thunderstorm
conditions. It was obtained that the possible thunderstorm mechanisms of 14C creation cannot
compete with production originated from cosmogenic sources.
1. Introduction
The main mechanism of radiocarbon 14C creation on the Earth is ensured by cosmogenic
irradiation [1] with yield of 472 g-mole/year in the reaction of thermal neutrons with
atmospheric nitrogen: 14N(n,p)14C. The generated isotope of 14C is assimilated in the biomass
(in the form of dioxide CO2) and decays within it (T1/2 =5700 y) that allows to date the age of
the investigated organic materials.
Along with such cosmogenic generation it is possible the synthesis of the isotope 14C
under conditions of atmospheric thunderstorm: the electrons in the avalanche of the flash
discharge slow down and escape bremsstrahlung x-rays; the escaped x-radiation produces the
flux of photo-neutrons in interactions with air nitrogen in 141 Ȗ;Q -reaction (Ethreshold = 10.6
MeV), where Xn – emission of X=1, 2 or more neutrons with maximal cross section at EȖ §
23 MeV according to JENDL-3.3 nuclear reaction library [2]); the produced neutrons slow
down and intensively create the radiocarbon in reaction 14N(n,p) 14C (cross section according
to ENDF/B-9,,,>@LVJLYHQLQ)LJWKHUPDOFURVVVHFWLRQınp §E).
Fig. 1. Cross section of radiocarbon C-14
14
production
in
N(n,p)14C
reaction
according to the nuclear reaction library
ENDF/B-VIII [3].
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As neutron production is the threshold process, the 14C synthesis can be realized only
by means the relativistic electrons with energy higher than threshold of the reaction. The
spectrum of these energetic electrons was applied as f ~ exp(-İ>0H9@/7.3) [4], ZKHUHİLVWKH
energy of the runaway electrons (i.e., electrons accelerated in the electric fields; the process
was investigated by Wilson [5]). The spectrum spreads up to ~60 MeV ensuring the
multiplication of the avalanche under condition of atmospheric electric fields in the
thunderclouds. Namely relativistic electrons (E >1 MeV) move in the forward part of the flash
discharge producing the low energy electrons in interactions (via ionization of the media),
drawing them into the avalanche propagated and accelerated in the thundercloud electric field.
In opposite the electrons, which energy decreases below the threshold about 100 eV, fall out
the avalanche and form the dynamical equilibrium between involved and lost electrons. In the
avalanche the number of low energy electrons Nle strongly exceed the relativistic ones N re ,
4

the relation is Nle N re | (1.3 u 10 ) u n , where n U ( H ) U ( H 0) is the relation of the air
density ȡ(H) at the altitude H to the density at the sea level (H = 0) [4]. So, the total charge of
flashes is ensured namely by low energy electrons which part in the avalanche decreases for
higher altitudes.
2. The Gross Model for Simulation of Isotope Creation
Taking into account the dependence of relation N le N re from the air density the simulation
was realized for the altitudes from the sea level up to the H =15 km (i.e., including
approximately the upper charge layer at typical elevation H=(1014) km) as the most of
thunderclouds are distributed at these heights [6]. We use the spherical geometry with centers
(the point source of energetic electrons of isotropic f-spectrum) at the indicated altitudes. The
spheres are divided into plane layers (of 500 m thickness) with air density corresponding to
their heights. In order to exclude the escape of the valuable part of neutrons (which were born
in the sphere) the radii were increased up to 30 km. The scheme of geometry is given in the
Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Geometry of the spherical-layers model for simulation of the particles transport and
calculation of radiocarbon 14C creation in the air under conditions of thunderstorms lightning
(examples for lightning [indicated as arrow] origin at the altitude H = 9 km on the sea level).
The spherical segment below the sea level (H =0) is excluded from 14C accumulation.
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As a result the percent of the escaping neutrons was lower than 1%. An example of the
spectrum of generating neutrons at H=10 km is presented in the Fig. 3 (a). The maximum of
the obtained spectrum ~ 23 MeV in Fig. 3 (a) is in good agreement with maximum of neutron
production in 141 Ȗ;Q  UHDFWLRQ LQ )LJ  E  6XFK D VSKHULFDO-plane-layers formalism
allowed to specify the yield of relativistic electrons N re in the total ( N le  N re )  flux that was
necessary for correct evaluation of 14C production.

Figure 3. (a) Spectrum of neutrons produced in air under thunderstorm conditions.
Generation of neutrons is accounted in the reactions: 14N(J,Xn), 16O(J,n) 15O and
40
Ar(J,n)39Ar. (b) Cross section of the main channel of neutron production 141 Ȗ;Q 
(according to JENDL-3.3 [2]) by bremsstrahlung from electrons under thunderstorm flashes.
The spectrum maximum is in good agreement with the maximum cross section of the main
channel of neutron production 141 Ȗ;Q  VHH D 
The modeling results (by means the code [7]) for radiocarbon 14C yield depending on
the altitude are shown in the Fig. 4.
Figure 4. Yield of 14C (in grammolecules) depending on the altitude H
(km) above the sea level. The yields
correspond to one coulomb flash
discharge
under
thunderstorm
conditions.
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For the equal discharges the drop of the low energy population Nle in the avalanche at
increase of the altitude ensures rise of the 14C yield. The results of isotope generation (in
gramme-molecules) are normalized on the flash charge 1 coulomb. If the discharge occurs
between thunderclouds in the horizontal plane (idealized case) then the normalized yield
corresponds the function Y(H) in the Fig. 4. In common case the discharge goes between
some altitudes H1 and H2. The 14C yield is calculated then as the integral along the discharge
path and normalized yield will be between Y(H1) and Y(H2).
3. The Upper Limit for Radiocarbon C-14 Production. Creation of Argon-41 under
Thunderstorm Conditions
Let us evaluate the upper limit of 14C production per year under the flash condition (knowing
the number of flashes on the Earth per 1 year – 1.4ྶ109 [8] and considering that the average
flash charge is ~ 20 coulombs [6] and mean H = 7 km [6]): then production during the year is
YC-14 = 1.7 10-14 20 1.4 109 5 10-4 (g-mole/year) for the relation R1.
Creation of neutron flux ensures simultaneously also the production of 41Ar isotope by the
reaction 40Ar(n,Ȗ)41Ar with significant cross section (see Fig.5).
Figure 5. Cross section (barn) of the
40
Ar(n,Ȗ)41Ar reaction according to
ENDF/B-VIII library.

In the similar way (as 14C production) it was obtained the yield of radioactive 41Ar (produced
at neutron activation of the main argon isotope: 40Ar(n,Ȗ)41Ar) – see Fig. 6. The upper limit of
41
Ar production per mean flash (20 coulombs) will be: YAr-41 = 2.9ྶ10-17ྶ20 5.8ྶ10-16 (gmole).
Figure 6. Yield of 41Ar (in grammolecules) depending on the altitude H
(km) above sea level. The yields correspond
to one coulomb flash discharge under
thunderstorm conditions.
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The curves of yields for 14C and 41Ar are very similar as: the main yield occurs at the
thermal energy; ( Nle N re ) v n . As a result, YC 14, Ar 41 v V C 14, Ar 41 u n . Note that cross
sections for 14C and 41Ar production V v 1/V (at E < 2ྶ10-2 MeV for 14C and E < 1ྶ10-4
MeV for 41Ar; V – neutron velocity).
The obtained upper limits for yields of 14C and 41Ar were evaluated basing on the
4
relation N le N re |1.3 u 10 . According to the alternative model of electron avalanche this
6
relation is more than factor of order larger: N le N re | 3 u 10 [9]. In case of this relation the
14
41
6
4
yields for C and Ar will be smaller in (3 10 /1.3 10 ) times. Taking into account two
alternative theories, then for evaluation of the possible upper limits of 14C and 41Ar creation
we have to use the first N le N re relation.
Under thunderstorm condition the isotope 41Ar is created in the atmosphere
simultaneously with 14C. Owing to relevant 41Ar decay characteristics (T1/2 = 109.34 m,
ȕ-(100%)) it will be attractive to consider this isotope as an appropriate tracer of the
radiocarbon 14C generation. But the detection of such low and changing 41Ar concentration is
a very complicated task. In spite of debugged technique of 41Ar monitoring (for example on
the accelerators [10] and reactors) the detection of 41Ar may be possible in cases of
significantly larger atmospheric discharge phenomena (may be when population of neutrons
reaches ~ 1E+15 as in case of large “terrestrial” gamma flashes [11]).

4. Conclusion
It was considered the synthesis of radiocarbon 12ɋ creation under the condition of
thunderstorm flashes. We propose the gross model to evaluate the upper limit of isotope 14C
creation. The synthesis of 14C is ensured by relativistic electrons in the flash avalanche. The
yield of relativistic electrons in the total number of electrons is strongly model dependent. In
4
case of N le N re |1.3 u 10 (relation of low energy to relativistic electrons number) [4], the
14
upper limit of C creation on the Earth per year during the thunderstorm is evaluated as
5ྶ10-4 (g-mole/year). Compared to 14C isotope creation from the cosmogenic radiation
(472 g-mole/year [1]) the production at the thunderstorm gives about 1 10-4 %. In case of
realization of the alternative avalanche model [9] the relative number of relativistic electrons
in the avalanche will be in two orders smaller (according to this theory the relation
N le N re | 3 u 106 ) and 14C synthesis on the Earth during the thunderstorm per year will be
in two orders smaller too.
It was also shown [12] that dependence of bremsstrahlung yield (the bremsstrahlung is
responsible for generation of neutron flux in (J,n) reaction and generation of 14C under
neutron irradiation) on the air density (with change of the altitude) is very small.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Study of resonances in the scattering problem of light nuclei has been carried out using
various methods, one of which is the complex scaling method [12]. It is possible to
investigate the resonance contributions and to obtain a deep understanding of resonance
structure by separation of a scattering quantity. Suzuki et al. [3] showed that scattering phase
shifts can be calculated from the continuum level density, which is expressed using the
complex scaled Green’s function.
We apply the complex scaling method to the calculation of scattering phase shifts and
extract the contributions of resonances in a phase shift. The decomposition of the phase shift
is shown to be useful in understanding the roles of resonant and non-resonant continuum
states. We apply this method to the two-body alpha+nucleon systems. We discuss the explicit
relation between the scattering phase shifts and complex-energy eigenvalues in the complex
scaling method via the continuum level density. The results provide us with deeper
understanding of the role of resonant states characterized by the widths described as an
imaginary part of the eigen-energy.
II.THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
A. Complex Scaling Method
In the complex scaling method the relative coordinate is rotated as
complex coordinate plane. Therefore, the Schrödinger equation
| = |
is rewritten as
( )|

=

,

|

in the
(1)
(2)

are the complex scaled Hamiltonian and wave function, respectively.
where ( ) and
, that is
The is scaling angle being a real number, ( ) operate on a function
= ( ) ( )=
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(

).

(3)

The eigenvalues and eigenstates are obtained by solving the complex scaled Schrödinger
=
/2, where
equation Eq.(2). The eigenvalues of resonance states are found as
is resonance energy and
is width of the resonant state. More detailed explanation of the
complex scaling method is given in Ref.[2].
To solve the eigenvalue problem of Eq. (2), we employ the Gaussian basis functions
given as:
( )=

( ) exp

(4)

( ),

; = 1 ·· , ,
where the range parameters are given by a geometric progression as =
= 60 and employ the optimal values of
and ( ) is the normalization factor. We take
and so as to obtain stationary solutions. All results are obtained with = 15°.
B. Continuum Level Density and Phase Shift
The continuum level density ( ) is given as
( )=
Im{Tr[ ( )
where
( )=( +
( )=( +

(5)

( )]},
) ,
)

are the full and free Green’s functions, respectively. In this study, the Hamiltonian H and H0
are transformed using the complex scaling method.
The continuum level density is related to the scattering phase shift ( ), it can be
expressed in the following form in the single channel case:

( )=

( )

(6)

.

Using this relation, we can obtain the phase shift as a function of the eigenvalues in the
complex scaled Hamiltonian by integrating the continuum level density.
When we expand the wave functions in terms of the finite number N of the basis
states, the discretized eigenstates are obtained with number
and the level density can be
approximated as in [4]:
( )=

( )
Im

+

+

,

(7)

+
+
is the total number of
(bound states),
(resonance states)
where
=
and
(continuum states) solutions. Then, we can obtain the phase shift:
( )=

where

+

cot

0. When we define
cot

,
=

cot

+

/

and
/

cot

, (8)

as

, cot

respectively, we can write the phase shift as
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=

, cot

=

,

(9)

( )=

+

+

.

(10)

The geometrical indications for , and
are given for two energy cases, larger or smaller
than the real parts of the eigen-energies , and , as shown in Fig. 1. The phase shift
for the resonances is the angle of the -th resonant pole measured at the energy on the real
, we have
= /2 for every resonant pole. In addition,
=
energy axis. At =
) > 0 at = 0 and
tan ( /2
= at = , for each resonance. Similarly phase
shifts from continuum terms including the asymptotic part, , are given by the angles of the
discretized continuum energies. At
= , the continuum terms of the phase shifts go to
( +
) because of the relation =
+
+
.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In our previous works [5-6], we proposed a new method to get information of the pole
position of the virtual state applying the continuum level density, the phase shift obtained in
the complex scaling method. Based on the proposed method, we discuss the contribution of
each state into the scattering phase shifts calculating the decomposed phase shifts. In this
work, we choose two-body two mirror nuclei for calculation of decomposed phase shifts. The
KKNN (Kanada, Kaneko, Nagata, Nomoto) [7] potential is used for the effective nucleonnucleon interaction of ĮQDQGĮSsystems.
b)
a)

Fig. 1. In the left hand side: the calculated eigenvalue distribution on the complex energy
plane for JS= 3/2í of 5He. In the right hand side: the scattering phase shifts of 5He at the
JS= 3/2í and 1/2í states for T =200. The calculated phase shifts are displayed as solid curves
and the experimental data are given by open circles.
At the first step, we calculate the scattering phase shifts and compared it with measured
data. The calculated eigenvalue distribution on the complex energy plane and scattering
phase shifts for the low-lying 3/2í and 1/2í states of D+n system are shown in Fig. 1. We can
see from Fig. 1, our calculated scattering phase shifts well reproduce the measured data [8] in
the low-lying states. The same trend is obtained on its mirror ĮSsystem, too.
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Fig. 2. Upper panel: the decomposition of scattering phase shifts of Į–p (5Li) system for the
Jʌ = 1/2+; 3/2-; 1/2- states and middle panel: the decomposition of continuum level densities.
The dashed and dotted lines represent the contributions of resonance and continuum terms,
respectively. The solid lines display total scattering phase shifts or total continuum level
densities. Lower panel: the distributions of eigenvalues are displayed in the complex energy
plane. The diamond displays the resonance pole.
In the next step, we calculate the decomposed phase shifts by selecting the energy states and
analyze its contribution into the scattering phase shifts. In Fig. 2, the energy eigenvalue
distribution on the complex energy plane, decomposed phase shifts and continuum level
density for the JS=3/2í state of 5Li system is shown. The resonance phase shift of 3/2increases rapidly due to the small decay width. Although 1/2- has a larger width, the phase
shift of 1/2- shows a clear resonance behavior beyond ʌ2. The continuum phase shifts of both
states are very similar. This trend seems due to the same p-wave scattering and a small effect
of the
force to the background states. The property of the scattering phase shifts is
determined from a sum of resonance and continuum terms. Therefore, the observed
resonances depend on not only resonant states as poles but also the contribution from the
non-resonant continuum states.
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IV. SUMMARY
Applying Green’s function, we can precisely extract the contributions of resonance and
continuum terms from the total continuum level density. This analysis clarifies the physical
role of resonances and non-resonant continuum states in the observables. We have also
shown the application of the complex scaling method to the calculation of the decomposed
continuum level density and the decomposed phase shifts. The role of resonance poles on the
phase shifts and continuum level densities are discussed.
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Proton induced reactions with energies from threshold up to 25 MeV were investigated.
Contributions of nuclear reaction mechanisms for each process are evaluated theoretically.
For the protons up to 48 MeV, the compound processes are dominant and they are described
by using a Hauser-Feshbach statistical approach. Contribution of direct mechanism to the
cross section was determined using DWBA approach and pre-equilibrium processes by
exciton model. At higher energies direct and pre-equilibrium mechanisms cannot be
neglected. Parameters of optical potential and level density for incident and emergent
channels were also extracted. The isotopes’ production was analysed using cross sections
calculated with Talys. Cross-section uncertainties provided by variation of optical potential
parameters were also evaluated.
INTRODUCTION
Nuclear reactions induced by fast charged particles (protons, alpha particles, deuterons,
etc) are for a long time investigated at JINR Dubna basic facilities. These processes represent
an efficient tool for fundamental researches of structure of atomic nuclei and nuclear reactions
mechanism [1]. Reliable nuclear data of charged particle nuclear reactions are necessary as
well for a large number of applications like neutron sources, proton therapy, isotopes
production, transmutation and energy projects, accelerator physics and astrophysics [24].
In the present work 113Sn(p,2n)112Sn and 115In(p,n)115Sn nuclear reactions induced by
fast neutrons with energies starting from threshold up to 25 MeV were investigated. Cross
sections, Tin isotopes production and cross sections uncertainties were evaluated.
Indium is a chemical element with atomic Z = 49 and two natural stable isotopes, 113In
and 115In. Abundance of 113,115In nuclei are 4.29% and 95.71%, respectively. By interaction of
Indium with fast protons followed by emission of gamma quanta and neutrons, Tin isotopes
are obtained. This nucleus has a magic number of protons (Z = 50) and therefore Tin has ten
natural isotopes with atomic masses A = 112, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 122, 124, and
abundances 0.96%, 0.66 %, 0.35 %, 14,30%, 7.61%, 24.03%, 8.58 %, 32.85%, 4,72 %,
5,94 %, respectively [5, 6].
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Cross sections of 113Sn(p,2n)112Sn and 115In(p,n)115Sn reactions and Tin isotopes
production in the fast protons were evaluated with Talys computer code.
Talys is a free software working under Linux dedicated to structure of atomic and
nuclear reaction mechanisms calculations. In this code are implemented all nuclear reactions
mechanisms, a nuclear database for a large number of stable nuclei and isotopes containing
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spin, parity, energies, time of life of nuclear levels, parameters of density levels models and of
Woods-Saxon potential with all components (volume, surface, spin-orbit, each with real and
imaginary part) [7].
In Talys calculations all nuclear reaction mechanisms are enabled. Compound processes
are described in the frame of Hauser-Feshbach approach [7, 8], exciton model is used for preequilibrium ones [7, 9], and Distorted Wave Born Approximation in the case of direct
processes [7, 10].
Tin isotope production was modeled using cross section from Talys and charged
particles energy loss in the target with finite given dimensions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Cross sections, astrophysical rates, production of Tin isotopes and other were evaluated
for 113Sn(p,2n)112Sn and 115In(p,n)115Sn processes with fast protons from threshold up to 25
MeV. For each reaction, contributions to the cross section of the nuclear reaction mechanisms
and of the discrete and continuum states of residual nuclei were determined. Theoretical
evaluations were compared with experimental data from literature. Production of Tin isotopes
was modeled considering a target of natural Tin with transversal surface 1 cm2. Protons
maximum energy was 35 MeV and in this case thickness is about 3 mm (protons remain in
the target). Number of 113In nuclei is about 5 u1020 and of 115In is 1.1u1022. Irradiation time is
24 h and the protons intensity was chosen 1 P$ and 100 PA, respectively.
113

In(p,2n)112Sn reaction. Production of 112Sn

Tin isotope 112Sn was obtained in the 113In(p,2n)114Sn reaction. Cross section energy
dependence of 113In(p,2n)114Sn process with fast protons starting from the threshold up to 25
MeV is represented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Cross section of 113In(p,2n)112Sn reaction.

Contributions to the cross section of the nuclear reaction mechanisms and of discrete and
continuum states of the residual nucleus were determined. Talys evaluations showed that
“pure” compound and multistep compound processes are dominant and the contribution of
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other reaction mechanisms can be neglected for incident protons up to 25 MeV. Discrete
states are important near the threshold (Q = 9.56 MeV) and up to around 12 MeV. At higher
proton energies, cross section is given mainly by continuum states.
Cross section of 113In(p,2n)112Sn reaction has enough large values but there are no
experimental data in the literature. Computer simulation of natural Tin interaction with 35
MeV protons for the 112Sn production given by 113In(p,2n) process contributes much greater
than 1 ppm for 1 PA and 100 PA currents. Results are represented in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Production of 112Sn in 113In(p,2n). Curent: a) – 1 PA; b) – 100 PA.
115

In(p,n)115Sn reaction. Production of 115Sn

In the interaction of fast protons with natural In, the Tin isotope with mass number 115
can be formed in 115In(p,n)115Sn reaction. Cross sections of 115In(p,n)115Sn process with
protons, starting from threshold up to 25 MeV are presented in Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3a contributions of nuclear reaction mechanisms to the cross section are
represented. Compound processes are dominant in the whole interval of incident protons
energy (curve 3). Direct processes (curve 1) have very low values. Pre-equilibrium
mechanism has higher values than direct processes but much lower value than compound
ones in 1015 MeV region. Usually, in this range, at other nuclear reactions, contribution of
the compound processes is replaced by the pre-equilibrium mechanism.
In Fig. 3b cross section of 115In(p,n)115Sn reaction is represented as the sum
corresponding to the discrete (curve 1) and continuum (curve 2) states of residual nucleus.
Contribution of discrete states has very low values and practically the cross section of (p,n)
process (curve 3) coincides with the cross section given by continuum states (curve 2). Curve
4 from Fig. 3a is practically the same with curve 3 from Fig. 3b.
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Fig. 3. Cross section of 115In(p,n)115Sn. Mechanisms : a) 1 – direct; 2- pre-eqiulibrium; 3 –
compound; 4 – sum of 1, 2, 3. States: b) 1 –discrete; 2 – continuum; 3 – sum of 1, 2.
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Fig. 4. 115In(p,n)115Sn. Talys evaluation – line. Experimental data – points.
In Fig. 4 the theoretical evaluations are compared with experimental data. The good
agreement between theory and experiment was obtained mainly by variation of the parameters
of optical potential. Experimental data are from [11].
Like for other two processes analyzed before, the production of 115Sn in 115In(p,n)
processes by interaction of 35 MeV fast protons on a natural Indium target were determined
for 1 PA and 100 PA currents. Results are shown in the Fig. 5.
Production of 115Sn is higher than that of 112Sn isotopes for both proton currents. Tin
isotope with mass number 115 is obtained from 115In which has a much larger abundance in
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natural Indium in comparison with
is larger.
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Fig. 5. Production of 115Sn in 115In(p,n)115Sn. Current: a) 1 - PA; b – 100 PA.
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Parameters of optical potential
Results presented in previous paragraphs were obtained with Talys using a large
number of input parameters. In the cross section calculations were considered all open
channels at the given incident energy. For elastic and inelastic channels, 30 levels of residual
nucleus were taken into account and for reaction channels 10 levels. If the excitation energy is
higher than excited states are considered in continuum [7]. Further, in this case, back – shifted
Fermi gas model was chosen. The agreement between our evaluations and cross section data
from literature was obtained by variation of optical potential parameters in the incident and
emergent channels. In the calculations is used optical potential, with volume (V), surface (D)
and spin-orbit (SO) components. Expression of Woods-Saxon potential (by components) is
[7]:
d
UWS r VV f r , RV , aV  iWV f r , RW , aW  i 4aDWD
f r , RD , aD 
dr
(1)
2

2

§ ! · 1 d
§ ! · 1 d
VSO ¨
f r , RVSO , aVSO  iWSO ¨
f r , RVSO , aVSO
¸
¸
© mS c ¹ r dr
© mS c ¹ r dr
with the Wood-Saxon factor, f:

1
and Ri R0i A1 3
(2)
r  Ri
1  exp
ai
where i represents the components V, D, SO; A is the atomic mass; Ri is the radius; R0i is the
radius parameter; mSis the pion mass; c is the speed of light.
f r , ai , Ri
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Results with parameters of Woods-Saxon optical potential are presented in Table 1.
Process
p + 113In
p + 115In
n + 115Sn

VV
62.42
62.69
50.74

WV
0.11
0.11
0.14

Wd
4.25
4.28
3.94

VSO
6.09
6.09
6.09

WSO
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01

Table 1. Parameters of optical potential (in MeV) according with relation (3).
Analysis of Uncertainties
Cross sections for 113In(p,2n)112Sn and 115In(p,n)115Sn reactions where evaluated. For
their uncertainties analysis, parameters of optical potential from Table 1 for neutron and
proton channels were modified starting with the half of initial value up to two times of the
initial value. Evaluations showed that the cross sections are most sensible to the variation of
the real part of the volume Woods-Saxon potential. In the Fig. 6 are represented the results for
relative variation of the real and imaginary part of the volume Wood – Saxon potential, for
proton incident channel, for 115In(p,n)115Sn reaction. In Fig. 5 the R ratios are defined as:
R(k ,VV )

V pȖ (kVV ) and
V pȖ (kWV )
R(k ,WV )
V pȖ (VV )
V pȖ (WV )

(3)

where k = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2; VV, WV are the real and imaginary part of
volume Woods-Saxon potential with values from Table 1 (k=1); V pȖ (VV ) V pȖ (WV ) are the
113

In(p,J)114Sn cross section (see Fig. 1a curve 4).
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Fig. 6. The relative variation of the 115In(p,n)115Sn cross section by modifying the volume
Woods-Saxon potential: a) real part; b) imaginary part. Line in both a) and b) represents the
case k = 1.
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Variation of the real part of the volume Woods-Saxon potential (given by k parameter)
in the incident proton channel leads to the increasing of the cross section by four times near
the threshold (Fig. 6.a). It is necessary to take into account the fact that near the threshold
cross section has small values and the calculations can be affected by the computer codes
precision here. Cross sections are influenced by the variation of the real part of volume
Woods-Saxon potential starting from the threshold up to 10 MeV. This trend is maintained to
other investigated processes from this work. Modification of the imaginary part of WoodsSaxon potential in the incident proton channel shows much lower changing in the cross
sections (Fig. 6.b). As a general tendency, in the many investigated nuclear reactions, cross
sections are the most sensitive to the modification of the real part of the volume WoodsSaxon potential in the incident and emergent channels, near the threshold up to 10–15 MeV.
CONCLUSIONS
Interaction of fast protons with natural Indium and production of Tin isotopes for
nuclear astrophysics were investigated. Cross sections of 113In(p,2n)112Sn and 115In(p,n)115Sn
processes, for protons, from threshold up to 25 MeV were evaluated using Talys. Contribution
of the nuclear reaction mechanisms related to the discrete and continuum states of residual
nuclei were obtained. A good agreement between theoretical calculation and experimental
data from literature was obtained. Optical potential parameters, for incident and emergent
channels were also extracted.
Production of Tin isotopes was simulated for the analyzed processes in the case of a real
finite dimensions target and different proton currents. Obtained results in computer simulation
showed that the concentrations of Tin isotopes depend on the cross section and abundance of
nuclei in the target. For chosen initial conditions, some of Tin isotopes can be measured in the
activation experiments.
Many nuclear investigations and applications necessitate precise nuclear data. For this
reason cross section uncertainties, related to the variation of optical potential parameters were
analyzed. Results have demonstrated that the cross sections data are mainly influenced by the
modification of the real part of the volume component of Wood – Saxon potential near the
threshold and few MeV higher.
Present evaluations accomplished the necessity of new experimental and theoretical
evaluations of protons induced processes as well as computer modeling for nuclear structure,
reaction mechanisms and other investigations correlated with uncertainties studies of the
resulted nuclear data.
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ALPHA EMISSION IN FAST NEUTRONS REACTION ON
NEODYMIUM NUCLEUS
C. Oprea, A. Oprea
Frank Laboratory for Neutron Physics (FLNP), Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR),
141980 Dubna, Moscow Region, Russian Federation

Cross section, angular correlations and asymmetry effects in 143Nd(n,D)140Ce process induced
by fast neutrons with incident energies starting from 0.5 MeV up 25 MeV were investigated.
Theoretical evaluations and modeling of (n,D) observables were realized with Talys combined
with computer codes realized by authors. Contribution in the cross section and angular
correlation of nuclear reaction mechanism were also determined. Cross section experimental
data and theoretical evaluations are in a good agreement but similar comparison of forward –
backward asymmetry effect results for few MeV neutrons energy revealed large discrepancy.
The done calculations and computer modeling have demonstrated that the large asymmetry
effect observed in the experiment cannot be explained by direct mechanism, rather the
difference is coming from the presence of other open channels with participation of alpha
particles. The results of present work were obtained in the frame of the fast neutrons scientific
program of FLNP JINR Dubna.
INTRODUCTION
Nuclear reactions induced by the fast neutrons are for many years investigated at FLNP
JINR Dubna. The fast neutron processes are of a great importance in fundamental and
applicative researches. For theoretical investigations they represent an efficient tool in the
investigation of nuclear reaction mechanism and structure of atomic nuclei. In the field of
applicative researches the fast neutrons reactions offer precise nuclear data for fission and
fusion reactors, reprocessing of Thorium and Uranium for nuclear transmutation, Accelerated
Driven Systems projects and for Fast Neutrons Activation as a complementary method of
Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis with thermal and epithermal neutrons [1,2].
Neodymium is a chemical element with number of protons, Z = 60. This nucleus has
five stable isotopes with atomic mass A= 142, 143, 145, 146, 148 and two long-lived isotopes
with A= 144, 150. Isotopes of Neodymium are used in many applications such as
manufacturing of powerful permanent magnets or in the SamariumNeodymium dating as
geochemical tracers and others [3,4].
In the present work nuclear process induced by fast neutrons with energies starting from
0.5 MeV up to 25 MeV on 143Nd stable nucleus followed by the emission of charged alpha
particles will be investigated (143Nd(n,D )140Ce reaction).
ELEMENTS OF THEORY
Analysis of fast neutrons induced process on 143Nd nucleus starts with the cross sections
evaluations. In the theoretical calculations direct, compound and pre-equilibrium nuclear
reactions mechanisms are considered. The direct processes are described by the Distorted
Wave Born Approximations (DWBA), the compound processes are described in the frame of
the statistical model of nuclear reactions and pre-equilibrium by the two exciton approach
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[57]. The cross section of the (n,D) process with fast neutrons can be described in the frame
of Hauser-Feshbach approach and has the following expression [6]:
1

ª
º
(1)
gSO2nTnTD WnD «¦ Tc »
¬c ¼
where Tn,D are the transmission coefficients in the incident and emergent channels
respectively; g is the statistical factor; On neutron reduced wave number; WnDis the width
fluctuation correction factor. In the sum of relation (1) are considered all open channels (c).
Width fluctuation correction factor, WnD, represents the correlation between incident and
emergent channels. At low incident energies this coefficient is equal with one indicating no
correlation between neutron and alpha channels (Bohr hypothesis of compound nucleus is
working). With the increasing of the incident energy width fluctuation correction factor is
slowly decreasing. There are few way for the calculation of fluctuation factor but in this work
is used the method described in [8].
Transmission (or penetration) coefficient represents the probability of particles to pass a
potential barrier. Usual transmission coefficient is lower than one, is increasing with incident
energy and is constant at high energies. There are some methods in the evaluation of
transmission coefficient and for this work the quantum mechanical approach (based on
reflection factor) described in reference [9] was used.
In the case of (n,D) reaction with fast neutrons of few MeV, Hauser-Feshbach
formalism was implemented by authors, considering a rectangular nuclear potential and ten
levels of residual nucleus. Also, in the given incident neutrons energy intervals, the all open
channels such as elastic, inelastic, protons and gamma were considered in the realized
computer code [10].
For the cross sections and angular correlations from 0.5 MeV up to 25 MeV evaluation,
Talys code was used [11]. A very useful database including parameters like levels energy,
spin, parity, time of life, levels density for more than 2000 of stable nuclei and isotopes are
implemented in the software database. The parameters of Woods-Saxon potential (with
components volume, central and spin-orbit with real and imaginary part), extracted mainly
from experimental data for many nuclei and channels are also included [11].

V nD En

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Target nucleus 143Nd is stable and has the spin and parity J3 = (7/2)-. In the software
created by authors, in 143Nd(n,D)140Ce reaction, is considered that fast neutrons have the
orbital momentum ln = 0,1. Residual nucleus 140Ce has the spin and parity J3 = 0+. Heat of
reaction for 143Nd(n,D)140Ce process is Q = 9.72 MeV [3]. In the frame of quantum
mechanical approach neutrons and alpha transmission coefficients were calculated by our soft.
Results are shown in Fig. 1. Transmission coefficients have values lower than one and with
the increasing of the incident energy they are also increasing tending to a constant value. With
the increasing of orbital momentum the transmission coefficient are decreasing mainly due to
centrifugal potential [7].
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Figure 1. Transmission coefficients: a) neutrons (orbital momentum ln = 0, 1, 2);
b) alphas (orbital momentum lD = 0, 4, 8).
Neutron transmission coefficients have higher values than for alpha particles for the all
incident energy interval (see Fig 1.a) and Fig 1.b)). This fact results from the presence of the
Coulomb potential term in the case of alpha particles which acts like a barrier [7].
Transmission coefficients are an important term of Hauser-Feshbach cross section from
relation (1). In the Fig. 2 cross section was evaluated using the author soft, considering
neutrons with orbital momentum, ln = 0,1, ten levels of 140Ce residual nucleus, rectangular
optical potential, with real and imaginary part in the incident and emergent channels (U = V
+iW = (172+i0.1) MeV). Also, in the calculations, the elastic, inelastic, proton and gamma
emergent channels were taken into account.
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Figure 2. 143Nd(n,D)140Ce cross section (XS) : 1 – neutron orbital momentum ln = 0;
2 – neutron orbital momentum ln = 1; 3 – XS as sum of curves 1, 2.
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In Fig. 2 cross sections of 143Nd(n,D)140Ce fast neutrons reactions are represented.
Contribution of neutrons with 0 and 1 orbital momentum are given by the curves 1 and 2,
respectively. For analyzed process, cross section of orbital momentum, ln = 1 is larger than
for neutrons with ln = 0 results which differ from the similar case of other investigated fast
neutrons reactions [10]. Total (n,D) cross section is shown by the curve 3. Cross sections from
Fig. 2 are increasing with energies, reach a maximum value followed by a slowly decreasing,
which are the usual dependences in fast neutron reactions. Cross section of 143Nd(n,D)140Ce
process has small values which make the experimental measurements very difficult.
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Figure 3. 143Nd(n,D)140Ce cross section (XS). Contribution to XS: 1 – of direct mechanism;
2– of compound mechanism; 3– of pre-equilibrium one; 4 – XS as sum of (1+2+3).
In Fig. 3 (n,D) the cross section calculated with Talys is shown. In Fig. 3.a contribution
of nuclear reaction mechanisms to the cross section was obtained. Direct processes
(dependence 1) have very low values and they are important at low energies. Compound
processes are present in the whole energy interval (curve 2) with a consistent contribution to
the cross section but pre - equilibrium multistep mechanism is the dominant one. In Fig. 3.b
the (n,D) cross section is separated in contribution of discrete and continuum state of residual
nucleus. Ten discrete levels of residual nucleus were taken into account (similar as in Fig. 2).
At low energies the cross section is coming mainly from discrete levels (up to 78 MeV). At
higher incident energies cross section is given by continuum states of residual nucleus.
Contribution of discrete states from Fig. 2, evaluated with authors code is in good agreement
with Talys calculations (Fig. 3.b – curve 1).
The evaluation of the (n,D) cross section with fast neutrons has small values, fact
confirmed also in the experiment. The experimental cross section for the neutrons with the
energy En = (4r0.23) MeV is VnD = (0.12r0.01) mb [12]. The cross section value obtained
with author soft (Fig. 2) is VnD[En= 4 MeV] = 0.14 mb and with Talys VnD[En= 4 MeV]=0.11
mb. Both theoretical calculations are in a fair agreement with experimental data. The
contribution of direct component cross section is Vdir[En= 4 MeV]=0.002 mb and of
compound one VnD[En= 4 MeV]=0.108 mb. The cross section coming from discrete and
continuum states of residual nucleus are Vdiscr[En= 4 MeV]= 0.105 mb and Vcont[En= 4 MeV]=
0.005 mb. At 4 MeV the main contribution to the cross section comes from the discrete states
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combined with the compound processes. The direct component is very low. The above results
were used in the analysis of forward–backward (FB) asymmetry effects measured in the
experiment. For the neutron incident energy En = 4 MeV, FB effect is AFB[(En= (4r0.23)]=
(1.25r0.12) [12]. In the reference (12), experimental FB effect is the ratio between all forward
and backward events registered by a gridded ionization chamber. Theoretical evaluation of FB
effects, as defined in [12], necessitates the knowledge of the angular correlations. The
differential cross section obtained using Talys is represented in the Fig. 4.
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Figure 4. The differential XS of 143Nd(n,D)140Ce. Nuclear reaction mechanism: 1 – direct;
2 – compound one; 3 – sum of (1+2).
Using the results from Fig. 4, the FB effect was evaluated in the case of a point like
target. From differential cross sections, the angular correlations were extracted. Further, the
angular distribution was modeled by direct Monte-Carlo method [13]. Simulated FB effect,
sim
for 4 MeV incident neutrons is AFB
1.0076 . The difference between experimental FB effect
theoretical and experimental data is large. The calculated direct component is very low (see
Fig. 4) and in consequence the measured FB effect is also small. The discrepancy can be
explained qualitatively by the influence of the other open channel with participation of alpha
particles. In the investigated reaction, formed compound nucleus is an even-even one which
in principle favors alpha particles emission.
In our evaluations using Talys 30 levels for residual nucleus, in the case of elastic and
inelastic scattering and 10 levels in the case of reaction channels were took into account. For
the density levels, Fermi gas model was chosen. In the description of experimental data a
large number of the parameters of the Wood-Saxon optical potential were tested. Theoretical
results are the most sensible to the variation of central volume parameter and for emergent
alpha channels they are U = V + iW = (172+0.11) MeV (results are practically the same
obtained by authors code).
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The cross sections, angular correlations and forward – backward asymmetry effects
were analyzed in the 143Nd(n,D)140Nd nuclear reaction induced by fast neutrons with energies
starting from 0.5 MeV up to 25 MeV. The theoretical results were obtained with programs
realized by authors and with Talys code. The cross section for the investigated reaction has
very low values and therefore the experimental data are poor. The experimental and
theoretical cross section data are in good agreement. In the case of forward – backward
asymmetry effects a large differences were observed which cannot be explained by the
presence of direct mechanism. The large experimental forward–backward effect in
comparison with theoretical evaluations and computer modeling can be the results of the
influence of other open emergent channels with participation of alpha particles but this
discrepancy remains an open issue for the future. The well description of cross sections
experimental data allowed to extracting new parameters of Woods-Saxon optical potential for
incident neutron channels and emergent alpha channel.
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1. Introduction
Fast neutron induced nuclear reaction cross section data are necessary for both nuclear
energy technology and the study of nuclear structure and reactions. The information of (n,2n)
cross sections is quite essential in nuclear reactor technology as a significant portion of the
fission neutron spectrum lies above the threshold of (n,2n) reaction for most of the structural
materials. These cross section data are required in radiation shielding and nuclear fuel
breeding calculations. Furthermore, the application of the fast neutron induced nuclear
reaction cross section data have been increasing in the fields of biomedical applications,
accelerator driven transmutation, material irradiation experiments concerning research and
development for fusion reactor technology. On the other hand, systematics of fast neutron
induced reaction cross sections is useful to clarify nuclear reaction mechanisms. Also, it is
often necessary, in practice, to use the systematical analysis for evaluation of the neutron
cross sections of the nuclides, for which no experimental data are available.
A systematic dependence of (n,2n) reaction cross sections on the neutron number
excess parameter (NZ)/A for target nuclei was studied in a number of works [111]. Purely
empirical formulae [14,10] and semi-empirical formulae based on the statistical model
[59,11], pre-equilibrium [7] and direct reaction [5] mechanisms were suggested to explain
this regular behaviour of the (n,2n) cross sections. However, a strict and unified theoretical
validity no up to now is available for explanation of the neutron cross section regularity which
in the literature is termed as the isotopic effect.
In this work new formulae for the (n,2n) cross section are deduced using the concepts
of statistical and non-statistical nuclear reaction mechanisms. In the calculation of the
statistical part of the cross section the constant nuclear temperature approximation,
evaporation model and Weizsäcker’s formula for binding energy were utilized. Non-statistical
part was obtained by subtraction of statistical model cross section from total one. The total
cross section was determined by geometrical cross section of target nuclei as an upper limit of
interaction of neutrons with nuclei.
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2. Theoretical background
In the framework of the statistical model based on the Bohr’s assumption of a
compound mechanism the cross section formula for (n,x) reaction is expressed as [12]:
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where: ıc(n)  ʌ(5ωn)2 is the compound nucleus formation cross section; R is the target
nucleus radius; ωn is the wavelength of the incident neutrons divided by 2ʌ; Sn and Sx are the
spins of the incident neutron and emitted x-particle, respectively; Mn and Mx are the masses of
the neutron and x-particle, respectively; Qn,x is the reaction energy; Vx is the Coulomb barrier
for x-SDUWLFOH Ĭ LV the thermodynamic temperature; En is the incident neutron energy;
Wn,x = En + Qn,x Vx .
According to our evaluations, term in the curly brackets of the formula (1)
approximately equals to 1 for the fast neutron induced (n,2n) reaction cross sections except a
few very light nuclei. Then, from the formula (1) can be obtained following formula, which is
similar to Cuzzocrea’s et al. [13] and Ericson’s [14] formulas:
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Using the Weizsäker’s formula for binding energy we can obtain following
expressions for the target and residual nuclei:
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Then, we get the (n,2n) reaction energy Qn,2n as following:
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where  Į   0H9 ȕ   0H9Ȗ 0H9ȟ 0H9įi and įf depend on
either odd or even number of neutrons and protons |į| = 34 MeV or 0.
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So, taking into account the Coulomb barrier for neutrons V2n = 0, the spin and mass of
neutrons, and reaction energy for formula (2) we get the (n,2n) cross section formula:
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In the case of A >> 1 can be obtained the following formulae for systematical analysis
of the (n,2n) cross sections:
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where: Z and A are proton and mass numbers of the target nuclei; the parameters K and C are
expressed as:
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It can be, as a first approximation, assumed that for (n,2n) reactions induced by 1415 MeV
neutrons the pre-equilibrium and direct mechanisms predominate. In this case, we find out the
non-statistical share of cross section by subtracting the (n,2n) cross section defined by
compound mechanism from the total one as following:

V nonstat (n,2n) V tot (n,2n)  V comp (n,2n)

(10)

If the total cross section is determined by geometrical cross section of the target nuclei as an
upper limit of interaction of neutrons with nuclei:

V tot (n,2n) S ( R   n ) 2 ,

(11)

then the non-statistical part can be obtained as following:

§
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©
Then, the reduced (n,2n) cross section is expressed as:
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3. Systematics of (n,2n) reaction cross sections and Discussions
We have analyzed 139 experimental (n,2n) cross section data for the neutron energy of
1415 MeV from EXFOR [15]. The dependence of the reduced (n,2n) cross section on the
parameter Z2/A2 is shown in the Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The dependence of the reduced (n,2n) cross sections on parameter Z2/A2
It is seen from Fig. 1 that the theoretical curve is in satisfactorily agreement with the
experimental data. Also, in Fig. 1 experimental errors of the cross sections for some isotopes
are given, as example.
4. Conclusions
1. In the framework of the statistical model a theoretical formula for the (n,2n) reaction
cross section was deduced. In addition, a non-statistical share of the total neutron cross
section was obtained.
2. Known experimental data of the (n,2n) cross sections for 14 – 15 MeV neutrons were
analyzed using the obtained formulae. It was shown that the non-statistical share of the
total cross section is in satisfactorily agreement with experimental data.
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Introduction
There are many stable and radioactive isotopes, each having their own physical and
chemical properties, perform important roles in technology and actually existing in the field
of research. The most common application is the use of radioisotopes in the medicine [1]. The
medical radioisotopes are classified as therapeutic and diagnostic radioisotopes, depending on
the decaying properties. The diagnostic radioisotopes, depending on the nature of
radioisotopes, are used in two types of emission tomography, i.e. single photon emission
computed tomography (SPECT) and positron emission tomography (PET).
The knowledge of the excitation function is necessary, to get a governed and
optimized medical radionuclide. In this regard, the theoretical model calculation is very
helpful. TALYS1.9 and EMPIRE-3.2 are used to determine the excitation functions of
radionuclides 32P, 55Fe, 74As, 97Ru, 103Ru and 109Pd produced via 32S(n,p)32P, 56Fe(n,2n)55Fe,
58
74
98
102
103
Ni(n,Į)55Fe,
Se(n,p)74As,
Ru(n,2n)97Ru,
Ru(n,Ȗ)103Ru,
Rh(n,p)103Ru,
104
103
108
109
109
109
110
109
112
Ru(n,2n) Ru,
Pd(n,Ȗ) Pd,
Ag(n,p) Pd,
Pd(n,2n) Pd, and
Cd(n,Į)109Pd
reactions in the neutron energy range 1  20 MeV.
The calculated results are discussed and compared with the existing experimental data
(EXFOR database) [2] as well as with the evaluated data. The excitation functions of 32P,
55
Fe, 74As, 97Ru, 103Ru and 109Pd are medically important and widely used in bone disease
treatment, heat source, in biomedical, monoclonal antibodies labelling, imaging, radio
labelling and potential radio therapeutic agent [3].

Calculations
Theoretical calculations based on nuclear models play a very important role in the
development of cross-section data. Calculations on the cross-sections have been carried out
with TALYS-1.9 and EMPIRE-3.2 codes.
TALYS-1.9 [4] is a computer code system for the analysis and prediction of the
nuclear reactions. The main purpose of the TALYS is to stimulate the nuclear reactions that
involve gammas, protons, neutrons, deuterons, tritons, 3He and Į-particles as the projectiles
over energy range 10-3 < E < 200 MeV for the target nuclei for the mass  12. This code takes
into account different reaction mechanisms like compound nucleus formation, pre-equilibrium
and direct reactions as the function of the incident particle energy. This code uses the HauserFeshbach model to unify the effects of the compound nucleus reaction mechanism. The preequilibrium contribution has been included using the exciton model, which was developed by
Kalbach.
EMPIRE-3.2 [5] is a computer code for the nuclear reactions, including different
nuclear models, and designed for the calculations as a wide range of incident energies and
incident particles. Photons, nucleons, deuterons, tritons, helium (3He), Į-particles, and light or
heavy ions can be selected as projectiles. This code can be used for the nuclear data
evaluation as well as for the theoretical calculations of the nuclear reactions. There are various
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input parameter libraries, FORTRAN codes, and experimental data library (EXFOR), which
are operated through the Graphical User Interface (GUI). This statistical model is an advanced
implementation of the Hauser-Feshbach theory for the compound nuclear reaction crosssection. EGSM is a default level density model used in the present calculations.

Results and Conclusions
In the paper, the calculations on the excitation functions of 32S(n,p)31P, 56Fe(n,2n)55Fe,
74
98
102
103
Ni(n,Į)55Fe,
Se(n,p)74As,
Ru(n,2n)97Ru,
Ru(n,Ȗ)103Ru,
Rh(n,p)103Ru,
104
103
108
109
109
109
110
109
112
Ru(n,2n) Ru,
Pd(n,Ȗ) Pd,
Ag(n,p) Pd,
Pd(n,2n) Pd and
Cd(n,Į)109Pd
reactions in the 120 MeV energy range are presented. The calculated results are compared
and discussed with the experimental as well as evaluated data.
Generally, the nuclear reaction cross-sections first increases with the increasing of
neutron energy and get the maximum value and then decreases as a function of neutron
energy in the case of (n,p), (n,2n) and (n,Į) reactions. But in case of (n,Ȗ) reactions, the crosssection values are higher at ~1 MeV neutron energy due to the contribution of compound
nucleus as compared to the pre-equilibrium mechanism and direct reaction.
The shape of the theoretically predicted excitation functions for 32P, 55Fe, 74As, 97Ru,
103
Ru and 109Pd radionuclides produced by (n,p), (n,2n), (n,Į) and (n,Ȗ) channels show a
similar trend with the existing experimental data. It should also be noted that there is only one
experimental data present for 102Ru(n,Ȗ)103Ru reaction and for 108Pd(n,Ȗ)109Pd reaction, no
experimental data is present in this energy range. The data obtained by using EGSM model of
EMPIRE-3.2 code can be used as a reference cross section and it is hoped that they can help
in enterprising a well-controlled and optimized production of medical radionuclides in the
energy range 5  20 MeV.
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Fig.1. Theoretically predicted and experimentally measured as well as evaluated excitation
functions for 32P radionuclide.
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Fig.2. Theoretically predicted and experimentally measured as well as evaluated excitation
functions for 55Fe radionuclide.
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Fig.3. Theoretically predicted and experimentally measured as well as evaluated excitation
functions for 74As radionuclide

Fig.4. Theoretically predicted and experimentally measured as well as evaluated excitation
functions for 97Ru radionuclide.
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Fig.5. Theoretically predicted and experimentally measured as well as evaluated excitation
functions for 103Ru radionuclide.
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Fig.6. Theoretically predicted and experimentally measured as well as evaluated excitation
functions for 109Pd radionuclide.
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Fig.7. Theoretically predicted and experimentally measured as well as evaluated excitation
functions for 109Pd radionuclide.
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NEUTRON RESONANCES INTHE GLOBALCONSTITUENT QUARK MODEL
S.I. Sukhoruchkin, Z.N. Soroko,M.S. Sukhoruchkina, D.S.Sukhoruchkin
Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute  NRC ”Kurchatov Institute”  188300 Gatchina
1. Introduction
Neutron resonance spectroscopy is part of nuclear physics based on the Standard
Model (SM) as a theory of all interactions. In this work, we present the symmetry
motivated and electron-based empirical approach to SM development. It was shown in
[1], that nonstatistical eﬀects, observed by diﬀerent authors in the positions and spacing
distributions of neutron resonances in many isotopes are systematic.
The high accuracy in determining the neutron resonance energy achieved by the
time-of-ﬂight method allowed us to consider together empirical correlations in nuclear
data, namely the existence of ﬁne and superﬁne structures, respectively, with periods
of ε =1.2 keV and ε =1.4 eV=5.5 eV/4, which are equal to the ﬁrst and second QED
radiative corrections to the empirically found period 1022 keV=ε◦ =2me in few-nucleon
excitations and the diﬀerences of the nuclear binding energies. The factor α/2π between
them corresponds to the inﬂuence of the physical QED condensate known for the magnetic moment. The distinguished character of the electron mass me =511 keV was found
in many empirical data: 1) The frequent appearance of stable nuclear intervals related to
the values of me and δmN = mn − mp =1293 keV, shown as maxima in Fig. 1, and as 2)
the period 16me in the empirical relations between the nucleon and electron masses [2-4]
mn = 115 · 16me − me − δmN /8

mp = 115 · 16me − me − 9(δmN /8).

(1)

3) The discreteness in the nucleon separation energies shown in Figs. 2-4 and discussed
later, as well as in many other eﬀects with the parameter me .
The neutron mass shift δn = 161.6491(6) keV from k · 16me coincides with the nuclear
tensor forces parameter ΔT F = 161 keV, which corresponds to the one-pion exchange
dynamics [3,4], and is equal to the radiative correction α/2π to the pion mass.
Nucleons and the electron are stable particles that determine the visible mass of the
universe. They belong to the ﬁrst and last components of the Standard Model, respectively, QCD and QED in the representation
SU(3)col ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y .

(2)

The masses of the neutron and the electron are in a ratio that is very accurately
estimated by the CODATA commission as mn /me =1838.6836605(11), see unexpectedly
simple ”CODATA relations” (1). Y. Nambu noted [5]: ”a) When we discover new phenomena which we do not understand, the ﬁrst thing to do is to collect data and try to ﬁnd
some empirical regularities among them, b) one next tries to build concrete models, c)
ﬁnally there emerges a real theory ... Standard Model ...is theoretically unsatisfactory...
a) the uniﬁcation of forces is only partially realized, and b) there are too many input
parameters. The nature can be at the same time more complicated than we think, and
simpler in a way we do not know yet... .”
According to S. Weinberg [6], d: we are ”still seeking a solution” for these problems.
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Figure 1: Top and 2nd line: E ∗ -distribution in nuclei with Z=4-29 for E ∗ <1300 keV
and 3000-4300 keV. Arrows mark δmN and 4×8×13δ  =3936 keV. Schematic diagram of the nuclear level system is shown in Fig. . The equidistant maxima at
E ∗ =1008 keV=2×17δ  +4×18δ  , 1142 keV=5×17δ  + 2×18δ  and 1291 keV=8×17δ  are
explained in the text. S2p (Z) for Z=40-84. Center: The E ∗ -distribution in all nuclei
with Z=32-35. The maximum at 1024 keV=6×18δ  . bottom: The excitation energy distribution in all nuclei with Z=61-73. Maxima at 531 keV=4×7δ  , 1059 keV=8×7δ  and
1294 keV=8×17δ  =δmN .
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Fine and superﬁne structures observed in neutron resonances with parameters ε =1.2 keV
and ε =1.4 eV=5.5 eV/4 were introduced together with the parameters of ”stabilizing effects of nuclear shells” [7] and empirical observations of many authors on the exact relations between the particle masses, namely the relations mN =mμ +6mπ and mΛ =8mπ (by
Y. Nambu), mω /2=mK -mμ =mN -mη =391 MeV=Mqω (by G. Wick), mη -mμ =
mN -mK =mΞ /3=Mq =441 MeV (by R. Sternheimer and P. Kropotkin), mη −mη = mη −mπ
(by T. Takabayasi) and mπ± − mπ◦ = 9me (by the ﬁrst author [1,8]).
This allowed us to introduce a common period of the mass discreteness δ = 16me , close
to the doubled value of the pion β-decay energy. Particle masses (mμ = 13δ, mπ = 17δ
and mN = 115δ), as well as large intervals 391 MeV=Mqω = 48δ and Mq = 54δ=441 MeV,
later used as constituent quark masses in the Nonrelativistic Constituent Quark Model
(NRCQM) [9,10]) are shown in Fig. 2 from [1].

Figure 2: Stable intervals in particle masses found by G. Wick (double arrows) R. Sternheimer (dotted lines) and T. Takabaiasi (arrows). For convenience the integer number
16δ = 16 × 16me = mω /6 was subtracted from masses.
The presence of the main CODATA relations (1) for the nucleon masses allows one
to consider the previously observed dependence of the two protons separation energies
on Z for Z=40-58 and Z=76-84, shown in Figs. 3-4, marked with arrows at the ends of
neutron shells at N=50, 82, 126 (see nεo = 2me on the right axis and the reference value
S2p =10183 MeV in 212 Po close to 10εo=10220 MeV).



Figure 3: S2p (Z) for Z=40-84. Double circled is the reference point value S2p =10εo in
212
Po. Lines mark groupings in deformed region.
Grouping S2p values by the number of periods n=10-16 is shown in Fig 3. Near constancy at the end of the closed shell takes place in nuclei diﬀering by ΔZ=1,ΔN=2, and
in nuclei diﬀering by ΔZ=2, ΔN (or 4 He cluster), ΔEB turns out to be close to integers
k Δ=9me =4.6 MeV. At N=82 for k = 20 ΔEB =46 MeV (see Fig. 5, left). A similar
ΔEB =147 MeV=32Δ = 18 × 16me = 18δ grouping was found in light nuclei (Z ≤26),
diﬀering by 44 He cluster (Fig. 5, right [11]). In Table 1 it is shown that the unexpected
proximity of these empirical values ΔEB to the symmetry motivated multiple values k×me
is not contained in the existing theoretical models. Three empirical observation are used
during production Electron-based Constituent Quark Model (ECQM):
1. Leptons are considered together with the parameters of a very successful Nonrelativistic
Constituent Quark Model (NRCQM), namely pion parameters fπ = 130 MeV, mπ =140 MeV
and the constituent quark masses Mq = mΞ /3=441 MeV, Mqω = mω /2=391 MeV. The
mass of τ -lepton is equal to 2mμ +4Mqω .
2. Leptons and hadrons are forming the observed correlations in the mass spectrum with
a common period 8.176 MeV=δ = 16me (Fig. 1 [3,4]), where it is shown that the masses of
the fundamental ﬁelds MZ = mμ (α/2π)−1 and MH ◦ = me /3(α/2π)−2, as well as the main
parameter of the ECQM and NRCQM models, Mq = me (α/2π)−1, are interconnected by
symmetry motivated relations and the common QED correction.
3. In this work, we consider additional empirical observation of the particle mass spectrum
and nuclear data, including the important role of neutron resonance data in conﬁrming
the QED correction, which is a very important factor in the SM development.
In at least three cases: in the masses of leptons, in the masses of nucleons (CODATA
relations), and in the masses of hadrons containing bottom quarks, unexpectedly accurate
empirical relations with the electron mass me are observed.
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Table 1: Proximity ΔEB (keV) to (45=5×9)εo =45.99 MeV in nuclei diﬀering by
2ΔZ=ΔN=4, N=82 center and to 144εo = 8 × 18εo =147.2 MeV, N=20 right In nuclei diﬀering by 4α cluster. Small deviations from k × ε◦ = 2me =1022.0 keV in real values
and large deviations in ΔEB drom Finite Range Droplet Model bottom, are boxed [10].
Nucl.
Z
N

137

135

137

139

136

138

140

139

ΔEB
nεo
diﬀ.

45970
45990
-20

46018
45990
28

45927
45990
-63

46024
45990
34

46087
45990
97

45997
45990
7

45996
45990
6

91975
91980
-5

147160
147168
8

Theo.
diﬀ.

46340
350

45950
-40

46820
830

46970
980

45960
-30

46850
860

47160
1170

93200
1220

147450
282

Cs
55
82

La
57
78

La
57
80

La
57
82

Ce
58
78

Ce
58
80

Ce
58
82

La
57
82

39

K
19
20

Figure 4: Distribution of S2p (Z) (averaging 300 keV, step of the ideohistogram - 100 keV).
The regions of groupings at multiples of εo =1022 keV are shaded.

Figure 5: Grouping of ΔEB in nuclei diﬀering by 6 He-cluster (left) and by 4 4 He-clusters.
Observed in Fig. 1 discreteness (ﬁne structure) with numbers k=13,14,17 and 18 of the
common period δ  =9.5 keV was similar to other empirically found discreteness in nuclear
data and particle masses. In particle masses, k=13 corresponds to the masses of the muon
and Z-boson (Table 2, periods δ = 16me =8.176 MeV and δ ◦ =3.50 GeV), while k=18 (with
the same periods) corresponds to the diﬀerence in baryon masses due to the appearance
of strangeness (ms ≈150 MeV in NRCQM) and due to the residual quark interaction
147 MeV=(mD elta − mN )/2, as well as the scalar mass 125 GeV.
Here we show that discreteness with k=13 also exists in neutron resonance data.
Symmetry motivated relations with k=13, 16-18 in addition to the proximity of the ratio
1/(32 × 27)115.74 × 10−5 to α/2π = 115.96 · 10−5 provide the production of Table 2.
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2. Electron-based Constituent Quark Model
The muon and tau-lepton masses, together with the mass of the constituent quark
Mqω = mω /2=391.33 MeV, take part in the exact relation (3). There is a proximity of the
ratio mτ /mK ∗ =1776.9 MeV/891.7 MeV=1.99 to 2.0.
mτ = 2mμ + 2mω ≈ 2mμ + 4 · 48 · 6me = 2mK ∗

(3)

It was found [3,8] that besides the mμ /me =105.658 MeV/0.510.999 MeV=206.768 proximity to an integer (lepton ratio) L=207=16×13-1, the same ratio exists between the
vector bosons and constituent quarks masses MZ /Mq =206.8 and MW /Mq =207.3 for
Mq = mρ /2=387.6 MeV. For an exactly integer value L one can get an estimate of the respective mass value 441.0 MeV close to 54δ−me . The initial mass of the baryon constituent
quark in NRCQM is three times greater than ΔMΔ , namely Mq =441 MeV=mΞ /3. The
mass of the meson constituent quark Mqω in NRCQM is derived as half of the masses of
ω-meson close to 780 MeV=6fπ , where fπ =130.7 MeV=16δ is the pion β-decay parameter.
Table 2: Presentation of particle masses (3 top sections) and nuclear data (bottom) by
the expression n·16me (α/2π)X M with QED correction α/2π. Boxed values mμ , MZ , MH ◦ ,
δ ◦ , δ, δ  , δ  and ΔMΔ =ms , me /3 are considered in [3.4,7,8]. Intervals in nuclear binding
energies (X=0) and ﬁne structure in nuclear states are considered elsewhere.
X

M

n=1

n = 13

n = 16

-1
GeV

3/2
1

16Mq =δ◦

MZ =91.2

mt =173.2
MH =115

0
MeV

1
1
2

16me =2md -2me mμ =106
ΔEB
106
Figs. 6,7
212

fπ =130.7
130
262

3

NRCQM

4
6
9
10
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60
64

Radial excit.

1
2
1, 4
4, 8

9.5=δ =8ε
11=δ =8ε

n = 18

MH◦ =125
mπ , ΛQCD
140

ΔMΔ =147
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296
Mq =441

(bb̃)=563.0 (cc̃)=589.1
2Mq =882
mω =782
mc =1270(20)
1390-1407
1671-1688
8848
9399-9460

mΛ = 19mπ
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Fig.? in [3]
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1
1
16me =δ=8ε◦
keV 1,8,8 · 4 CODATA, Fig.1
1
keV
2
eV

Mωq =391

n = 17

3936

kδ-mn -me = 170 = me /3
δmN =1293.3 =161.651

123
247 (91 Zr)
143 (As)
570 (Sb)

152
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The above mentioned CODATA relations (1) and the empirical observation used for
production of the Electron-based Constituent Quark Model (ECQM) are in agreement
with direct observation of the parameters of the very successful Nonrelativistic Constituent
Quark Model (NRCQM), namely, the pion parameters fπ = 130 MeV, mπ =140 MeV and
the constituent quark masses Mq = mΞ /3=441 MeV (maxima at 445 MeV, 3504-39624427 MeV), as well as Mqω = mω /2=391 MeV and 781 MeV on the total spacing distribution of masses all 198 particles from the PDG-2020 compilation shown in Fig. 6.
The muon and τ -lepton (equal to 2mμ +4Mqω [3,8]) masses together with hadrons form
the observed correlations in the mass spectrum with a common period of 8.176 MeV=δ =
16me . The masses of the fundamental ﬁelds MZ = mμ (α/2π)−1 and MH ◦ = me /3(α/2π)−2
in symmetry motivated relations (1:3) with leptons and common QED correction. The
important role of neutron resonance data in conﬁrming QED correction and symmetry
motivated relations will be seen in the further development of the Standard Model.
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Figure 6: Top: ΔM distribution of all diﬀerences between particle masses from compilation PDG-2020 (averaging 5 MeV) for the energy region 0–1000 MeV. Maxima at
16 MeV= 2δ = 2 × 16me , 391 MeV=mω /2, 445 MeV=Mq , 781 MeV=mω . Center: The
same for energy region 2000–4600 MeV. Maxima are at 1774 MeV≈ mτ =1777 MeV. Bottom: The same for energy region 2000–4600 MeV. Maxima are at 3504 MeV≈ 8Mq = δ ◦ /2,
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3. Analysis of neutron resonance data
Resonance parameters, which are investigated within neutron resonance spectroscopy
demonstrate the same symmetry motivated relations observed between stable nuclear
intervals and in particle masses.
In [11] it was found that for some monoisotopic odd-odd targets, stable intervals can
be observed (143 eV in As, 43 eV in Nb and 594 eV in Cs). The same values were found in
the positions of strong resonances of many nuclei (43 eV in Nb, 570 eV in Th etc.). In the
distribution of relatively strong neutron resonances in Z=33-56 nuclei, maxima at 44 eV
and 572 eV were observed (Fig. 7), and in nuclei Z=51-94, maxima at 22 eV and 286 eV.
We show here conﬁrmation of the distinguished character of the 4:13 relation between
stable intervals in neutron resonances.

Figure 7: Distribution of positions of relatively strong neutron resonances of all nuclei
with Z=33-56 [11]. There is strong resonance in 233 Th at 570 eV with gΓ◦n =1.1 meV,
which means, that neutron separation energy is correlated with the period 573 eV under
consideration.
We use here the data for the 233 Th and 234−236 U isotopes to check the 1:4:13 relation
previously found between the stable intervals in the neutron resonances of many other
isotopes. Some results of an earlier analysis of neutron resonance data for 233 Th were also
given in [13]. These data for structurally important isotopes contain the most numerous
lists of resonance parameters (evaluated by F. Gunsing and L. Leal).
Thorium isotopes have 90 protons, corresponding to the ﬁlled f7/2 subshell. It was
noted long ago that the spacing distribution of its L=0 resonances is clearly nonstatistical.
On the histogram with the averaging parameter 5 eV in Fig. 8 (top), the equidistancy of
the maxima at k=1, 2, 3, 5 of the estimated period 11 eV corresponds (as k=288/11=26)
to the strongest maximum at D=288 eV (marked with an arrow). Fixing all such intervals
(x=288 eV) in the spectrum of all s-wave resonances (see Fig. 8, center), we obtain maximum at a doubled value of 576 eV. Such an interval corresponds to the distance between
strong neutron resonances (maximum at 573 eV in Fig. 2, bottom, with the selection of
resonances with a reduced neutron widths greater than 1 meV, deviation from the random level ≈ 3σ). A small maximum at 42 eV on the same distribution (Fig. 8, bottom)
corresponds to a 1:13 ratio between strong resonances (between states with a relatively
large single-particle component in the wave function). Similar correlations were found
earlier in strong resonances of many diﬀerent isotopes (Fig. 7).
The spectrum of highly excited 236 U states contains 3164 states with the spacing distribution shown in Fig. 9, top (all states have L=0). Neutron resonances were selected
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according to spin J (n=1438 for J=3 and n=1734 for J=4), and respective spacing distributions are given in Figs. 9 and 10.
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Figure 8: Top: Spacing distribution of all L=0 neutron resonances in 233 Th. Center: Spacing distribution of L=0 neutron resonances in 233 Th adjacent to intervals D =x=288 eV.
Bottom: Spacing distribution of all L=0 strong neutron resonances in 233 Th.
In spacing distribution of 236 U resonances with J=3 (Fig. 9, 2nd line) a grouping of
4 maxima at 55 eV=5δ  is situated at the doubled position of the maximum at 27.8 eV
(see Fig. 9 center). Resonances forming the maximum at =393.5 eV (close to 396 eV=4 ×
9×11 eV) are frequently appear together with another resonance situated 288 eV away
from them (see maximum at 287.9 eV, close to 2 × 143 eV=2 × 13δ  ). This interval,
coinciding with D =288 eV in 233 Th (Fig. 8, top), has exactly twice the value of the
interval 143.4 eV in independent spacing distribution for J=4 resonances (Fig. 10, top).
This interval appears together with the interval 44.2 eV=4δ  = 4 × 11 eV.
In spectrum of 236 U (Fig. 9, top) there is a small maximum at 43 eV, but only by
selecting resonances according to their spin and by using correlation analysis of their
decay properties one can hope to obtain further fundamental information.
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Figure 11: Top: The spacing distribution in neutron resonances of the compound nucleus
76
As with averaging interval ΔE. The response function of the program ”Period” means
the number of resonances coinciding with the periodic system (k is the number of periods
x, one for the left distribution and ten for the right distribution) [14]. Bottom: The
periodicity in the positions of neutron resonances of the target 75 As, found in [14].
Considering the role of the ratio k=13 in particle masses [8,12], discussed in the Introduction, we could mention observations of this ratio in neutron resonance spectra of other
isotopes [13,14]. Observation by K. Ideno and M. Ohkubo of the periodicity in resonances
of As [14] is shown in Fig. 11 (maxima at D = k ×13δ  = k×143 eV are given as deviation
in units of σ). Two examples of long range correlations are presented.
Discreteness with k=10,12,14 of the period of 13δ  =123 keV in E ∗ (0+ ) of 108,110,112 Cd
was noticed.
4. Conclusions
Symmetry motivated relations 1:9:13:16:17 between particle masses and stable nuclear
intervals of the few-nucleon-, ﬁne- and superﬁne-structures eﬀects are considered here as
an indirect check of the ECQM model with the parameter α/2π corresponding to the
QED correction due to inﬂuence of the condensate. This factor can be indirectly studied
in nuclear data. Important application of this factor can be seen in empirical analysis
of particle mass data. In Table 3 from [8] a coincidence of two estimates of the mass of
the constituent quark Mq ≈441 MeV used in NRCQM and ECQM models are presented.
The ﬁrst estimate is derived from the coincidence of the ratio mμ to MZ with α/2π and
L = 13 × 16 − 1. The second estimate is obtained from empirical mass of the scalar (bb̃)
meson (m(ηb ) = 64Mq ).
We see that any conﬁrmation of diﬀerent aspects of CODATA relations as multiple
relations with the real mass of the electron, its symmetry and QED correction could be
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Table 3: Comparison of the SM and NRCQM parameters mμ =105.659375(35) MeV and
me =510.998328(11) keV with QED radiative correction α/2π=116.0·10−5 [8].
Values

Mass and ratios

1
2
3
4
5

Ratio=mμ /me
(L - ratio)/L
mμ /MZ
me /Mq
Mq = mΞ− /3

206.768
112.08·10−5
115.9·10−5
115.7·10−5
441.5 MeV=54 · 16me

6

MZ /L=Mq (1 − α/2π) − me

440.5 MeV=Mqred

7

(3/64)m(ηb )

440.6 MeV

used for SM development. The unexpectedly universal relations in the neutron resonance
positions and spacings signal fundamental aspects of nuclear physics [16,17].
The symmetry motivated relations with k=13 in the nuclear data, manifested in the
stability of the intervals, are associated with the same discreteness in the particle masses
and result in the lepton ratios and masses of both heavy leptons.
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Introduction
Neutron resonance spectroscopy provides data on a large number of highly excited nuclear
states. This information can be used to check nuclear microscopic models, including the
Nonrelativistic Constituent Quark Model (NRCQM), which, according to R. Feynman,
is successful [1]. Its extension, the Electron-based Constituent Quirk Model (ECQM),
combines the properties of hadrons and leptons with the universal character of the inﬂuence of a physical condensate (vacuum) [2]. ECQM model provides a possibility to
estimate the discreteness in particle masses and energies of nuclear states, as well as to
explain nonstatistical eﬀects in the neutron resonance positions and spacing distributions.
The systematic character of these eﬀects is due to the fundamental dynamics, which is
manifested itself in the CODATA relations for the nucleon masses. Empirically, it was
found that the QED correction α/2π coincides with the ratios between the parameters
of NRCQM (Mq =441 MeV), single-particle structure (me = ε◦ /2) and ﬁne and superﬁne
structures in neutron resonances [3]. In Tables 1 and 2 and in Figs. 1 and 2, the main
empirical observations used in the development of the ECQM model are presented [4-7].
Table 1. Intervals in particle masses (MeV), noted by G. Wick, R.Sternheimer and P. Kropotkin.
Author
Wick
Wick
Sternheimer
Sternheimer
Kropotkin-CQM
Sternheimer
Sternheimer
Fig. 2, top
Fig. 2, bottom

Part.top Mass Part.bottom
K◦
497.62
muon
neutron 939.57
η
η
547.86
muon
neutron 939.57
K◦
Ξ
1342 /3
Mq
Σ◦
1383.7
neutron
K ∗± 891.55
ω
∗◦
K
895.81
ω
K3∗ 1776(7)
K ∗◦
ω3
1667(4)
ω

Mass
106.16
547.86
106.16
497.61
939.57
782.65
782.65
895.81
782.65

Interval
K◦ − μ
n−η
η−μ
n − K◦
Mq
Σ◦ − n
K ∗± − ω
K ∗◦ − ω
K3∗ − K ∗
ω3 − ω

Mass
391.45
391.71
441.70
441.96
441
441.1
109.01
113.16
880(7)
884(4)

n
48
48
54
54
54
54
13
13
108
108

n×δ
392.45
392.45
441.50
441.50
441.50
441.50
106.29
106.29
883.0
883.0

diﬀ.
1.00
0.71
0.20
0.46
0.4
2.72
3(7)
1(4)

Figure 1: Ideohistograms of distribution of diﬀerences between masses of baryon singlets
(top, ΔM with the averaging interval 25 MeV). Arrows mark the period 140 MeV=mπ± .
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Y. Nambu was the ﬁrst who noticed that the mass of a pion is a common parameter
of the particle mass spectrum [4]. The representation of baryon singlet masses as an
integer pion mass is shown in Fig. 2 as a straight line passing through the hyperons Λ,
Ξ, Ω and the charmed quark mc ≈ 9mπ (dark circle in Fig 2). In the previous report
at this conference it was shown that the neutron mass mn deviates from the integer mn
by 161 keV=mπ (α/2π). The factor α/2π = 115.96 · 10−5 , which is very close to the
ratio 1/(32 × 27)115.74 × 10−5 , was found empirically [3] as the ratio between the stable
mass/energy intervals shown in lines 3-6 of Table 2.
The initial mass of the baryon constituent quark in NRCQM Mq = me (α/2π)−1 was
introduced by P. Kropotkin (under the name ”gammon”) long before NRCQM [8,9].
With the stable interval 391 MeV=mω /2 = 3fπ , introduced by G. Wick (Table 1 [7]), it
corresponds to the discreteness in particle masses with periods 130-140-147 MeV (close to
fπ , mπ , Fig. 1) and nucleon mass evolution from 3Mq to mω + Mq /3=932 MeV (Fig. 2).
Table 2. Comparison of the parameter α/2π=115.96·10−5 with the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron Δμe /μe [8-10] (top line), parity nonconservation parameter η± /2 (observation by J. Bernstein [8-10], second line) and with the ratios between the mass/energy values
introduced in [3] (lines No 4-6) and other parameters mentioned in literature (below).
No.

Parameter

Components or the ratio
2

2

Value ×105

Δμe /μe
η+− /2 [10]
2δmπ − 2me

=α/2π-0.328 α /π
2.232(11)×10−3/2
(81652(10) keV)/(16me =δ)

115.965
112(1)
132(12)

1
2

δmμ /mμ
mμ /MZ

(23×9me -mμ )/mμ
mμ /MZ =91182(2) MeV

112.1
115.87(1)

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

δmn /mπ
ε /ε
ε /εo
(εo /6)/ΔM Δ
(ΔMΔ =Mq /3)/MH ◦
δ/δ ◦
md /mb , [10]
mu /mc , [10]

(k×me -mn )/mπ =161.649 keV/mπ
1.35(2) eV/1.16(1) keV
1.16(1) keV/εo =1022 keV

115.86
116(3)
114(1)
116.02
118
116.0
114
173(40)

11
12
13
14

Sb, D(187 eV)/161 keV
Pd, D(1497 eV)/1293 keV
Hf, D(1501 eV)/δmN
Os, D(1198 eV)/2me

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Pd,Cd D(1501 eV)/δmN
D(1585 eV)/8me /3[12, 13]
Cd-Xe D(1437 eV)
D(1723 eV) [12,13]
D(2007 eV) [12,13]
Te D(2375 eV)/4me [20]
N=90 D(793 eV)/4me /3

Pd E ∗ (2+ )=1293 keV
Sn E ∗ (0+ )=4me
112
Cd E ∗ (0+ ) 1222 keV
110
Cd E ∗ (0+ ) 1473 keV
108
Cd E ∗ (0+ ) 1721 keV
even
Te E ∗ (0+ )=4me
E ∗ (0+ )=682 keV=(4/3)me

21
22

D=1.19 keV/ε◦ [14]
D=1188 keV/ε◦ [15]

ΣE ∗ =ε◦ =1022(2) keV)
ΣE ∗ =ε◦ =1022(2) keV)

117
117

ε · (A/A + 1) : ε◦
D=99(2) eV)/2(E ∗ (2+ )=42.5 keV)
D=1506 eV/1295 keV

119
117
116

23
24
25

ε =1.276 keV, Fig. 4
Pu, Figs. 8-10
239
U

241,242,243

147 MeV/125 GeV
δ ◦ = 16MZ /(L = 207)=7.048 GeV
md =4.78(9) MeV/ mb =4.18(3) GeV
mu =2.2(5) MeV/ mc =1275(25) MeV
(373 eV/2=187 eV)/160 keV
172,176

∗

+

Hf E (0 )=1293 keV=δmN
Os E ∗ (0+ )=1023 keV=2me

178,180

114
115.7
116.1
117

97

even
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117
116
117
116

Parameters of the ECQM model Mqω = mω /2 = 3fπ = 48δ=391 MeV and Mq =
mΞ /3 = 3ΔMΔ = 54δ=441 MeV are boxed in Table 1. Important relations between these
parameters and lepton masses are shown at the top of Fig. 2, where a coincidence of the
diﬀerence between the masses of the ω3 meson and ω meson (boxed in bottom line of
Table 1) and the corresponding diﬀerence between the masses of K ∗ and K3∗ mesons to
the value of 2Mq =882 MeV, shown by three parallel lines in Fig. 2 (and the diﬀerence
between them of 1 MeV, boxed in bottom line of Table 1) is observed. The evolution of
the nucleon mass from Mq ≈ mΞ /3 ends at the mass of the nucleon in the nuclear media
m ≈ mN -8 MeV=932 MeV=mω + ΔMΔ [21,22]. So, we see that the components of the
ratio, found by P. Kropotkin, me /Mq = ε◦ /3ΔMΔ = α/2π (line in Table 2) correspond
to several clearly interpreted parameters.

Figure 2: The evolution of the baryon mass from 3Mq to the nucleon mass MN is shown
in a two-dimensional presentation: the values in the horizontal direction are given in
units of 16 · 16me = fπ =130.7 MeV, the remainders Mi -n(16 · 16me ) are plotted along the
vertical axis in 16me . The nucleon mass in a nuclear medium (circled point) is close to the
sum ΔMΔ +6fπ . Three diﬀerent slopes correspond to three pion parameters: fπ = 16δ,
mπ± = 17δ and ΔMΔ = 18δ. The mass of the τ lepton is close to 2mμ + 2mω .
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Fine structure in neutron resonances
Using a special table BNL-325 [14] where ten strong resonances in each nucleus are presented, the grouping was found at En =2ε and 4ε with the ﬁne structure parameter
ε =1.188 eV. This common parameter was determined from the correlations noticed by
M. Ohkubo [15] in the positions of resonances in the compound nuclei 82 Br, 124 Sb, and
141
Ce. Other stable intervals in spasing of neutron resonances were observed in [16-20].
The strong neutron resonance position En (after recoil correction) is the diﬀerence
between the E ∗ state with a relatively simple wave function structure and Sn . The value
18.8 keV=2δ  (found as a maximum in the distribution of positions of relatively strong
neutron resonances of light N-even nuclei Z≤28, Fig. 30, top) corresponds to the 4th
maximum in spacing distribution of neutron resonances in the near-magic 61 Ni (Fig. 30).
6 out of 14 values En =E ∗ -Sn , forming a maximum at 18.8 keV, were obtained from Zmagic nuclei (Z=20, 28). Parameters δ  =19 keV/2=9.5 keV and ε =δ  /8=1.2 keV [21] are
given in Table 3 (bottom).

Figure 3: Top: Distribution of resonance positions in all N-even light nuclei. Center:
Distribution of neutron resonance spacing in the target 60 Ni (the number of resonances
n=351). Bottom: Spacing distribution of 141 Ce neutron resonances (period 21.7 keV).
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Table 3. Comparison of positions and spacings in light and near-magic nuclei with integer values of the ﬁne structure parameter ε = δ /8 = 1.188 keV. Top: Positions En of strong neutron
resonances in light and magic nuclei and periodicity in the spacing distributions in resonances
61 Ni (top right). Center: Values E in nuclei with N=83=82+1, maxima in spacing distribun
tions 141 Ce. Bottom left: The positions of strong neutron resonances in isotopes with Z=35-39
are compared with the integer of the period ε =1.188 keV=9.505 keV/8, found in the positions
of strong resonances in Z=57-59, N=83 nuclei (center). Bottom right: Excitation energies E ∗ of
143 Ce. Boxed are values ε =1.188 keV=9.505 keV/8, δ  , 2δ  and (9/4)δ  discussed in the text.
Nucl.
ln
En
k(ε )
k × ε
Nucl.
Jiπ
Γon ,meV
En
E ∗ ,En
k(8ε )
k×8ε
Nucl.
Jiπ
Γon ,meV
En
E ∗ ,En
k(8ε )
k×8ε

Ca-Ni
ln =0
18.8
16
19.0
141
Ce
1/2+
660*
9.573
9.505
1
9.504
140
La
3+
54
1.179
1.170
1/8
1.188

61
Ni
D(keV)
4.8
4
4.8
141
Ce
1/2+
3060*
21.570
21.418
9/4
21.384
80
Br
ln =0
72.0
1.201
1.186
1/8
1.188

61

Ni

9.3
8
9.6
142
Pr
(5/2−)
160
9.598
9.530
1
9.504
82
Br
ln =0
120
1.209
1.194
1/8
1.188

61

Ni

61

Ni

61

Ni Fig. 3, center

14.1
12
14.4
141
Ce

19.0
16
19.0
141
Ce

24.7
20
24.7
141
Ce

D
21.7

D
43.1

D
86.2

9/4
21.4
86
Rb
ln =0
159
2.398
2.370
2/8
2.376

9/2
42.5
143
Ce
7/2−
∗
E

9
85
Joπ =3/2−
5/2−
E∗

18.9
2
19.0

42.3
9/2
42.77

Fig. 3, bottom

It was noticed [15] that in 141 Ce, the positions of the two strongest resonances (marked
with * and ** in Table 2) are in the ratio 9:4=2.25 (2.253, in fact). The same ratio (2.237)
exists between the energies of low-lying excitations 143 Ce (Table 2, center). The triplet
of these closely spaced levels (the next E ∗ is at 633 keV) is the result of the residual
interaction between three valence neutrons. One could notice a 1:2 ratio of the values
En in 141 Ce to E ∗ in 143 Ce (ratio 0.505). En of strong s-resonances in some other N=83
nuclei are related to these En . For example, En in 142 Pr is close to that of 141 Ce (marked
as 8ε=8×1.188 keV), while En in 140 La is close to ε (see Table 2).
In the near-magic 145 Sm (N=83), the position of the p-wave resonance with the largest
1
Γn is close to ε , while the stable spacing of its s-wave and p-wave resonances (n=143,
D=3689 eV and n=62, D=2485 eV, see Fig. 3) are close to 3ε =3564 eV and 2ε =2376 eV.
Stable intervals D=595 eV=ε/2 and D=294 eV=ε/4 were found in resonances 134 Cs
and 128 I.
It was found that the clustering of strong resonances in 82 Br [15] has a small (0,03)
occasional probability of grouping. It is shown in Table 3 that En of the strongest resonances in 80 Br, 82 Br and 86 Rb are close to ε and 2ε . In 182 Ta, En of the two strongest
s-resonances are ε and ε /2.
In this work, we show that in the D-distributions of neutron resonances in 145 Sm (for
orbital momenta L=0 and 1, Fig. 2, top and bottom), the maxima are located exactly at
3ε and 2ε .
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Figure 4: Spacing distributions of neutron resonances in 145 Sm (for orbital momenta L=0
and L=1 with maxima at 3ε and 2ε (3689 eV/2485 eV=1.48≈3/2, ε =1.226 keV).

Figure 5: Bunching of energies of 0+ excitations of nuclei with the number of neutrons 90
(ﬁlled 2f7/2 neutron subshell) at a value of 2/3εo =682 keV. The values of the excitations
are indicated by dark circles and are connected by lines for each serial number with the
corresponding Z on the right side. In the same nuclei (neutrons number N = 62-104),
the ﬁrst excitations (2+ ) are shown in the ﬁgure with light circles. When the number of
neutrons is 88 = 90-2, the grouping of the values of 2+ excitations occurs at a value of
340 keV=εo /3. The εo /3, (2/3)εo/3 and 2εo energy levels are shown with dashed lines.
The top of the ﬁgure shows the closeness to 2εo of the energies of the nuclei levels 132 Ce
(N = 84 = 82 + 2) and 150 Nd (N=90).
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Superﬁnestructureinneutronresonances
The superﬁne structure in the position and spacing distribution of neutron resonances
was found in diﬀerent nuclei by many authors [15-20]. Selecting the reduced widths
of neutron resonance, the positions and the spacing distributions shown in Fig. 6 were
obtained. There is a proximity of the maximum in positions of resonances at 5 eV to four
intervals ε = 5.5 eV/4=1.34 eV, observed in sum spacing distribution [3]. For example,
in the niobium, the position of the strongest resonance (Γon =218 meV) at 5.78 eV (close
to 5.5 eV=δ  /2=11 eV/2) is four times the position of the resonance at 1.34 eV=ε .
An example of superﬁne structure in the spacing distribution of strong neutron resonances (corresponding to highly excited states with a relatively simple wave function
structure) was found in 238 Np. Selecting the reduced widths of neutron resonance larger
than 50 and 100 meV, we obtained the spacing distributions shown in Fig. 7. From the
proximity of the doublet of resonance positions at 1.32 eV and 1.48 eV to ε = 5.5 eV/4
= 1.38 eV and the position of the strongest resonance (Γon =218 meV) at 5.78 eV to 5.5 eV,
we see that stable intervals 4.1 eV, 5.6 eV and 16.4 eV are close to 3ε , 4ε and 12ε .

Figure 6: Top: Distribution of neutron resonance positions (1970s) by selection of one
resonance (max Γon ) in the interval 10 eV and 100 eV. Bottom: Spacing distribution of
J=3 235 U resonances. Integers k=1, 2, 3, 5, 12, 13 and 17 of the period of 5.5 eV=δ  /2
are marked.
In Nb (Fig. 7), positions of the doublet of resonances at 1.32 eV and 1.48 eV are
close to the maximum (at 1.1 eV) in the spacing distribution (top), while in the distributions for more strong resonances maxima are observed at 4.1 eV=3ε◦ , 5.6 eV=4ε◦ and
16.4 eV=12ε◦ , as well as at 54.8 eV=5δ  =40ε◦ and 87.8 eV, close to 88 eV=8δ  =64ε◦ .
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Figure 7: Top: Total spacing distribution of all resonances in 238 Np. 2nd line: Spacing
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The stable interval D=99 eV=9δ  was observed in Pu isotopes, in which stable excitation 43 keV=6×6δ  is well known and is shown in Fig. 8 ,top (maximum in the spacing
distribution of all 188 low-lying states). The correspondence between intervals 99 eV (see
Figs. 9, 10) and 43 keV are shown in the bottom lines Table 2, where similar correspondence between levels of the neighbour nucleus 239 U is shown (considered in the work that
follows).
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4Conclusions
The recently presented analysis of ﬁne and superﬁne structures in the spacing of neutron resonances (all data from [25], see also introductions there) conﬁrmed the results
obtained in [3,8,9,11-13,20-24] that the coincidence of the ratio between the parameters
of these structures demonstrate the important role of the inﬂuence of physical condensate
(vacuum). Empirically established accurately known CODATA relations [21,22]:
mn = 115 · 16me − me − δmN /8

mp = 115 · 16me − me − 9δmN /8

(1)

show two symmetry motivated factors 16 : 1 = δ : me and 3 : 1 = me : 170 keV, where
170 keV=me /3 and 161 keV=δmN /8 are related to the real fundamental mass splitting.
A near coincidence of the QED radiative correction α/2π = 115.96 · 10−5 to the ratio
1/(32 × 27) = 115.74 · 10−5 allows to suggest that the nuclear data, including neutron
resonance data, can indirectly verify the presence of fundamental relations observed in
the particle mass spectrum, for example, the lepton ratio as a reﬂection of the mass
discreteness and symmetry.
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1. Introduction
In the report of the Kurchatov Institute (Moscow) [1] at the First Geneva Conference
(1955) on the Peaceful Use of Atomic Energy, attention was drawn to the proximity of
the positions of neutron resonances of diﬀerent heavy isotopes (at En ≈0.3 eV in target
nuclei 239,241 Pu and 241,243 Am). This eﬀect was later studied by Yu. Konakhovich and
M. Pevsner in 229 Th [2] (this work was supported by I.V. Kurchatov), but as a result, no
resonance was found in this isotope at this energy.
The systematic character of the proximity of the resonances positions (at 0.296 eV,
0.265 eV, 0.205 eV and 0.419 eV) in the compound nuclei 240,242 Pu and 242,244 Am cannot
be checked using spacing distributions due to the very small interval under consideration.
But the grouping of resonance positions at 5 eV was discussed in [3-6], and a combined
study of spacing D distributions of Pu and Am isotopes was possible. In 242 Am (Fig. 1),
ﬁne structures were observed with intervals D=9 keV, 76 keV, 38 keV, 45 keV and 101 keV
(at low excitations) and D=1.32 keV, 2.07 keV, 2.76 keV and 10.24 keV (in resonances).
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The superﬁne structure in the neutron resonance spectra of plutonium isotopes is
shown in Fig. 2. Here the coincidence of the maxima in the resonance spacing distributions
in three neighbouring isotopes 241,243,245 Pu with D=99 eV=18×5.5 eV is shown (the Figure
is from [5], where the speciﬁc properties of heavy nuclei were discussed). Many authors
reported the observation of a grouping of small intervals in the neutron resonance spacing
and the resonance positions (called hyperﬁne structure in [6]). Such eﬀects (with stable
intervals of 1 eV and larger) can be considered as the next order eﬀects in the spectra of
nuclei, where ﬁne structure eﬀects (with intervals of the order of 1 keV and larger) take
place. For example, in heavy isotopes, a ﬁne structure in mass values (with intervals of
about 170 keV) was found by V. Andreev [7]. Stable intervals with values 1 eV and larger
were attributed to superﬁne structure (the name was proposed by I.M. Frank [8]). First
this eﬀect was considered by W. Havens [9]. The presence of the grouping eﬀect at 5.5 eV,
66 eV and 94 eV in the positions of resonances (see Fig. 6, top in the previous report at this
meeting [10,11]) was reported in [3,4]. The superﬁne structure in the resonance spacing of
many nuclei (with the parameter 11 eV=δ  = 8ε = 8×1.34 eV) was discussed in [12-15].
Considering the stable intervals of the hyperﬁne structure (with the value less than the
superﬁne parameter 1.3 eV=ε ), as the next order eﬀect of the observed superﬁne structure
in the 240 Pu 0+ levels (Fig. 2), one estimates their values as 650 eV×α/2π ≈0.75 eV. For
obtaining a meaningful result, very accurate data are needed.

Fig. 2. Top: D distributions in

241,243,245 Pu

resonances. Bottom: The same for

+

240,241,242,244

240 Pu.

Stability of 2 excitation values 42.8-42.0-44.5-44.2 keV
Pu (see the double
boxed values in Table 1) is in the ratio 99(1) eV/86(2) keV=115·10−5, which is close to
the QED radiative correction α/2π = 116 · 10−5 (see the ﬁrst and last lines of Table 2 in
the previous work [10]). Such interconnection of the ratios between the superﬁne and ﬁne
structure nuclear intervals and the QED radiative correction is observed in many other
heavy nuclei, as shown in the bottom part of this Table in [10].
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Table 1. Excitations in heavy nuclei close to 42.5 keV=εo /24 and m(85 keV=εo /12) [5].
229 Th
Nucleus
π
π
π
Jo ,Ji ,2Ji 5+ ,7+

230 Th 231 Th

232 Th 233 Th 231 U

232 U

233 U

234 U

235 U

236 U

0+ ,2+

5+ ,7+

0+ ,2+

0+ ,2+

5+ ,7+

0+ ,2+

7− ,9−

0+ ,2+

E ∗ ,keV

42.4
1/2
42.5

53.2
1/2
42.5

42.0
1/2
42.5

49.4 44.3 45.1
(1/2) (1/2) (1/2)
42.5 42.5 42.5

47.6
1/2
42.5

40.3
1/2
42.5

43.5
1/2
42.5

46.3
1/2
42.5

45.2
1/2
42.5

237 U
Nucleus
π
π
π
Jo ,Ji ,2Ji 3+ ,5+

238 U

0+ ,2+

1−

D

E ∗ ,keV

44.9
m
1/2
m·85 keV, 42.5

44.9
1/2
42.5

680
8
682

45
1/2
42.5

235 Pu
Nucleus
Joπ ,Jiπ ,2Jiπ 5+ ,7+

236 Pu 237 Pu

0+ ,2+ 7− ,9−

E ∗ ,keV
m
m·85 keV

44.6
1/2
42.5

m
m·85 keV

41.9
1/2
42.5

5− ,7−

5− ,7−

239 U

47.7
1/2
42.5

240 U

D

5+ ,7+

(7+ )

D

D

1-5

0+ ,2+

680
8
682

42.5
1/2
42.5

169
2
170

43
1/2
42.5

170
2
170

1295
δmN
1293

45(1)
1/2
42.5

238 Pu 239 Pu 240 Pu

241 Pu

242 Pu 243 Pu 244

0+ ,2+ 3+ ,5+ 0+ ,2+

5+ ,7+

246 Pu
0+ ,2+ 7+ ,9+ 0+ ,2+ 0+ ,2+

44.1
1/2
42.5

42.0
1/2
42.5

44.5
1/2
42.5

49.4
1/2
42.5

42.8
1/2
42.5

58.1
1/2
42.5

44.2
1/2
42.5

46.7
1/2
42.5

number of Dij per 3 keV

The possibility to check the inﬂuence of physical condensate within a nuclear medium
should be studied in diﬀerent regions of the nuclear chart. In the regions of collective
excitations, such an analysis can be based on the expected relation between ﬁne structure
and superﬁne structure (D = k×5.5 eV) corresponding to next order eﬀects with the
QED radiative correction parameter α/2π. The proximity of neutron resonances was ﬁrst
noticed in uranium (5.98 eV, 5.16 eV, 5.45 eV, 6.67 eV in the target 232−238 U). The period
in the superﬁne structure intervals 5.5 eV/4=1.38 eV=ε is close to the positions of the
ﬁrst neutron resonances 238 Np (1.32-1.48 eV) [6,16,17]. The superﬁne period ε◦ · (α/2π)2
corresponds to a stable E(8+ ) = ε◦ /2 ≈511 keV (497-522=518-518-516-514-497-518 keV
in 234−238 U, 236−242 Pu), due to the relation 6:20:42:72 for excitations with J=2, 4, 6, 8.
The observed discreteness in the spectrum and the possible appearance of an additional
hyperﬁne structure, similar to that observed as resonance positions in isotopes with Z=9295 (as the next order eﬀect to the established stability of superﬁne structure excitations),
is the subject of further analysis. Besides the role of real nuclear excitations considered
in connection with nonstatistical eﬀects in 241−245 Pu spectra (42.5 keV×2 · (α/2π)=99 eV)
and maxima at 43-45 keV in D-distributions for many isotopes (see Fig. 8 [10], Figs. 2, 3)
it was noticed that the parameter k in the relation E ∗ (2+ ) = 6k coincides with the QED
correction to the stable nuclear interval 6me found in many nuclei [16].
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2. Analysis of spectroscopic data of

238,239

U

Analysis of the spacing distributions of low-lying levels of diﬀerent heavy nuclei allows
to conﬁrm the stable character of the parameter 42.5 keV=6×6ε .
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First levels 238 U, E ∗ =44.916 keV and 239 U, E ∗ =42.543 keV=1.182 eV×36 have corresponding maxima in the spacing distributions of their low-lying levels (Figs. 4 and 5).
The value 42.5 k3V is close to the excitations of many nuclei (Table 1, 6 double boxed
values).
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3. Additional analysis of neutron resonance data
All existing neutron resonance data collected in Springer Compilations [7] on the target
U (n=897 for s-wave and n=2661 p-wave resonances) were analyzed and compared
with data on low-lying levels 239 U (Fig. 5, bottom). The interval D=97 eV≈ 9δ  in
the resonance spectrum (Fig. 8, top) is analogous to the interval 99 eV in the data for
plutonium (Fig. 2, top).
The spacing distributions in all 897 L=0 neutron resonances 239 U and in 233 resonances
with Γ◦n ≥ 1 meV are shown in Fig. 5. The exact equidistance between the maxima at
193-388-583-776 eV in the D-distribution for strong resonances (Fig. 6, bottom) and the
proximity of the maximum at 776 eV to 793 eV≈ 4×198 eV = 4×18δ  means conﬁrmation
of the superﬁne structure in the spectrum of strong resonances found earlier in Th [10].
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Nucleons and the electron are stable particles that determine the visible mass of the
universe. They are in a ratio that is very accurately estimated in the CODATA review
as mn /me =1838.6836605(11). The electron-based SM development considered here is derived from the fact that the exactly known shift of the neutron mass from 115·16me
- me is δmn = 161.6491(6) keV, which is equal to 1/8 of the nucleon mass splitting
δmN =1293.3322(4) keV. The unexpectedly exact ratio δmN : δmn = 8.00086(3)≈8×1.0001(1)
allows the following representation:
mn = 115 · 16me − me − δmN /8 mp = 115 · 16me − me − 9δmN /8

(1)

Y. Nambu noted that ” a) When we discover new phenomena which we do not understand, the ﬁrst thing to do is to collect data and try to ﬁnd some empirical regularities
among them, b) one next tries to build concrete models, c) ﬁnally there emerges a real
theory ... Standard Model qualiﬁes as such a theory ”. We discuss here the development
of the Electron-based Constituent Quark Model and some aspects of modern Standard
Model. Y. Nambu continued: ” Standard Model ... is theoretically unsatisfactory ... a)
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the uniﬁcation of forces is only partially realized, and b) there are too many input parameters, especially concerning the masses, which are not explained. The nature can be
at the same time more complicated than we think, and simpler in a way we do not know
yet. ... we are now at the step of a new cycle. The mass problem is already an early
signal for it.” According to S. Weiberg, we are ”still searching a solution ” for the mass
problem in the Standard Model.
Analysis of neutron resonance data allows us to conﬁrm two main conclusions from
empirical observations on particle properties.
1. There is a distinguished role of the electron mass, its correction and symmetry
motivated relations in the particle masses. CODATA relations concern particle physics,
as well as nuclear spectroscopy, the appearance of nuclear parameters related to me =
3×170 keV and δmN = 8×161 keV (CODATA structure parameters me /3 and δmN /8
became common for all nuclear parameters). In the spacing distribution for all positiveparity states of 238 U (Fig. 4, 2nd line), only two maxima were observed: at 46 keV, which
corresponds to stable 2+ excitations, and D=1289 keV≈ δmN = 8×161 keV, the second
CODATA parameter.
2. It was suggested by R. Feynman and D. Shirkov, that QED radiative correction,
known as α/2π = 116 · 10−5 in the case of an anomalous magnetic moment of the electron,
can be applied to the electron mass. Empirically, the ratios equal to α/2π = 116 · 10−5
were found between the constituent quark mass, the electron mass, and the parameters
of the ﬁne and superﬁne structure [6].
In the spacing distribution of all 897 L=0 neutron resonances 239 U (Fig. 6, top) and
in the spacing distribution of 2661 L=1 resonances, the same stable interval D=15051506 eV was found. Its appearance can be connected with the stable character of CODATA
parameters (in 239 U there is an excitation of 1295 kev≈ δmN ). In these works [10,11], we
try to check the stable nuclear excitations related to CODATA ﬁne structure parameters.
In the spacing distribution for 233 L=0 strong resonances (Γ◦n ≥ 1 meV), the exactly equidistant maxima are observed at 193-388-583-776 eV (Fig. 6, bottom), where
the maximum at 776 eV (in all resonances, Fig. 6, top) is close to the maximum at
793 eV≈ 4 × 198 eV = 4 × 18δ . The probability of the random appearance of four
equidistant maxima (in resonances with Γ◦n ≥ 1 meV), shown in Fig. 6, bottom, is very
small. K. Ideno and M. Ohkubo developed the ”Period” program to study such eﬀects
[14].
Neutron resonance spectroscopy was developed in response to practical demands. Massifs of resonance data for thorium, uranium, neptunium and plutonium isotopes are the
results of measurements performed due to practical applications and world-wide scientiﬁc
traditions of information collection. In our case, it was W. Furman’s initiative to continue the collection of nuclear data started at JINR to be published by Springer (editors
W. Martienssen, H. Schopper).
There is a large amount of neutron resonance data for other construction isotopes, but
now is the time to measure the resonance structure of many other elements. For example,
the cross section of near-magic antimony was measured and analyzed by M. Ohkubo many
years ago. The possibility of using neutron resonance data to solve some fundamental
problems is shown here.
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4. Conclusions
The well-known eﬀect of stability of low-lying excitations in heavy nuclei was used
in this work to conﬁrm the discreteness in the neutron resonance spacing distribution
due to the possible inﬂuence of physical condensate considered by D. Schirkov. The
application of new physics based on the distinguished role of the electron was discussed
by F. Wilczek [19]. The fundamental aspects of nonstatistical eﬀects in neutron resonance
spectra discussed here are considered in [20,21].
The pion parameters (fπ , mπ , ΔMΔ ) corresponding to N=16, 17 and 18 of the period
δ = 16mπ (Table 2 in [11] and Table 5 in [18]) were considered here together with the basic
parameters of the NRCQM model (N = 3 × 16 = 48 and N = 3 × 18 = 54). All of them
manifest themselves directly as maxima in the spacing distribution between the particle
masses (from the PDG–2016 and PDG–2020 compilations), similar to what was done
earlier with the masses of baryon isosinglets [6]. CODATA relations and discreteness in
particle masses and parameters are the main elements of a ”data-driven science” approach
in production of the Electron-based Constituent Quark Model (ECQM).
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REACTION ANALYSIS
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U
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Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics, JINR, Dubna
1. Introduction
In spite of preserved representation that a nucleus is a system of non-interactive Fermiparticles, a modern theory supposes that the wave function of any excited level includes both
quasi-particle and phonon components. So an experimental obtaining of the nuclear-physical
parameters of 239U nucleus is needed not only for practical application, but also for
investigation of fundamental interaction between fermion and boson states of nuclear matter.
Information about the nuclear-matter behavior can be received if only the strong-correlated
nuclear-physical parameters (the nuclear level density ȡ and partial widths ī of reactionproducts emission) are obtained simultaneously at the nuclear-reaction investigation.
As the required strong-correlated parameters enter into the measured spectrum as a
product ȡ×ī, their extraction from indirect experiment is a complicated problem of search for
inverse solution. Analysis of data of indirect experiment in order to obtain the strongcorrelated parameters ȡ and ī always leads to inevitability of unknown sizeable systematical
errors. By the highest standards, reliable nuclear-physical parameters can be obtained in two
independent experiments only.
When Ȗ-quanta coincidences of the two-step cascades are recording, indeterminateness
of the nuclear-physical parameters obtained from measured intensities of ȖȖ-cascades can be
diminished in the presence of information about initial, final and intermediate cascade levels.
And with all this going on, it is very important to ascertain the quanta sequence in the
cascades in order to determine more reliable nuclear-parameters. But an ambiguity of the
obtained nuclear parameters always exists in ȖȖ-coincidence experiment, even at essential
difference of the ȡ(Eex) and Ƚ(EȖ) functions, where Eex and EȖ are energies of nuclear
excitation and of Ȗ-quantum.
The empirical method was created and developed in Dubna in order to enable an
investigation of dynamics of nuclear-structure change below the neutron binding energy in a
nucleus. The Dubna method allows simultaneous extraction of the nuclear level density and
partial widths of Ȗ-quanta emission from approximation of the experimental intensities of only
primary transitions of the two-step Ȗ-cascades, without using experimentally-untested
hypothesis.
The Dubna empirical method was applied to analyze presented in [1] experimental Ȗspectrum from the 238U(n,2Ȗ 239U reaction, which has been measured using nearly 4ʌ Ȗ-ray
calorimeter DANCE composed of a spherical array of 160 BaF2 crystals.
2. Opening remarks concerning analyzable data
The PXOWLVWHSȖ-cascade spectra at the decay of isolated s-wave (Jʌ = 1/2+) resonances in
compound-nuclei of three uranium isotopes are presented in [1] for multiplicities up to M=4.
For reliability of extraction of the nuclear-physical parameters from experimental Ȗ-cascade
spectra it is necessary to determine the quanta sequence in the cascades. As for M-cascade
quanta there is a possibility of Ɇ! placing variants in the decay scheme, it makes the quantasequence determination impossible in the cascades with multiplicities M>2.
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An uncertainty in the quanta sequence exists even for the cascades with multiplicities
M=2, but the presence of energy-resolved cascades’ peaks in the experimental spectrum
allows the use of available information about known intense transitions. As far as an energy
resolution of coincidences recording enables, the experimental spectra are composed of
isolated peaks and continuum of unresolved ones. In the two-step cascade the Ȗ-quanta
sequence can be unambiguously determined in the experimental-intensity spectrum only for a
part of energy-resolved cascades corresponded to available spectroscopic data. The part of
such cascades in the experimental spectrum can be very sizeable if detectors of high energy
resolutions (now HPGe-detectors only) are used to record ȖȖ-coincidences. For example, used
in our experiments HPGe-detectors of greatly high intensity allowed us to increase a part of
energy-resolved cascades in the experimental Ȗ-spectra up to 4060% at statistics about of
40000 events (or more).
But energy-resolving power of scintillation counters, which are used in experiments
with 4ʌ-calorimeter, unfortunately doesn’t allow a separation of individual intense
transitions, so the decay-scheme application is impossible in the analysis. And what is
more, in the experiment with 4ʌ-calorimeter a sharp increase in a number of counts was
always observed for experimental Ȗ-spectra of the cascades of M=3 multiplicity as compared
with ones of M=2. Underestimation of the intensities of the cascades of M=2 multiplicity is
quite possible owing to redistribution of annihilation quanta between detector crystals at
low energy resolution of the spectrometer.
In spite of insufficient-detailed spectrum recorded by scintillation detectors, which
make impossible a separation of spectrum of primary Ȗ-transitions with a fair degree of
confidence, in spite of everything, we try to analyze presented in [1] experimental
spectrum of M=2 multiplicity from the 238U(n,2Ȗ 239U reaction.
3. The basis of the Dubna empirical method
A key concept of the Dubna empirical method is obtaining WKH ȡ Eex) and Ƚ(EȖ) functions
from the fitting of the IȖȖ(E1)-intensities of only primary transitions of the cascades (E1 is
energy of primary Ȗ-quantum of the two-step Ȗ-cascade), calculated when Monte-Carlo
solving a system of nonlinear equations (1), to the experimental intensities of primary
transitions. The use of high-aperture HPGe-detectors in the experiments allows a
determination of the part of primary transitions of the two-step cascades with an uncertainty
of 10–20% without distortion of the spectrum normalization, which was confirmed by
negligibility of the effect of the systematic errors of IȖȖ(E1)-spectrum separation, for example,
for 172Yb nucleus [2].
Each of the equation (1) connects IȖȖ(E1)-intensities with the partial widths of Ȗtransitions between neutron resonance Ȝ and a group of final levels f via all possible
intermediate levels i in a small energy interval ǻEj:

I ȖȖ ( E1 ) = ¦ ¦
Ȝ f i

ī ȜM
ī jf
ī ȜL ī if
= ¦¦
nj
.
ī Ȝ ī i Ȝ f j  ī Oj ! M Oj  ī jf ! m jf

(1)

In interval ǻEj there are nj intermediate levels i, to which MȜM =ȡǻEj transitions go from initial
level Ȝ, and mjf secondary transitions go to final level f (nj =ȡǻEj and mjf =ȡǻEj at all
intermediate-levels energies). At the excitation energy Eex< Ed (Ed is maximal excitation
energy of "discrete" level area) the system (1) contains only experimental data on energies
and quantum numbers of known to date levels and their decay modes.
In spite of the nonlinearity inevitably leads to false likelihood maxima, the system of
non-linear equations (1) could have a definite solution (hypothetical limit) if the experimental
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IȖȖ(E1)-intensities would be known in each energy point. But as there are no high-aperture
spectrometers of gammas with an electron-volt resolution, solving of the system of the
equations (1) is impossible without using model representations of the nuclear level density
and the strength functions k(EȖ)=Ƚ/(A2/3ÂEȖ3ÂDȜ), where A – nuclear mass number, DȜ –
average distance between nuclear levels. However, available in RIPL-file [3] models of the
required nuclear parameters (based at the representation of a nucleus by a pure fermion
system) don’t allow a description of real experimental spectra. So the problem of a choice of
the most realistic model representations for the ȡ(Eex)=ĳ(p1, p2, ...) and Ƚ(E1)=ȥ(q1, q2, ...)
functions of some fitted parameters p and q, is as great as ever.
It is important that deformed at every iteration fitted parameters would lead to the best
experimental-spectra description. That is guaranteed by the Dubna method, as the model
representations of the nuclear-physical parameters are tested and modified in the course of the
analysis. Average amplitudes of changing of correction-vector components (no more than 1%
of current values of the set of fitted parameters) decrease at each iteration to guarantee Ȥ2
minimum:
F2

¦

cal
exp
( I ȖȖ
( E1 )  I ȖȖ
( E1 )) 2

V2

nj

(2)

,

2
exp
where I ȖȖcal ( E1 ) and I ȖȖ
( E1 ) are model-parametrized and experimental intensities, and ı is ɚ
dispersion of their difference. With all this going on there is no need to use any hypothesis
untested experimentally.
A systematical uncertainty of the obtained nuclear parameters is mainly determined by
inexactness of model-phenomenological representations about energy dependences of the
ĳ(p1, p2, ...) and ȥ(q1, q2, ...) functions.

4. The nuclear-parameters representations in the Dubna empirical method
At given ȡ(ȿex)=ĳ(p1, p2, ...) and Ƚ(E1)=ȥ(q1, q2, ...) functions parametrized according to
definite models there is only one solution of the system of equations (1).
Now for representation of the ȡ(Eex) function in the Dubna empirical analysis a modern
Strutinsky model [4] (which is able to describe successfully pre-equilibrium nuclear reactions)
as well as a balance between changes of entropy and energy of quasi-particles’ states [5] are
being applied.
In a framework of the model [4] aQH[SUHVVLRQIRUGHQVLW\ȡl of levels of fermion type is
written as:
ȡl =

( 2J + 1 )exp( (J + 1 / 2 )2 / 2ı 2 )
2 ( 2ʌ )ı 3

ȍn (Eex ),

ȍn (Eex ) =

g n (Eex  U l )n 1
((n / 2 )! )2 (n  1 )!

.

(3)

Here ȍn is of n-quasi-particle states, a cut-off factor ı of spin J of excited state of compoundnucleus above the energy Ed was taken from back-shifted Fermi-gas model [6], Ul is the
energy of l-th Cooper pair breaking threshold, and density g=6a/ʌ2 of single-particle states
near Fermi-surface was also taken from the [6] model). An influence of the shell
inhomogeneities of a single-particle spectrum was taken into account by a definition of the
level-density dependence on excitation energy in a value:
a(A, Eex)= ã (1+((1–exp(Ȗ Eex)) įE/Eex)).
2/3

(4)

An asymptotic value ã = 0.114A + 0.162A and coefficient Ȗ= 0.054 were taken from [5]. A
shell correction įE calculated from the data of mass defect in a liquid-drop nuclear model [3]
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is lightly changed to keep an average distance DȜ between resonances of an investigated
nucleus.
Generally accepted now phenomenological coefficient Ccol of enhancement of collective
level density imitates well an increase in vibrational level density and for given excitation
energy Eex on the basis of a theoretical description of [5] is written as:
Ccol = Al exp( (Eex  U l ) / EȞ  (E ex U l ) / E ȝ ) + ȕ.

(5)

Here Al are fitted independently parameters of densities of vibrational levels above the
breaking point of each l-th Cooper pair, Eȝ is a change in the nuclear entropy, EȞ is a change of
quasi-particles excitation energies, parameter ȕ can differ from 1 for deformed nuclei.
The smooth parts of the energy dependences of the strength functions, k(E1,EȖ) and
k(Ɇ1,EȖ), of dipole electrical and magnet Ȗ-transitions are expressed similarly as in [7]:

k ( E1, EȖ ) = wE

2
(EȖ2 + ț E 4ʌ 2TE2 )
ı GE ī GE
1
,
2
2
2
)2  EGE
*GE
3ʌ 2 ! 2 c 2 A2 / 3 (EȖ2  EGE

(6)
2
ı GM ī GM
(EȖ2 + ț M 4ʌ 2TM2 )
1
,
k ( M 1, EȖ ) = wM 2 2 2 2 / 3
2
2
2
3ʌ ! c A
(EȖ2  EGM
)2  EGM
*GM

where parameters TE (or TM) are varied thermodynamic parameters, and wE (or wM) and țE (or
țM) are added parameters of weight and of a change of derivatives of the strength function,
correspondingly (indices E and M refer to E1- or M1-transitions). In equations
(6) EG, īG DQG ıG are location of the center of giant dipole resonance, its width and cross
section in maximum.
If E1 § Bn (Bn is the nucleon binding energy), fitted ratios ȽM1/ȽE1 of E1- and M1strength functions are normalized to known experimental values, and their sum īȜ is
normalized to the full radiation width of the resonance.
5. Analysis of the data from 238U(n,2Ȗ 239U reaction
All multistep Ȗ-cascade spectra measured in [1] were analyzed using DICEBOX-code
[8]. DICEBOX algorithm, taking into account the levels from ENSDF-file up to critical
energy (830 keV for 239U), above this energy generates levels according to increase in of their
number in strict correspondence to statistical theory of a nucleus. Probabilities of individual
transitions between each pair of levels are simulated using partial-widths formulae, which
includes both the level density and a random number taken from a normal Porter-Thomas
distribution. As it is mentioned by the experimenters themselves, in their analysis an
extremely large number of different artificial “nuclear realizations” appeared due to PorterThomas fluctuations. In those calculations several forward-modelling approaches for the E1
and M1 photon strength functions as well as for the nuclear level density were used. However,
the practical-applied Strutinsky model of the nuclear-level density was absent among the most
available models used by the experimenters of [1]. By the way, modern theory about
dynamics of intra-nuclear processes at the excitation-energy increase (see [9], for example)
points to existence of different wave-function structure of the excited levels which excludes
smoothness of the energy dependences both the level density and radiative strength functions.
It is reasonable also to note that testing of the different types of the strength functions makes
sense only with simultaneous testing of the models of the nuclear level density.
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Fig.1. The dependence of intensities of the two-VWHSȖ-cascades (relative to their total area) on Ȗquanta energies at the decay of compound-state in 239U nucleus (36 eV): close points are
the total IȖȖ(EȖ)-intensities of the two-step cascades; open points are IȖȖ(E1)-intensities of
first transitions only; dashed line is the best fit of IȖȖ(E1)-intensity in a framework of the
Dubna empirical method.

Unfortunately, the experimental spectrum of the intensities of the two-step Ȗ-cascades in
U nucleus is shown in [1] by plotted points only. Nevertheless, we separated primary Ȗtransitions spectrum (open points in Fig.1), as it is necessary for our subsequent analysis. We
used a valid assumption that, as a rule, primary transition in the two-step Ȗ-cascade has more
energy than secondary one, and removed secondary transitions from the total spectrum, taking
into account mirror-symmetry of energy distributions of primary and secondary transitions
relative to a central point of the IȖȖ(EȖ)-intensity spectrum (at a half of total energy of the
cascades). Experimental points of the total-intensity of the two-step Ȗ-cascades are shown
in Fig.1 as close ones.
In spite of impossibility to get a shape of IȖȖ(E1)-distribution accurately from
examinee experimental data, at least, a qualitative evaluation of the energy dependences
of the level density and strength functions for 239U nucleus has been accomplished.
The authors of [1] have explained an unsatisfactory description of measured IȖȖ(EȖ)intensities by impossibility of taking into account of all parameters RIWKHȖ-decay in the used
models. We agree with their reasonable assertion completely, but our calculations showed that
experimental spectrum of IȖȖ(E1)-intensities cannot be described successfully by any smooth
dependence of the nuclear level density on excitation energy.
If a nucleus is imagined as a system of non-interactive nucleons, an assumption about
consecutive breaks of Cooper pairs of nucleons in decayed nucleus at an increase in its
excitation energy is soundly enough. The step-wise dependence of the level density of nucleus
on its excitation energy can be well founded by existence of energy gaps in the spectrum of
excited nucleus at discontinuity of a number of pair of excited nucleons.
The dependence of the level density of 239U nucleus on its excitation energy (see
Fig.2) obtained from the best IȖȖ(E1)-intensity fits in a framework of the Dubna empirical
method, have an evident step-wise behavior. Approximation of the experimental data using a
smooth ȡ(ȿex) function postulated by the authors of [1] results in appreciable increase in Ȥ2.
239
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Fig.3. The radiative strength functions for

239

U nucleus (our calculations for the IȖȖ(E1)distribution best fit): solid line is our calculation of k(E1) for E1-transitions in the
cascades; dashed line is k(M1)-calculation for M1-transitions.

And a rate of the level-density rise essentially differs from that predicted by the backshifted Fermi-gas model.
It must be noted that in all nuclei analyzed earlier by the Dubna empirical method (see,
for example, [10–12]), the experimental Ȗ-spectra of which were far better suitable for
analysis than spectrum from 239U nucleus, the breaks in nuclear level-density dependences on
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the excitation energy are positioned with a step §ǻ0 (ǻ0 is the pairing energy of the last
nuclear nucleon). Our fittings of IȖȖ(E1)-intensities of the cascades in 239U nucleus also do
not exclude for this nucleus a possibility of nucleons’ pairing and consecutive breaking of
these pairs.
The expected behavior of energy dependences of the radiative strength functions for E1and M1-transitions in the two-step cascades of 239U nucleus obtained from our calculations
on a base of fitted parameters at the IȖȖ(E1)-intensities description are presented in Fig.3.
6. Conclusion
An experimental obtaining of the parameters of Ȗ-decay of any compound-state is
exclusively important to understand processes which take place in an excited nucleus.
In spite of insufficient energy-resolving power of scintillator detectors of DANCE
calorimeter, in the absence of individual cascade peaks in measured Ȗ-spectrum, we have
been successful in description of the experimental spectrum of intensities of primary
transitions of the two-step Ȗ-cascades in 239U nucleus with subsequent simultaneous obtaining
of its, at least, evaluative ȡ(ȿex) and Ƚ(ȿ1) functions.
Unfortunately, an absence of experimental individual energy-resolved cascades in total
ȖȖ-spectra from 4ʌ-experiment doesn’t allow a clarification of the intra-nuclear processes in
239
U nucleus. A process of breaking of Cooper pairs is not been experimentally investigated
until now. Nevertheless, our calculations visually demonstrate that successful description of
the experimental intensities of the two-step Ȗ-cascades in 239U nucleus is possible if only the
nuclear-level density has not smooth dependence on the excitation energy.
Only high-transmission spectrometers of gammas and testing of suitable model
representations of required strong-correlated nuclear parameters can provide their reliability.
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